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Abstract

This thesis is concerned with two main topics: first, the advancement of the density matrix
renormalization group (DMRG) and, second, its applications. In the first project of this
thesis we exploit the common mathematical structure of the numerical renormalization
group and the DMRG, namely, matrix product states (MPS), to implement an efficient
numerical treatment of a two-lead, multi-level Anderson impurity model. By adopting a
star-like geometry, where each species (spin and lead) of conduction electrons is described
by its own so-called Wilson chain, instead of a single Wilson chain we achieve a very sig-
nificant reduction in the numerical resources required to obtain reliable results. Moreover,
we show that it is possible to find an “optimal” chain basis, in which chain degrees of free-
dom of different Wilson chains become effectively decoupled from each other further out
on the Wilson chains. This basis turns out to also diagonalize the model’s chain-to-chain
scattering matrix.

In the second project we show that Chebyshev expansions offer numerically efficient rep-
resentations for calculating spectral functions of one-dimensional lattice models using MPS
methods. The main features of this Chebychev matrix product state (CheMPS) approach
are: (i) it achieves uniform resolution over the spectral function’s entire spectral width;
(ii) it offers a well-controlled broadening scheme; (iii) it is based on using MPS tools to
recursively calculate a succession of Chebychev vectors, (iv) whose entanglement entropies
were found to remain bounded with increasing recursion order for all cases analyzed here.
We present CheMPS results for the structure factor of spin-1/2 antiferromagnetic Heisen-
berg chains and perform a detailed finite-size analysis. Making comparisons to benchmark
methods, we find that CheMPS yields results comparable in quality to those of correc-
tion vector DMRG, at dramatically reduced numerical cost and agrees well with Bethe
Ansatz results for an infinite system, within the limitations expected for numerics on finite
systems.

Following these technologically focussed projects we study the so-called Kondo cloud by
means of the DMRG in the third project. The Kondo cloud describes the effect of spatially
extended spin-spin correlations of a magnetic moment and the conduction electrons which
screen the magnetic moment through the Kondo effect at low temperatures. We focus on
the question whether the Kondo screening length, typically assumed to be proportional
to the inverse Kondo temperature, can be extracted from the spin-spin correlations. We
investigate how perturbations which destroy the Kondo effect, like an applied gate potential
or a magnetic field, affect the formation of the screening cloud.
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In a forth project we address the impact of Quantum (anti-)Zeno physics resulting
from repeated single-site resolved observations on the many-body dynamics. We use time-
dependent DMRG to obtain the time evolution of the full many-body wave function that is
then periodically projected in order to simulate realizations of stroboscopic measurements.
For the example of a 1-D lattice of spin-polarized fermions with nearest-neighbor interac-
tions, we find regimes for which many-particle configurations are stabilized and destabilized
depending on the interaction strength and the time between observations.



Zusammenfassung

Diese Arbeit behandelt zwei Themenbereiche, zum einen methodische Fortschritte im Be-
reich der Dichtematrix-Renormierungsgruppe (DMRG) und zum anderen Anwendungen
der DMRG. Im ersten Projekt werden Matrixproduktzustände (MPS), die den gemeinsa-
men mathematischen Unterbau für die numerische Renormierungsgruppe und DMRG bil-
den, genutzt, um ein Anderson-Störstellenmodell mit zwei Bändern und mehreren Niveaus
numerisch effizient zu beschreiben. Indem jede Art (pro Band und Spin) von Leitungs-
elektronen durch eine eigene sogenannte Wilson-Kette in einer sternförmigen Anordnung
anstelle einer einzigen Wilson-Kette repräsentiert wird, lässt dich der numerische Aufwand
für eine zuverlässige Beschreibung deutlich reduzieren. Wir zeigen zusätzlich, dass sich eine
“optimale” Kettenbasis finden lässt, in der die Kettenfreiheitsgrade verschiedener Ketten ab
einem gewissen Abstand zum Zentrum effektiv entkoppelt sind. Diese Basis diagonalisiert
auch die Streumatrix bezüglich der Wilson-Ketten.

Im zweiten Projekt nutzen wir im Rahmen von MPS-Methoden Tschebytscheff-Ent-
wicklungen zur effizienten numerischen Berechnung von Spektralfunktionen für eindimen-
sionale Gittermodelle. Diese neu entwickelte Tschebytscheff-Matrixproduktzustandsmetho-
de (CheMPS) zeichnet sich durch folgende Eigenschaften aus: (i) gleichmäßige Auflösung
über den gesamte Spektralbereich hinweg, (ii) gut kontrollierbares Verbreiterungsschema,
(iii) Rekursionsvorschrift, die auf MPS-Werkzeugen basiert, zur Berechnung einer Folge
von Tschebytscheff-Vektoren, (iv) deren Verschränkungsentropie für alle hier betrachteten
Fälle mit wachsender Entwicklungordnung nach oben beschränkt ist. Wir berechnen den
Strukturfaktor von Spin-1/2 Heisenberg-Antiferromagnetketten einschließlich einer detai-
lierten Untersuchung von Systemgrößeneffekten. Im Vergleich zu Referenzmethoden zeigt
sich, dass CheMPS der “correction-vector” DMRG bei signifikant verringerten numerischen
Kosten qualitativ ebenbürtig ist und mit den Bethe-Ansatz Ergebnissen für unendlich
große Systeme im Rahmen der Einschränkungen, die man für endliche Systeme erwartet,
übereinstimmt.

Nach diesen methodisch orientierten Kapiteln folgt eine DMRG-Studie der sogenann-
ten Kondo-Wolke. Die Kondo-Wolke entsteht durch räumlich ausgedehnte Spin-Spin-Kor-
relationen eines magnetischem Moments mit den Leitungselektronen, die das magnetische
Moment durch den Kondo-Effekt bei niedrigen Temperaturen abschirmen. Das Haupt-
augenmerk dieses Kapitels liegt auf der Frage, ob die Kondo-Abschirmlänge, die in der
Regel als umgekehrt proportional zur Kondo-Temperatur angenommen wird, aus den Spin-
Spin-Korrelationen berechnet werden kann. Wir untersuchen auch wie Gatespannung und
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Magnetfeld als Störeinflüsse auf den Kondo-Effekt die Bildung der Abschirmwolke beein-
flussen.

Im vierten Projekt analysieren wir die Auswirkunden des Quanten-(Anti)-Zeno-Effekts,
der durch wiederholte Messungen mit einer Genauigkeit von einem Gitterplatz entsteht,
auf die Vielteilchendynamik eines Systems. Mit Hilfe der zeitabhängigen DMRG berech-
nen wir die Zeitentwicklung der vollen Vielteilchenwellenfunktion, die zur Simulation von
stroboskopischen Messungen periodisch ausprojiziert wird. Im Beispiels eines eindimensio-
nalen Gitters spinpolarisierter Fermionen mit nächster-Nachbar-Wechselwirkungen zeigen
sich Parameterbereiche, in denen Vielteilchenkonfigurationen in Abhängigkeit von Wech-
selwirkungsstärke und Messfrequenz entweder stabilisiert oder destabilisiert werden.
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1

Chapter 1

Introduction

The numerical simulation of quantum systems in general suffers from the fact that the
Hilbert space for such systems grows exponentially with the system size. This makes an
exact numerical treatment for systems of only moderate size virtually impossible and the
use of approximate methods becomes mandatory. For strongly correlated systems where
interactions play a dominant role, analytical methods typically cease to work. For special
cases or within certain boundaries, however, analytical methods work well and provide
deep insights, yet it is advisable to control their approximations with numerical methods.

In this thesis, we consider the more special case of one-dimensional strongly corre-
lated quantum systems at low temperatures. For these systems quantum Monte Carlo
approaches usually suffer from the fermionic sign problem [1] and cannot be applied in an
efficient manner. Quantum impurity models are a subclass of strongly correlated quan-
tum systems where a small interacting region is coupled to a much larger non-interacting
reservoir. Nevertheless, quantum many-body effects play an important role and the whole
systems needs to be treated quantum mechanically. For this subclass of quantum impurity
models K.G. Wilson developed the numerical renormalization group (NRG) [2] in the early
1970s. The NRG is based on a logarithmic energy discretization and decimates the Hilbert
space be keeping only the low-energy eigenstates as the simulated system is increased it-
eratively. This scheme is tailor-made for impurity systems and works extremely well for
these. However, it fails completely for real-space models for fundamental reasons which
are related to its Hilbert space truncation based on energy [3].

In 1992 S.R. White introduced the density matrix renormalization group (DMRG)
[4, 5] which succeeds in the numerical simulation of one-dimensional strongly correlated
quantum systems. One key difference compared to NRG which is responsible for this
achievement is the Hilbert space truncation scheme which keeps the most important states,
i. e. the states with the biggest weight, according to a reduced density matrix. In its
original formulation the DMRG was capable of calculating static properties of ground states
and low-lying eigenstates. It has been extended to the calculation of dynamic properties
[6–8] and also towards the time-evolution of quantum systems [9–13] and simulations at
finite temperature [14, 15]; DMRG can be regarded as a standard numerical method for
this class of systems. The foundation of the success of DMRG were the only moderate
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numerical resources required by DMRG for the description of most systems with very
high precision. The exponentially large Hilbert space of quantum systems is truncated by
DMRG in a controlled and effective way which makes the numerical treatment of systems
with several hundred lattice sites possible. The deeper physical reason thereof lies in the
slow entanglement growth of one-dimensional quantum systems [16]. The stronger growth
in two dimensions limits the applicability of DMRG there to rather small systems.

Comparatively long after DMRG was established it was recognized that the states
produced by DMRG can be expressed in terms of so-called matrix product states (MPS)
[17, 18] which themselves were discovered independently [19, 20]. The same was also found
to be true for NRG [21]. The recognition of MPS as building blocks of DMRG opened up
a connection into the field of quantum information. Several extensions of DMRG where
prompted by the different perspective of quantum information theory.

An ongoing interest in DMRG (and NRG) besides the pure algorithmically triggered
interest has been generated by experimental advances in the past. There are in particular
two classes of systems that stand out as they can be controlled very precisely: quantum
dots [22] and ultracold atoms in optical lattices [23].

Quantum dots are mesoscopic semiconductor structures in which electrons are spatially
confined. These structures can be coupled to several reservoirs (called leads) allowing for
transport processes into and off the quantum dot. Due to the small size of the quantum dot
the Coulomb interaction between electrons in the dot becomes a very important effect as
opposed to the leads where interaction effects usually can be neglected. Such devices can
be manufactured with high precision allowing to control all relevant physical parameters of
quantum dots. Quantum dots can be made so small that single electrons within the dot can
be detected and quantization effects are directly observable, e. g. in transport measurements
[24]. This allows to study basic physical effects experimentally: in particular, the Kondo
effect which was first experimentally observed in 1934 [25] as a resistance anomaly of metals
at very low temperatures. It was theoretically explained by J. Kondo in 1964 [26] as a many-
body effect where localized impurities with a magnetic moment interact with the spin-
1/2 conduction electrons. This spin-spin interaction includes spin-flip scattering processes
which become dominant at low temperatures. The temperature, or equivalently the energy
scale, where the spin-flip processes start to dominate is called the Kondo temperature TK.
A theoretical description of the temperature regime below TK can only be achieved with
sophisticated methods like the NRG. As opposed to the magnetic impurities in the original
experimental setup where the Kondo effect was discovered, quantum dots allow accurate
control over single electrons. This allows direct experimental access to Kondo systems
under full control [27] which, in turn, renewed the interest in the Kondo effect [28].

The field of ultracold atoms is relatively young and emerged 1995 with the first re-
alizations of a Bose–Einstein condensation of dilute atomic gases [29–31]. Such ultracold
quantum gases can be loaded into optical lattices [23] yielding periodic systems of arbitrary
dimension where the tunneling and interaction parameters are under almost perfect con-
trol. With such good control over a optical lattice systems a big class of lattice Hamilton
operators can be implemented experimentally. In addition, almost arbitrary many-body
states can be prepared to study their time-evolution. Thus optical lattices can be used to
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simulate the dynamics of a huge class of Hamilton operators [32]. This idea of a universal
quantum simulators was proposed by Feynman [33] almost three decades ago and describes
the use of a controllable quantum system to simulate another (more complex) local quan-
tum system. Using a classical computer instead would lead to an exponential slowdown
when performing an exact simulation of a quantum system.

The physics of one-dimensional systems is fundamentally different from that of sys-
tems of higher dimensions as interaction effects become more important. This makes
one-dimensional systems a very interesting subject. The DMRG is well adapted to the
numerical simulation of such one-dimensional strongly interacting quantum systems. In
particular, the time-evolution capabilities of DMRG allow for the direct simulation of ex-
perimental setups as they are realized in optical lattice experiments.

In the following, we summarize the contents of this thesis, divided into two main topics:
the evolution of DMRG techniques and applications of the DMRG. In order to establish
a common basis for all further discussions we begin with an introduction of DMRG in
Chapter 2. We start from first principles and use solely the language of MPS and the
corresponding graphical representation in favor of the original representation in terms of
block states. The notion of matrix product operators (MPOs), the equivalent to MPS for
operators, is introduced and all necessary operations for DMRG calculations, including the
calculation of dynamic properties and time-evolutions, are shown.

In Chapter 3, the DMRG is applied to a two-lead, multi-level Anderson impurity model,
a model which is typically analyzed with NRG. In NRG the numerical representation would
consist of a single chain. Using DMRG instead, this NRG chain can be split into four chains
that are connected in a “star-like” geometry. That way a significant reduction of numerical
resources can be achieved. Furthermore, the new geometry allows to choose a numerically
optimal basis for lead degrees of freedom which turns out to also diagonalize the model’s
chain-to-chain scattering matrix.

The calculation of dynamic properties with the standard DMRG correction-vector ap-
proach is much more expensive numerically than ground state calculations. We develop a
novel approach for calculating spectral functions in Chapter 4 based on Chebyshev poly-
nomials, called Chebyshev matrix product state approach (CheMPS). CheMPS achieves
a competitive accuracy compared with the correction-vector approach at significantly re-
duced costs. Also the properties of the underlying Chebyshev polynomials carry over
advantageously, most notably, the numerically stable recursion relation, almost uniform
spectral resolution and a broadening scheme that is well controlled. Since time-evolution
is related to the calculation of spectral functions by the means of Fourier transformation
the Chebyshev approach can also be used for time-evolution (tCheMPS).

After these studies focussing on aspects of the method DMRG itself, we apply the
DMRG to the single impurity Anderson model in Chapter 5 to study the Kondo screening
cloud. The Kondo effect originates in spin-flip processes and these manifest themselves in
spatially extended spin-spin correlations, the so called Kondo screening cloud, whose exten-
sion is inverse proportional to the Kondo temperature. The standard choice of numerical
methods for Kondo systems would be the NRG and in fact the NRG has been extended to
study the Kondo cloud [34]. However, with current NRG techniques the Kondo screening
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cloud cannot be directly studied for e. g. double quantum dots or interacting leads. Such
more complex models can be treated with DMRG and the Kondo screening cloud can be
measured directly since DMRG works on real-space models. On the other hand, DMRG
is limited in its capability to reach very low Kondo temperatures as the necessary energy
resolution would require very large system sizes. To explore the potential of DMRG for
Kondo screening cloud calculations we investigate how the Kondo screening length can be
extracted from spin-spin correlation data and which Kondo temperatures can be reached
with reasonable numerical effort. We also study how the Kondo screening cloud is affected
when a gate voltage and magnetic field are applied to the quantum dot.

For the last project of this thesis presented in Chapter 6, we turn towards ultracold
atoms in optical lattices. We study the effects of repeated single-site resolved measurements
on the time-evolution of one-dimensional systems of interacting spin-polarized fermions by
the means of time-dependent DMRG. Such repeated (stroboscopic) measurements affect
the stability of many-body configurations and can have both stabilizing and destabilizing
effects depending on the interaction strength and measurement interval length.
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Chapter 2

The density matrix renormalization
group

Parts of this chapter have been published in New Journal of Physics:
W. Münder, A. Weichselbaum, A. Holzner, J. von Delft, C. L. Henley, New J. Phys. 12,
075027 (2010), Appendix.

In this technical introductory chapter, we offer a tutorial guide to the DMRG using
the MPS formalism. We will not discuss the classical representation of DMRG nor try to
be exhaustive on other applications and variants of DMRG than presented in this work
since both can be found in the literature with the reviews [35, 36] serving as an excellent
starting points.

After a short overview of the method, we introduce MPS as the fundamental building
block for DMRG. We point out all the important properties of the MPS and explain how
to perform basic quantum calculations such as evaluating scalar products and constructing
a reduced density matrix. The concept of MPS can be extended from states to operators
leading to MPOs and we demonstrate how to operate with MPOs such as applying MPOs
on MPSs and calculating expectation values. With these representations for states and
operators at hand, we explain the process of “sweeping” that is most prominently used
to find a good approximation for the ground states in an iterative fashion. This idea of
iteratively optimizing a MPS for a certain goal is also used for calculating spectral functions
and for finding optimal representations of certain states.

2.1 Introduction

Quantum many-body systems deal with very large Hilbert spaces even for relatively small
system sizes. For example, a one-dimensional quantum chain of N spin-1/2 particles forms
a Hilbert space of dimension 2N , which is exponential in system size. For quantum lattice
models in 1D a very efficient numerical method is the DMRG, introduced by Steven R.
White [4, 5]. The problem of large Hilbert space dimension is avoided by an efficient
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description of the ground state, which discards those parts of the Hilbert space which have
negligible weight in the ground state. In this manner the state space dimension of the
effective description becomes tractable, and it has been shown that this produces excellent
results in many quasi one-dimensional systems. In the meantime, the method has been
extended to dynamic quantities [6–8] and to time-dependence and various time-dependent
Hamiltonian operators have been studied [9–13].

The original DMRG formulation did not rely on MPS but used “block states” to rep-
resent the effective Hilbert spaces of one or more targeted states. The notion of MPS
was introduced independent of DMRG [19, 37–40] before it was realized that the alge-
braic structure of the ground state for one-dimensional systems calculated with DMRG
can be described in terms of position-dependent MPS [17, 18, 38, 41–45]. The MPS based
formulation of DMRG has proven to be very enlightening and fruitful, in particular the ob-
servation that DMRG is in essence a variational method [41] opened up rich connections to
quantum information theory: some new fields of application arose like periodic systems [41]
and finite temperature calculations through purification of the density operator [14, 15].
Recently a new approach for finite temperature using minimally entangled typical thermal
states has been introduced [46, 47] promising improved efficiency.

The origin of the MPS structure underlying the DMRG approach can be understood
as follows (a detailed description will follow later): pick any specific site of the quantum
lattice model, say site k, representing a local degree of freedom whose possible values are
labeled by an index σk (e.g., for a chain of spinless fermions, σk = 0 or 1 would represent
an empty or occupied site). Any many-body state |ψ〉 of the full chain can be expressed
in the form

|ψ〉 =
∑

lkrkσk

A
[σk]
lkrk
|lk〉|σk〉|rk〉 , (2.1)

where |lk〉 and |rk〉 are sets of states (say Nl and Nr in number) describing the parts of the
chain to the left and right of current site k, respectively, and for each σk, A[σk] is a matrix
with matrix elements A[σk]

lkrk
and dimension Nl×Nr. Since such a description is possible for

any site k, the state |ψ〉 can be specified in terms of the set of all matrices A[σk], resulting
in a matrix product state of the form

|ψ〉 =
∑

σ1...σN

A[σ1] . . . A[σN ]|σ1〉 . . . |σN〉 , (2.2)

where the matrices A[σ1] and A[σN ] at the ends have row- and column-vector shape, respec-
tively, to account for open boundary conditions.1

One may now seek to approximate a certain state or expression (most prominent exam-
ple being the ground state) within the space of all MPS by treating the matrix elements of
the A-matrices as variational parameters. This is done by locally updating one A-matrix

1In this work, we deal only with open boundary conditions. In principle, a MPS can also be written
down for periodic boundary conditions by conserving 2D-matrix shape for the first and last A-matrix and
tracing over the open indices at the end.
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at a time (while keeping the other matrices fixed) in a sequential ordering and a man-
ner according to the approximation task at hand. One series of local updates of every
A-matrix is called a sweep. In the case of a ground state calculation the local update aims
for minimizing the expectation value 〈ψ|H|ψ〉 and the corresponding sweeps are repeated
until sufficient convergence has been achieved. The resulting procedure is equivalent to a
strictly variational minimization of the ground state energy within the space of all MPS
of the form of Eq. (2.2) [17, 18, 38, 41, 44]. If instead the local update is performed for
two adjacent matrices at a time, the resulting (quasi-variational) procedure is equivalent
to White’s original formulation of DMRG [17, 18, 38, 41, 44].

In general, such an approach works for both bosonic and fermionic systems. However,
to be efficient the method needs a local Hilbert space with finite and small dimension,
limiting its applicability to cases where the local Hilbert space is finite dimensional a priori
(e.g. fermions or hard-core bosons) or effectively reduced to a finite dimension, e.g. by
interactions. For example, such a reduction is possible if there is a large repulsion between
bosons on the same site such that only a few states with small occupation number will actu-
ally take part in the ground state. For fermions, on the other hand, the fermionic sign must
be properly taken care of. This problem can be simplified by either correctly accounting of
the particle number as (in most cases) conserved quantity or by applying a Jordan-Wigner
transformation [48] that creates new operators obeying bosonic commutation relations.

DMRG performs well for 1D systems, a fact that has been put on a firm theoretical
footing in recent years [16, 49–55]. The numerical effort of a DMRG calculation depends
strongly on the entanglement of the wave function and how the entanglement scales with
system size. For ground states the scaling of entanglement obeys an area law [56–61] and
thus does not grow with the system size in 1D (with logarithmic corrections for critical
systems) [62–64]. This reasoning applies only for ground states and cannot be expected to
hold for arbitrary states. Indeed, the time-evolution of DMRG is limited to small timescales
as the entanglement of the time-evolved state increases [65, 66] and exponential resources
would be necessary to describe the state properly for longer times. Although there have
been 2D DMRG studies [67, 68], in general DMRG works poorly in 2D as MPS cannot
produce the correct entanglement scaling efficiently [60, 69]. Various classes of ansatz states
have been suggested [70–74] for 2D, among them “projected entangled pair states” (PEPS)
[75] as a straightforward generalization of MPS and the field of quantum simulation in 2D
is actively investigated.

The following introduction to DMRG is organized from a technical point of view. We
begin with a presentation of MPSs and MPOs as the fundamental building blocks of DMRG
in Sec. 2.2 and Sec. 2.3. The key concepts of DMRG, namely, the Hilbert space truncation
(see Sec. 2.2.9) and the above-mentioned optimization scheme (see Sec. 2.4) follow. As
an application of the so far laid out techniques we discuss the principles of adaptive time
evolution (tDMRG) in Sec. 2.6.
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2.2 Matrix product states

2.2.1 Construction of matrix product states

We consider a chain with open boundary conditions consisting of N equal sites with a local
Hilbert space dimension of d. A state |ψ〉 is described by

|ψ〉 =
∑

σ1...σN

ψσ1,...,σN |σ1〉 . . . |σN〉 , (2.3)

where σi = 1, . . . , d labels the local basis states of site i. In general, the size of the coefficient
space ψ scales with O(dN). This can be rewritten in a matrix decomposition of the form
of Eq. (2.2) with a set of N times d matrices A[σk] (see Sec. 2.2.5 for details). Formally,
this decomposition has two open indices, namely the first index of A[σ1] and the second
index of A[σN ], as A[σ1] and A[σN ] are not multiplied onto a matrix to the left and to the
right, respectively. However, these two indices range only over one value as A[σ1] and A[σN ]

are of row- and column-vector shape, respectively. As a consequence the matrix product
of Eq. (2.2) gives a scalar.

If these A-matrices are sufficiently large this decomposition is formally exact, but since
that would require A-matrices of exponentially large size, such an exact description is
of academic interest only. The reason why the A-matrices are introduced is that they
offer a very intuitive strategy for reducing the numerical resources needed to describe a
given quantum state. This strategy involves limiting the dimensions of these matrices
by systematically using singular-value decomposition (SVD) and retaining only the set of
largest singular values. The A-matrices can be chosen much smaller while still giving a
very good approximation of the state |ψ〉.

Selecting a certain site k, the state can be rewritten in the form of Eq. (2.1). The
effective ’left’ basis |lk〉 =

∑
σ1...σk−1

A[σ1] . . . A[σk−1]|σ1〉 . . . |σk−1〉 describes the sites j =

1, . . . , k − 1, the effective ’right’ basis |rk〉 similarly describes the sites j = k + 1, . . . , N .
Site k is called the current site, as the description of the state makes explicit only the
A-matrix of this site (see Fig. 2.1).

Figure 2.1: Current site with effective basis sets.

So far Eqs. (2.3) and (2.1) are equivalent, but now we have a representation of the state
which allows a convenient truncation of the total Hilbert space, used for the description
of a MPS. For example, if we truncate all effective Hilbert spaces of all sites to the fixed
dimension D, each A[σk]-matrix has at most the dimension D × D. This reduces the
resources used to describe a state from O(dN) for the full many-body Hilbert space down
to O(ND2d). This is linear in the system size, assuming that the size required for D
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to accurately describe the state grows significantly slower than linearly in N . This, in
fact, turns out to be the case for ground state calculations [49]. Details of this truncation
procedure and estimates of the resulting error are described in Sec. 2.2.9.

2.2.2 Global view and local view

Matrix product states can be viewed in two alternative ways: a global view and a local
view. Both views are equivalent and both have their applications. In the global view the
state is expressed as in Eq. (2.2), i.e. the effective Hilbert spaces have been used ’only’
to reduce resources. The state is stored in the A-matrices, and no site is treated special
as current site. In this case, the state is formally represented in terms of the product of
the local Hilbert spaces |σ1〉 . . . |σN〉, however, this contraction of the A-matrices is never
carried out due to exponential numerical costs. In the local view the state is expressed as in
Eq. (2.1). It is called local because there is one special site, the current site, and all other
sites are combined in effective orthonormalized basis sets. Usually, the local view is used
iteratively for every site. In this perception, we need effective descriptions of operators
contributing to the Hamiltonian operator acting on other sites than the current site (see
Sec. 2.3.4).

2.2.3 Center matrix view

All operations on MPS that are performed by sweeping share the concept of local updates,
i. e. one or two A-matrices2 are modified at a time while the others remain fixed. One-
site and two-site sweeps (see Sec. 2.2.9) differ slightly in their convergence properties and
variational nature. Apart from that, we can provide an unified description for both one-
and two-site processes through a slightly adapted local view description, the center view
description [45] that also simplifies the handling of effective matrix elements for operators.

To that end, we rewrite Eq. (2.2) by inserting a center matrix C next to the current
site such that the overall state |ψ〉 is not changed. For the example of a one-site update
with k being the current site we insert C between A[σk] and A[σk+1]

|ψ〉 =
∑

σ1...σN

A[σ1] . . . A[σk−1]Ã[σk]CA[σk+1] . . . A[σN ]|σ1〉 . . . |σN〉 , (2.4)

where Ã[σk]
ij = δid+σk,j, Cjl = A

[σk]
il and j = id + σk running over Dd states. That way, we

obtained a local description of |ψ〉 through the dD ×D center matrix C

|ψ〉 = Clcrc|lc〉|rc〉, (2.5)

with |rc〉 = |rk〉 and the expanded left basis

|lc〉 = Ã[σk]|lk〉|σk〉 (2.6)
2In principle, this can be generalized to changing more A-matrices at once, but this increases the

numerical costs and offers no relevant improvement.
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which has dimension Dd and is just the tensor product of |lk〉 and |σk〉. Since Ã[σk]
ij Cjl =

A
[σk]
il holds, the state |ψ〉 is not changed. The right basis can be expanded in complete

analogy. If both the left and right basis are expanded at the same time both generated
C-matrices are multiplied together to form a Dd ×Dd C-matrix holding the information
of two neighboring A-matrices. Thus an update of this C-matrix is equivalent to one step
in a two-site sweep. With the center matrix view of Fig. 2.2(c) we achieved an easy local
description suitable for both one-site and two-site sweeps. In order to adopt to useful
notion of the current site also for the center matrix representation we call the site left to
C the current site.

2.2.4 Graphical representation

Matrix product states can be depicted in a convenient graphical representation (see Fig. 2.2).
In this representation, A-matrices are displayed as boxes and A[σk] is replaced by Ak for
brevity. Indices correspond to links from the boxes. The left link connects to the effective
left basis, the right link to the right one, and the link at the bottom to the local basis.
Sometimes indices are explicitly written on the links to emphasize the structure of the
sketch. Connected links denote a summation over the indices (also called contraction) of
the corresponding A[σ]-matrices. As this representation contains the complete information

(c) cc
c cC ~

Figure 2.2: Graphical representation of a matrix product state in the (a) global view, (b) local
view and (c) center matrix view with the left basis expanded.

on the state (or even MPS/ MPO expression) depicted it is a rigorous way of denoting
MPSs, yet with greatly improved readability compared to ordinary equations.

2.2.5 Details of the A-matrices

The A-matrices have some useful properties that hold independently of the truncation
scheme used to limit the effective Hilbert spaces. First of all, we notice that by construction
dim(Hrk−1) ≡ dim(Hlk), otherwise the matrix products in Eq. (2.2) would be ill defined.
Based on this, we can find another interpretation of the A-matrices in the local view. The
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part of the chain to the left of site k (where k is far from the ends for simplicity) is described
by the effective basis |lk〉, which is built of truncated A-matrices:

|lk〉 =
∑

σ1,...,σk−1

(
A[σ1] . . . A[σk−1]

)
lk
|σ1〉 . . . |σk−1〉

=
∑

σk−1

∑

lk−1

∑

σ1,...,σk−2

(
A[σ1] . . . A[σk−2]

)
lk−1
|σ1〉 . . . |σk−2〉

︸ ︷︷ ︸
|lk−1〉

A
[σk−1]
lk−1,lk

|σk−1〉

=
∑

σk−1,lk−1

A
[σk−1]
lk−1lk

|lk−1〉|σk−1〉 .

(2.7)

The A[σk−1]-matrix maps the effective left basis |lk−1〉 together with the local |σk−1〉 basis
onto the effective left basis |lk〉! The same argument applied on the effective right basis of
site k leads to the transformation of |rk+1〉 and |σk+1〉 onto |rk〉 via the A[σk+1]-matrix:

|rk〉 =
∑

σk+1,rk+1

A[σk+1]
rkrk+1

|σk+1〉|rk+1〉 . (2.8)

So far, this may be any transformation, but in order to deal with properly orthonormal
basis sets, we may impose unitarity on the transformation (see below).

The A-matrices towards the ends of the chain have to be discussed separately. The use
of open boundary conditions implies that we have a one-dimensional effective state space to
the left of site one and the right of site N , respectively, both representing the empty state.
This implies that dim(Hl1) = 1 = dim(HrN ). Moving inwards from the ends of the chain,
the effective Hilbert spaces acquire dimension d1, d2, . . . until they become larger than D
and need to be truncated. Correspondingly, the dimension of matrix A[σk] is Dk−1 × Dk,
where Dk = min(dk, dN−k, D). There is no truncation needed if dim(Hlk) · d = dim(Hrk)
or dim(Hrk) · d = dim(Hlk).

Summarizing, the A-matrices have two functions. If site i is the current site in Eq. (2.1),
the A[σi]-matrices represent the state, i.e. its coefficients specify the linear combination of
basis states |lk〉, |σk〉 and |rk〉. In the center matrix representation this information on
the state is moved to the center matrix C in Eq. (2.5)(c) and A[σi] ≡ Ã[σi] provides the
expanded basis for C as in Eq. (2.6). On the other hand, if not the current site, the A-
matrices are used as a mapping to build the effective orthonormal basis for the current/
center site, as we describe next:

Orthonormal basis sets

In the center view, the whole system is described by the C-matrix of the current site k in
the effective left basis and the effective right basis, where at least one of the effective basis
sets is expanded according to Eq. (2.6). A priori, the basis states form an orthonormal set
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only for the local basis set, but we may ask for the effective basis sets |l〉 and |r〉3 to be
orthonormal, too, i. e. require them to obey:

〈l′ |l〉 = δl′l ,

〈r′ |r〉 = δr′r .
(2.9)

This immediately implies the following condition on the A[σj ]-matrices, using Eq. (2.7) and
Eq. (2.8) (for a derivation, see Sec. A.1):

∑

σj

A[σj ]
†
A[σj ] = 1 for j <= k ,

∑

σj

A[σj ]A[σj ]
†

= 1 for j > k .
(2.10)

The orthonormality Eq. (2.9) for both the left- and right basis states holds only for the
current site. For the other sites there is always only one orthonormal effective basis.

2.2.6 Orthonormalization of effective basis states

We now describe how an arbitrary MPS state can be rewritten into a form where its local
view with respect to a given site has orthonormal left- and right basis states. It should be
emphasized that this really just amounts to a reshuffling of information among the state’s
A-matrices without changing the state itself, by exploiting the freedom that we always can
insert any X−1X = 1 at any position in the matrix product state without altering it.

Assume site k to be the current site and assume that it has an orthonormal left basis
(the latter is automatically fulfilled for k = 1). We need a procedure to ensure that, when
the current site is switched to site k+ 1, this site, too, will have an orthonormal left basis.
(This is required for the orthonormality properties used in the proof in Sec. A.1. A similar
procedure can be used to ensure that site k − 1 has an orthonormal right basis provided
k has such a basis.) For this purpose we use the singular value decomposition (SVD, see
Sec. A.2) for which we have to rewrite A[σk]

lkrk
by fusing the indices lk and σk:

A
[σk]
lkrk

=̂A(lkσk)rk =
∑

m,n

u(lkσk)msmn
(
v†
)
nrk

=̂
∑

m

u
[σk]
lkm

(
sv†
)
mrk

, (2.11)

where m, n and rk have the same index range (see Fig. 2.3). Specifically, u fulfills

1 = u†u =
∑

(lkσk)

u∗(lkσk),m′u(lkσk),m , (2.12)

which is equivalent to the orthonormality condition Eq. (2.10) for the A[σk]-matrices.
3From now on the indices k or c are only displayed when several sites are involved. For the central site

or in the case when only one A-matrix is considered the index will be dropped.
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SVD

Figure 2.3: Singular value decomposition of the A-matrices

As u replaces A[σk] and sv† is contracted onto A[σk+1], this leaves the overall state
unchanged (for a graphical depiction see Fig. 2.4):

A[σk]A[σk+1] =
∑

(rk=lk+1)

A
[σk]
lkrk

A
[σk+1]
lk+1rk+1

=
∑

(rk=lk+1)

∑

m

u
[σk]
lkm

(
sv†
)
mrk

A
[σk+1]
lk+1rk+1

= u[σk]
(
sv†Ak+1

)[σk+1] ≡ Ã[σk]Ã[σk+1] .

(2.13)

SVD

Figure 2.4: Rearrangement of the A-matrices to switch the current site from site k to k + 1.

Site k + 1 now has an orthonormal effective left basis. A similar procedure works for
the effective right basis, see Fig. 2.5. To obtain an orthonormal effective left basis for the

Figure 2.5: Orthonormal effective right basis for site k − 1.

current site k, we start with the first site, update A[σ1] and A[σ2], move to the next site,
update A[σ2] and A[σ3], and so on until site k− 1. For an orthonormal effective right basis,
we start from site N and apply an analogous procedure in the other direction.

If the state |ψ〉 is in the local description of site k with orthonormal basis sets |lk〉, |σk〉
and |rk〉, it is now very easy to change the current site to site k±1, with corresponding new
orthonormal basis sets |lk±1〉, |σk±1〉, |rk±1〉. Suppose we want to change the current site
from site k to site k + 1. Following the procedure described above, site k + 1 already has
an orthonormal right basis and all sites left of site k fulfill the orthonormality condition.
All that is left to do, is to update site k and k + 1 to obtain an orthonormal left basis for
site k + 1. This is called a switch of the current site from site k to k + 1. The switch from
site k to site k − 1 is done analogously.
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2.2.7 Scalar product

The scalar product of two states |ψ〉 and |ψ′〉 is one of the simplest operations we can
perform with matrix product states.4 It is calculated most conveniently in the global view
because then we do not need to care about orthonormalization of the A-matrices:

〈ψ′ |ψ〉 = 〈σ′1| . . . 〈σ′N |
∑

σ′1...σ
′
N

(
A′[σ

′
1] . . . A′[σ

′
N ]
)∗ ∑

σ1...σN

(
A[σ1] . . . A[σN ]

)
|σ1〉 . . . |σN〉

=
∑

σ1...σN

(
A′[σ1] . . . A′[σN ]

)∗ (
A[σ1] . . . A[σN ]

)
,

(2.14)

using the orthonormality of the local basis 〈σ′k |σl〉 = δklδσ′kσk . In principle the order in
which these contractions are carried out is irrelevant, but in practice it is possible to choose
an order in which this summation over the full Hilbert space is carried out very efficiently
by exploiting the one-dimensional structure of the matrix product state (see Fig. 2.6 for a
graphical explanation). For details on the numerical costs, see Sec. A.3. In method (a),
after contracting all A-matrices of |ψ〉 and |ψ′〉, we have to perform a contraction over
the full Hilbert space, i.e. a 1 × dN matrix is multiplied with a dN × 1 matrix. This
contraction is of order O

(
dN
)
, which is completely unfeasible for practical purposes. In

method (b) the most ’expensive’ contraction is in the middle of the chain, say at site k,
and it is of order O (dD3). Here the A-matrices are viewed as three-index objects Alkrkσk
with dimension D ×D × d. All sites left of site k are represented by a D ×D matrix, say
Llkl′k

. Contracting this with the matrix at site k yields the object
∑

lk
Llkl′k

Alkrkσk , which has
dimensions D × D × d, and since the sum contains D terms, the overall cost is O (dD3)
leading to a total cost of O(dD3N) for the complete scalar product. Thus, in practice,
method (b) is rather efficient and renders such calculations feasible in practice.

1 2

3

(a) (b)

Figure 2.6: Scalar product, computed in two different orders. (a) First all A-matrices of |ψ〉 and
|ψ′〉 are contracted and then contraction over the local indices is carried out. b) First, for site one,
we contract over the local indices of A1 and A′1. Then we contract over the effective index between
A1 and A2 and afterwards over the indices between the resulting object and (A′2)∗. Proceeding
over the whole chain yields the scalar product.

4Within the classical DMRG formulation using block states the scalar product of two distinct states
can not be calculated in a straightforward way as, in general, the system and environment basis states are
not identical for both states.
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Partial product

Sometimes it is required to calculate a product over only a part of the matrix product
state. This is done the same way as the scalar product

(
P [Lk]

)
lkl
′
k

≡
∑

σ1...σk−1

(
A[σ1] . . . A[σk−1]

)∗
l′k

(
A[σ1] . . . A[σk−1]

)
lk
, (2.15)

(
P [Rk]

)
rkr
′
k

≡
∑

σk+1...σN

(
A[σk+1] . . . A[σN ]

)∗
r′k

(
A[σk+1] . . . A[σN ]

)
rk
, (2.16)

(
P [kk′]

)
rkr
′
k,lk′ l

′
k′

≡
∑

σk+1...σk′−1

(
A[σk+1] . . . A[σk′−1]

)∗
r′k l
′
k′

(
A[σk+1] . . . A[σk′−1]

)
rk lk′

. (2.17)

Notice that P [Lk] and P [Rk] are matrices in the indices lk and rk, respectively (see Fig. 2.7).
In fact, they correspond to the overlap matrices 〈l′k |lk〉 and 〈r′k |rk〉, respectively.

Figure 2.7: Partial products associated with site k.

2.2.8 Reduced density matrix

The pure density matrix given by the matrix product state |ψ〉 is defined as ρ = |ψ〉〈ψ|.
To describe only a part of the system, we need to calculate the reduced density matrix.
Let I be a set of sites and σs = {σk∈I} a fused index for their local states. Tracing out all
other sites with combined index σb = {σk/∈I} we obtain

ρI =
∑

σ1...σNσ
′
1...σ

′
N

δσbσ′b

(
A[σ′1] . . . A[σ′N ]

)∗ (
A[σ1] . . . A[σN ]

)
|σs〉〈σ′s| . (2.18)

This is a completely general expression, but in the cases where I = {k} or I = {k, k′} it
reduces to (see Fig. 2.8)

ρ{k} = P [Lk]
(
A[σk] ⊗ A[σ′k]∗

)
P [Rk]|σk〉〈σ′k| , (2.19)

ρ{kk′} = P [Lk]
(
A[σk] ⊗ A[σ′k]∗

)
P [kk′]

(
A[σk′ ] ⊗ A[σ′

k′ ]
∗)
P [Rk′ ]|σk〉〈σ′k||σk′〉〈σ′k′| . (2.20)
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Figure 2.8: Reduced density matrix (a) ρ{k} for site k, (b) ρ{kk′} for sites k and k′, where k < l < k′.

2.2.9 Hilbert space truncation

A central ingredient of DMRG is the truncation of the effective Hilbert spaces associated
with a given A-matrix. The strategy for truncating the effective Hilbert spaces when using
a MPS-based formulation is completely analogous to the original DMRG formulation [18].
The DMRG truncation scheme is based on discarding that part of the Hilbert space on
which a certain density matrix has sufficiently small weight. There are two ways, how the
Hilbert space truncation can manifest itself: as an explicit truncation of an appropriate re-
duced density matrix in two-site DMRG [4, 5, 35] and in an implicit way in one-site DMRG
[35]. The main difference between the two is the size of the effective Hilbert space that is
used at each step, which is reflected in the dimensions of the center matrix C and leads
to slightly different properties of both variants. Originally, DMRG has been introduced as
a method for calculating the ground state of a Hamiltonian by two-site sweeping through
the state and performing local updates. Depending on what local updates are performed,
different goals can be reached through sweeping and the sweeping is independent whether
one or two sites are considered at a time. Sweeping details will be covered in Sec. 2.4 while
here we will illustrate the differences between the one- and two-site algorithm, that mainly
occur in the truncation of the effective Hilbert space.

One-site DMRG

One-site DMRG arises when variationally optimizing one site at a time, i. e. the center
matrix being subject to the local updates has only one attributed expanded basis. In
contrast to two-site DMRG, one-site DMRG does not easily allow for dynamical truncation
during the calculation. (It is possible in principle to implement the latter, but if one decides
to use dynamical truncation, it would be advisable to do so using two-site DMRG.) The
truncation is fixed by the initial choice of D, but it is still possible to determine an estimate
on the error of this truncation by analyzing the reduced density matrix. Starting from an
expression for the full density matrix in the center matrix view (current site k, left basis
expanded, C-matrix between sites k and k + 1 has dimension Dd×D)

ρ = |ψ〉〈ψ| =
(∑

lr

Clr|l〉|r〉
)(∑

l′r′

C∗l′r′〈l′|〈r′|
)

=
∑

lrl′r′

ClrC
∗
l′r′ |l〉〈l′||r〉〈r′| . (2.21)
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We trace out the effective right basis and obtain a reduced density matrix for the left part
of the system (including site k):

ρ[lc] =
∑

lrl′

ClrC
∗
l′r|l〉〈l′| =

∑

lrl′

Clr
(
C†
)
rl
|l〉〈l′| =

∑

ll′

(
CC†

)
ll′
|l〉〈l′| . (2.22)

This reduced density matrix carries the label lc because it corresponds precisely to the
density matrix |lc〉〈l′c| of the expanded left basis |lc〉.

In a pure one-site process we do not need to diagonalize the coefficient matrix CC†

to obtain the largest weights in the density matrix, because we get its eigenvalues as a
byproduct of the following manipulations anyway [35]. To switch the current site we need
to apply a singular value decomposition and obtain C = usv†. Now u gets contracted onto
A[σk] and sv† onto A[σk+1] (in close analogy to Sec. 2.2.6). Since the left basis is expanded
A[σk] = δ(lσ),r and A[σk] is simply replaced by u in its index splitted form u[σk] also the
new left basis of site k + 1 gets expanded and a new center matrix gets constructed (for a
graphical description see Fig. 2.9):

A[σk]CA[σk+1]A[σk+2] =
∑

lclk+1rcrk+1

δ(lkσk),lculclk+1

(
sv†
)
lk+1rc

A[σk+1]
rcrk+1

A[σk+2]
rk+1rk+2

=
∑

lk+1rk+1

u(lkσk),lk+1

(
sv†Ak+1

)[σk+1]

lk+1rk+1
A[σk+2]
rk+1rk+2

=
∑

lk+1lcrc

u
[σk]
lklk+1

δ(lk+1σk+1),lc

(
sv†Ak+1

)
lcrc

A[σk+2]
rcrk+2

≡ Ã[σk]Ã[σk+1]C̃A[σk+2] .

(2.23)

Having the SVD of C yields directly CC† = usv†vsu† = us2u†, which corresponds to the
diagonalization of ρ[lc], implying that the weights of the density matrix are equal to s2. Of
course this works also for the right effective basis. With such an expression, we can check
whether the effective Hilbert space dimension D of Hlk+1 is too small or not. For example,
we could ask for the smallest singular value sD to be at least n orders of magnitude smaller
than the largest one s1, i.e. the respective weights in the density matrix would be 2n orders
of magnitude apart. If the singular values do not decrease that rapidly, we have to choose
a greater D.

The above described procedure for moving the current site does not change the overall
state and thus permits a strictly variational sweeping scheme. However, this pure one-site
algorithm shows only slow convergence because no explicit truncation is performed and
the number of singular values is bounded by D at every step. This can be improved by
adding a small perturbation to the reduced density matrix ρ[lc] [76] of the form

ρ[lc] 7→ ρ[lc] + ε
∑

α

Bαρ[lc]Bα† , (2.24)

where Bα are usually parts of the Hamiltonian than couple the left and right part of
the system (see [45, 76] for details) and ε is a small parameter typically chosen between
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=SVD

= =

Figure 2.9: Procedure for switching the current site within one-site DMRG. Truncation requires
a density matrix perturbation as in Eq. (2.24). Thick bonds indicate indices of dimension Dd
instead of D. The gray δ inside a box indicates an A-matrix that provides an expanded basis
according to Eq. (2.6).

O(10−2) and O(10−6). The price of this approach is that it is necessary to calculate the
reduced density matrix ρ[lc] explicitly and to diagonalize the perturbed density matrix
ρ′ = UE2U † ≡ C ′C ′† in order to obtain the new C ′ = UE, where E is a diagonal matrix
containing the square root of the eigenvalues of the positive-semidefinite ρ′. C ′ has now
dimension Dd × Dd instead of Dd × D as before thus we need to explicit truncate C ′.
This is achieved by keeping only the D biggest eigenvalues of ρ′, i. e. keeping the first D
columns of U and the first D entries on the diagonal of E. The truncated Dd×D C ′ is now
treated exactly as in Eq. (2.23) for switching the current site only with sv† replaced by the
truncated D×D E and u by U . The added perturbation makes an part of the Hilbert space
not reached by the local update accessible and allows for a controlled explicit Hilbert space
truncation rendering this method no longer strictly variational. The truncated weight of ρ′
can be analyzed like in the two-site case (see below). The parameter ε mediates between
convergence speed (grows with ε) and final accuracy (decreases with ε).

Two-site DMRG

Two-site DMRG arises when variationally optimizing two sites at a time. We consider two
current sites, say k and k + 1, and we may choose the cutoff dimension site-dependent:
D → Dk ≡ dim(Hlk). Following Secs. 2.2.6 and 2.2.3, we assume site k to have an
orthonormal left basis and site k + 1 to have an orthonormal right basis and both the left
and right basis of the center matrix expanded, yielding

Ã
[σk]
lklc

= δ(lkσk),lc , Ã[σk+1]
rcrk+1

= δrc,(σk+1rk+1) (2.25)

and the center matrix

Clcrc =
∑

m

(Ak)lc=(lkσk),m (Ak+1)m,rc=(σk+1rk+1) . (2.26)

In this description we may perform the local updates (see Sec. 2.4) on the Dd×Dd matrix
C. Afterwards, we need to move the center matrix view one site further. The reduced
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density matrix of the left part of the system is given by Eq. (2.22), the only difference to
the one-site case is the different size of C. Thus we can follow the steps of Eq. (2.23) very
closely, while adding an explicit truncation of the Dd singular values and also expanding
the new effective right basis of the next center matrix (see also Fig. 2.10 for a graphical
description):

A[σk]CA[σk+1]A[σk+2] SVD
=

∑

lcrcrk+1

Dd∑

lk+1,m=1

δ(lkσk),lculclk+1
slk+1m

(
v†
)
mrc

A[σk+1]
rcrk+1

A[σk+2]
rk+1rk+2

trunc.≈
∑

lcrcrk+1

D∑

lk+1,m=1

δ(lkσk),lculclk+1
slk+1m

(
v†
)
mrc

A[σk+1]
rcrk+1

A[σk+2]
rk+1rk+2

=
∑

lk+1rk+1rc

u(lkσ),lk+1

(
sv†Ak+1

)[σk+1]

lk+1rk+1
(Ak+2)rk+1rc

δrc,(σk+2rk+2)

=
∑

lk+1lcrc

u
[σk]
lklk+1

δ(lk+1σk+1),lc

(
sv†Ak+1Ak+2

)
lcrc

δrc,(σk+2rk+2)

≡ Ã[σk]Ã[σk+1]C̃Ã[σk+2] .

(2.27)

For simplicity, we have denoted the truncation in Eq. (2.27) from Dd states back to D
states. As the truncation in the two-site case operates on both the expanded left and
right basis states we are free to adapt Dk at every site. A common protocol is e. g. to

=SVD

=

=

=

=

trunc.

Figure 2.10: Procedure for switching the current site and truncation within two-site DMRG. Thick
bonds indicate indices of dimension Dd instead of D. Truncation is shown in red. The gray δ
inside a box indicates an A-matrix that provides an expanded basis according to Eq. (2.6) and
the gray line under the s indicates that s is the diagonal matrix of singular values.

keep all singular values bigger than some threshold while setting a maximum number of
states to keep. The error introduced by discarding some singular values at one site is called
truncation error per site τ and is given by

τ =
∑

i>D

s2
i . (2.28)
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This step makes the method not strictly variational, since we discard some part of the
Hilbert space, which could increase the energy. It turns out that this potential increase of
energy is negligible and outbalanced by the advantages of having an explicit truncation and
using an bigger Hilbert space for the local updates in practice. We can obtain a measure for
the information lost due to truncation by using the von Neumann entropy S = − tr (ρ ln ρ),
given by

ε ≡ −
∑

i>D

s2
i ln
(
s2
i

)
, (2.29)

where
∑
s2
i = 1 due to the normalization of |ψ〉.

State truncation

It is often desirable to truncate a given MPS |ψ〉 further so that the truncated state |ψ′〉
has smaller dimensions D′. One way of obtaining |ψ′〉 is to move the current size once
through the whole state using the two-site DMRG description from above, but truncating
down to D′ < D. A more preferable way is to determine |ψ′〉 through fitting sweeps (see
Sec. 2.4.4) thereby finding the |ψ′〉 with dimension D′ that optimally represents |ψ〉.

2.2.10 Adding MPS

Another useful operator on MPS is the addition |ψ〉 = |φ〉 + |χ〉 which can be performed
directly in the global view without caring for orthonormalization of the states and is exact.
The A-matrices of |ψ〉 are given by the direct sum A

[σk]
ψ = A

[σk]
φ ⊕ A[σk]

χ and can easily be
written in block form in terms of the A-matrices of |φ〉 and |χ〉:

A
[σ1]
ψ =

(
A

[σ1]
φ A

[σ1]
χ

)
, A

[σk]
ψ =

(
A

[σk]
φ 0

0 A
[σk]
χ

)
, A

[σN ]
ψ =

(
A

[σN ]
φ

A
[σN ]
χ

)
. (2.30)

Any previous valid orthonormalization constraints will be invalidated and need to be
reestablished after the addition is completed. The cost of having an exact addition is
the increased dimension of the resulting state Dψ = Dφ + Dχ. This is often undesirable
and a truncation step can be applied to reduce Dψ.

Alternatively, instead of a separate addition and truncation process the fitting technique
(see Sec. 2.4.4) can generate an optimal approximation to |φ〉+ |χ〉 in one step.

2.3 Matrix product operators

Any operator for a Hilbert space of N sites has the form

O =
∑

σ′1...σ
′
N ,σ1 ...σN

Oσ′1...σ
′
N ,σ1 ...σN

|σ′1〉〈σ1| . . . |σ′N〉〈σN | . (2.31)
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The same rationale as for MPS can be applied to operators leading to a matrix product
representation for operators in analogy to Eq. (2.2) which was first recognized for density
matrix operators [14, 77]

O =
∑

σ′1...σ
′
N ,σ1 ...σN

B[σ′1,σ1 ] . . . B[σ′N ,σN ]|σ′1〉〈σ1| . . . |σ′N〉〈σN | , (2.32)

where each B[σ′k,σk] is a matrix so that Bk is a rank 4 object. It turns out, that almost
all physically relevant operators (e. g. the Hamiltonian and its constituents) can be rep-
resented exactly as a matrix product operator (MPO) with very low dimension DB (i. e.
the dimension of B[σ′k,σk]) making the MPO formulation a useful tool in practice. Here, we
will describe the basic usage of MPOs. For more details we refer to [45, 78–80] and the
appendix of [47].

2.3.1 Graphical representation

MPOs are depicted graphically in complete analogy to MPS, each B is represented by
a box with 4 (at the beginning and end of the system 3) links attached corresponding
to the indices of B, where the up/ down links represent the physical basis and the left/
right links assemble the matrix product. Connected links denote a contraction over the
respective indices (see Fig. 2.11). Multiplying a MPO and a MPS is straightforward. By

Figure 2.11: Graphical representation of an MPO

aligning the MPO to the bottom of the MPS and connecting the physical indices (thereby
contracting) the product is carried out. From the graphical construction it is obvious that
the MPS-form of the resulting state is retained.

2.3.2 Construction of MPOs

For operators acting on a single site and products thereof the corresponding MPO has bond
dimension DB = 1 and the individual B-matrices are just the operators at these sites. For
the example of c1, the annihilation operator for the first site, we have

B[σ′1,σ1 ] = (c)σ′1,σ1 , B[σ′k,σk] = (1)σ′1,σ1 ∀k > 1 . (2.33)

We review the MPO-representations of operators consisting of a sum of local terms and
of a sum of nearest-neighbor terms, which make out the most important building blocks
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of common Hamilton operators and can be found e. g. in [45]. For the sum of local terms
Hl =

∑N
i=1 S

z
i we yield 2× 2 B-matrices

B[σ′1,σ1 ] =
(
Szσ′1,σ1

δσ′1,σ1

)
, B[σ′k,σk] =

(
δσ′k,σk 0
Szσ′k,σk

δσ′k,σk

)
, B[σ′N ,σN ] =

(
δσ′N ,σN
Szσ′N ,σN

)
(2.34)

and for the nearest-neighbor operator Hnn =
∑N−1

i=1 Sxi S
x
i+1 we obtain 3× 3 B-matrices

B1 =
(
0 Sx 1

)
, Bk =



1 0 0
Sx 0 0
0 Sx 1


 , BN =



1

Sx

0


 (2.35)

where we dropped the local indices.

2.3.3 Arithmetic with MPOs

A MPO can be formally mapped to a MPS by fusing the local σ and σ′ indices of the
B-matrices of the MPO. That way the whole toolbox of MPS operations is available for
MPOs, too. Especially, the scalar product adapted this way for MPOs allows to define a
numerically feasible measure for the distance [79] of two MPOs and thus makes the versatile
fitting technique (see Sec. 2.4.4) also available for operators. Nevertheless, because of the
often small MPO dimensions it may be desirable to perform simple arithmetic on MPO
exactly.

Adding MPOs

The sum of two MPOs is calculated exactly as the sum of two MPSs. So for Q = O + P
the bulk B-matrices of Q are given by

B
[σ′k,σk]

Q =

(
B

[σ′k,σk]

O 0

0 B
[σ′k,σk]

P

)
, (2.36)

the B-matrices at the first and last site have row and column vector form as in Eq. (2.30).

Multiplying MPOs

The multiplication of two MPOs is very similar to the scalar product of MPS, the connect-
ing local indices are being contracted only the result retains MPO form

O′ ⊗O =
∑

σ′1...σ
′
N

σ1...σN

∑

s1...sN

(
B′

[σ′1,s1]
B[s1,σ1]

)
. . .
(
B[σ′N ,sN ]B[sN ,σN ]

)
|σ′1〉〈σ1| . . . |σ′N〉〈σN |. (2.37)

As a consequence immediately visible in Fig. 2.12 the dimension of the resulting MPO is
given by the product of the dimensions of both factors since their indices are just fused
into the new bond index. In most cases the new dimension will be too big and a separate
truncation needs to be done, alternatively, the fitting technique can be used to calculate
the operator product in one step.
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Figure 2.12: Multiplication of two MPOs. The green boxes indicate the resulting B-matrices after
the contraction of the local indices. The bond indices become fused, yielding the product of the
former dimensions as new dimension.

MPO acting on a MPS

Multiplying a MPO onto a MPS is a very common operation and works almost the same
as multiplying two MPOs

O|ψ〉 =
∑

σ1...σN

∑

s1...sN

(
B[σ1,s1]A[s1]

)
. . .
(
B[σN ,sN ]A[sN ]

)
|σ1〉 . . . |σN〉. (2.38)

For simple (low dimensional) operators this direct calculation (see Fig. 2.13) works fine.
For more complicated MPOs a fitting approach (see Sec. 2.4.4) will be favorable as results

Figure 2.13: MPS multiplied by a MPO. The green boxes show the new A-matrices while the
bond dimensions grow to the product of the former dimensions.

would require further truncation anyway.

Expectation values

While the calculation of expectation values can be thought of as two step process with first
calculating the product |ψ′〉 = O|ψ〉 and then the overlap 〈O〉 = 〈ψ |ψ′〉, it is numerically
recommendable to perform the calculation in a single step

〈ψ|O|ψ〉 =
∑

σ′1...σ
′
N ...σ1 ...σN

(
A[σ1]∗B[σ′1,σ1 ]A[σ1]

)
. . .
(
A[σN ]∗B[σ′N ,σN ]A[σN ]

)
. (2.39)

The necessary contractions should be carried out in analogy to the scalar product discussed
in Sec. 2.2.7 and also indicated in Fig. 2.14.
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Figure 2.14: Expectation value of a MPO. The contractions are to be carried out recursively as
indicated by the green boxes. First all indices inside the solid box are contracted out. Then the
dashed box is contracted piecewise onto the already obtained object. This is repeated until all
indices are contracted.

2.3.4 Operators in an effective basis

Above we described various manipulations on MPOs and MPS within the global picture.
When performing local updates during sweeps (see Sec. 2.4), however, we operate in the
center matrix view of a state and thus need to be able to perform the same manipulations
also in the center matrix view. This is done using the basis transformation properties of
the A-matrices discussed in Sec. 2.2.5.

Let k be the current site with the center matrix C and orthonormal effective basis sets
|lc〉 and |rc〉, where one or both are expanded. What we now need is a (approximate)
representation of any operator within this basis

O = Ol′cr
′
clcrc |l′c〉〈lc ||r′c〉〈rc | = Eα

l′clc
Fα
r′crc
|l′c〉〈lc ||r′c〉〈rc |. (2.40)

Taking the matrix product structure of the operator O into account O can be split into an
left and right part Eα and Fα operating on the left and right part of the effective Hilbert
space, respectively. The index α stems from the bond index of the MPO at bond k. The
effective operator representation5 Eα is obtained (assuming proper orthonormalization for
the center view) by the following recursive prescription6 (see Fig. 2.15 for an illustration)

Eα
l′2l2

=
∑

σ1σ
′
1

A
[σ′1]

l′2

∗
B[σ′1,σ1 ]
α A

[σ1]
l2

(2.41a)

Eα
l′n+1ln+1

=
∑

l′nlnβ
σnσ

′
n

Eβ
l′nln

A
[σ′n] ∗
l′nl
′
n+1
B

[σ′n,σn]
βα A

[σn]
lnln+1

. (2.41b)

The recursion step Eq. (2.41b) is iterated until the current effective basis |lc〉 ≡ |ln〉 is
reached. For the right part of the operator Fα exactly the same scheme is used iterating
from site N down until the center matrix C is reached. As the center matrix moves through
the system during a sweep this recursive prescription makes it easy to maintain a effective

5We drop the site index of Eα if it can be deduced from the basis state labels.
6The same terms also appear as intermediate results when calculating expectation values via Eq. (2.39).
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.15: Calculation of the effective operator representation Eα. (a) Initial step at the
beginning of the system. Iteration step (b) is repeated until the effective left basis of the center
site is reached.

representation of any MPO within the current basis. E. g. when moving the right from k
to k + 1 only Ek+1 needs to be calculated as Fk+2 is already known from the previous left
sweep or the initial calculation of the effective operator representation.

Having an effective description of the MPO O via Eq. (2.40) makes manipulations
of a state |ψ〉 in the center matrix view of Eq. (2.5) straightforward (see Fig. 2.16 for
illustration). The action of an operator on a state is given by

O|ψ〉 = C ′lcrc|lc〉|rc〉 =
∑

αl′cr
′
c

Eα
lc l
′
c
Fα
rc r
′
c
Cl′cr′c|lc〉|rc〉 (2.42)

and the scalar product is given by

〈ψ|O|ψ〉 =
∑

αl′cr
′
clcrc

C∗lcrcE
α
lc l
′
c
Fα
rc r
′
c
Cl′cr′c . (2.43)

(a) (b)

Figure 2.16: Using the effective operator representation. Once the center matrix view of the
state |ψ〉 and the associated effective operator representation of O has been obtained acting with
operator on states and calculating expectation values is straightforward in the center matrix
picture.

For simple operators as e. g. the creation operator c† of a single site the MPO formalism
may seem exaggerated. However, for such operators the corresponding MPO takes an
almost trivial form. All B-matrices are 1× 1 and have as sole entry the identity operator
for the local states space |σ〉 and only on one site c† instead. While operating in the global
picture the identity operators can be ignored from a numerical point of view. The same
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is true in the center matrix view with proper orthonormalization guaranteed. So there is
no real drawback caused by MPOs while the formulation and manipulation of complex
operator expression is greatly simplified.

Above, we only presented an effective representation for MPOs using the center matrix
view. In principle the same can be done using the local view of Eq. (2.1). The respective
effective Hilbert spaces are equivalent span (|lc〉 ⊗ |rc〉) ≡ span (|lk〉 ⊗ |σk〉 ⊗ |rk〉) for one-
site DMRG case, but in the center matrix it consists of only two parts instead of three
simplifying all operations within the effective basis.

2.4 Variational optimization scheme

The basic techniques introduced in the previous sections are the building blocks for DMRG
sweeps, an iterative scheme to determine an optimal approximation for a certain state.
The most common use is finding the optimal MPS representation for the ground state of a
given Hamiltonian operator. This scheme starts at some site as current site and optimized
the state |ψ〉 with respect to the current center matrix. This optimization is done by
performing a local update of the center matrix C within the current effective Hilbert space.
Afterwards the center matrix is shifted by one site and the next local update is performed.7
The process of shifting the center matrix through the whole system once8 and optimizing
at every site is called a sweep and is illustrated in Fig. 2.17. These sweeps are repeated
until |ψ〉 converges.

Figure 2.17: One rightward sweep. At each step the current center matrix C is optimized and
then moved on step further to the right.

Although DMRG sweeps have first been used for groundstate calculations where the
optimization goal at each step is to minimize the energy of |ψ〉, sweeping is a general
concept for solving a high dimensional optimization problem within the space of MPS.
Of course the nature of the local updates will be adapted for each optimization problem.
Below we will first describe the local updates for groundstate calculations, followed by the
correction-vector method for Greens functions in Sec. 2.4.3 and the fitting method used
for truncation and general operator expressions in Sec. 2.4.4.

7Sites where no truncation takes places because of accordingly chosen dimensions may be skipped.
8For the more complex MPS geometry used in Chapter 3 we defined a sweep slightly different to have

the current site at the same position before and after one sweep.
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2.4.1 Convergence

At the end of each sweep the convergence of the state |ψ〉 needs to be checked. One
criterion feasible for all types sweeps is the change of the state during a single sweep. If |ψ〉
already is a good approximation to the goal of the calculation then |ψ〉 will change only
by a small amount during the next sweep. This can be tested by calculating the overlap
of |ψ〉 before and after a sweep. If the normalized overlap differs from 1 only by a small
number ε1 (typically ε1 ' 10−6 . . . 10−10 depending on the problem), the last sweep did not
improve |ψ〉 and we can assume the sweeping has led to a converged state:

|1− 〈ψi−1 |ψi〉| ≤ ε1 , (2.44)

where the |ψi〉 denotes the state obtained after sweep number i. Additionally, one can
check the relative change of the overlaps

|〈ψi−1 |ψi〉 − 〈ψi−2 |ψi−1〉|
|〈ψi−1 |ψi〉|

≤ ε2 , (2.45)

with ε2 chosen similar to ε1. When no good initial guess state |ψ0〉 is known, we start
with a random MPS. Especially in that case but also when we know the initial state is not
good, it is favorable to start sweeping with a relatively small dimension D ' 50 and upon
convergence gradually increase D until the desired dimension is reached. This narrows the
risk of stopping the sweeping prematurely because the above criteria detect erroneous no
relevant change to the state. It is also more efficient to obtain a good approximation with
small D first and only then make the effort of sweeps with higher D as the costs of each
step scale with D3.

2.4.2 Ground state

In order to find the ground state of the system we have to minimize the energy E = 〈ψ|H|ψ〉
of the matrix product state |ψ〉 with the constraint that the norm of |ψ〉 must not change.
Introducing λ as Lagrange multiplier to ensure proper normalization, we arrive at the
problem of determining

min
|ψ〉

(〈ψ|H|ψ〉 − λ〈ψ |ψ〉) . (2.46)

In the sweeping procedure introduced above, the current site is changed from one site to
the next and the energy is minimized in each local description. Thus, we need Eq. (2.46)
in terms of the parameters of the current center matrix. Inserting Eq. (2.5) into Eq. (2.46)
yields (see Fig. 2.18)

min
C

(∑

lrl′r′α

C∗l′r′E
α
l′lF

α
r′rClr − λ

∑

lr

C∗lrClr

)
, (2.47)

where E and F are the representation of Heff =
∑

αE
αFα in the effective basis as intro-

duced in Eq. (2.40).
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Figure 2.18: The minimization problem expressed in the current center matrix.

The multi-dimensional minimization problem Eq. (2.46) has been transformed to a local
minimization problem of only one C-matrix while all A-matrices are kept constant. Such a
procedure could, in principle, cause the system to get stuck in a local minimum in energy,
but experience shows that the procedure works well [35], especially in the presence of a
gap.

To obtain a solution for Eq. (2.47), we differentiate the equation with respect to C∗l′r′
(this is possible because the Hilbert space has an hermitian scalar product) and obtain

0 =
∑

lr

(Heff)l′r′lr Clr − λCl′r′ . (2.48)

The effective MPO representation of H (Heff)l′r′lr = Eα
l′lF

α
r′r may be calculated easily using

the techniques introduced in Sec. 2.3.4. Changing to matrix notation and replacing λ with
E0 in anticipation of its interpretation as an energy, we obtain an eigenvalue equation:

HeffC = E0C . (2.49)

The minimization problem reduces to a local eigenvalue problem, which can be solved by
standard techniques. The full Hilbert space of the current local problem has dimensionD2d
for the one-site DMRG (or D2d2 for the two-site DMRG, respectively) and may become
large, but it is not necessary to determine the full spectrum of Heff , since we are interested
only in the ground state. The Lanczos [81] algorithm is an effective algorithm to achieve
exactly that, the Arnoldi [82] and Davidson [83] methods are viable alternatives. The
advantage of this algorithm is that we only have to compute H|ψ〉, which saves much effort.
The Lanczos algorithm produces as output the ground state eigenvalue and eigenvector,
the latter giving the desired optimized version of the matrix Clr.

Details

Before the actual sweeping may be started we have to set up an initial state in the center
matrix view. Usually, we start with the current site k = 1, placing the center matrix C at
the first bond, with a proper expanded effective basis. In addition we prepare the effective
representation of the Hamiltonian at this position Heff = Eα

1 F
α
2 . It is advisable to store all

the Fα
n ∀ n > 2 needed to calculate Fα

2 as they can be used again when optimizing other
sites. Now everything is in place to perform the optimization of the current C-matrix.
Therefore we solve the eigenvalue problem Eq. (2.49) approximately by a Lanczos solver,
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however limit the number of Lanczos iterations to NLanczos ' 10. This usually is sufficient
to improve the state while not wasting too much effort as the basis |lc〉|rc〉 is only an
approximation. After having replaced C by the output of the Lanczos we move the center
matrix view one site to the right as described in Sec. 2.2.9. Also the effective Hamiltonian
operator needs to be adapted to Heff = Eα

2 F
α
3 , where only Eα

2 needs to be calculated as
shown in Eq. (2.41b) and Fα

3 is already known. One may consider storing an updated9 Eα
1

for later use. With that everything is set up for the next optimization step of the current
C-matrix.

This procedure is repeated until the end of the chain is reached and this sweep is com-
pleted. Then the convergence of |ψ〉 is checked as described in Sec. 2.4.1 and additionally
the analog checks can be performed on the groundstate energy available also at every Lanc-
zos optimization step. If |ψ〉 has not sufficiently converged another sweep this time from
right to left is performed. the sweeps are repeated until |ψ〉 is converged.

As the ground state is an eigenstate to the Hamiltonian operator it is possible to
measure the quality of |ψ〉 by evaluating the variance [21]

σ2 = 〈ψ|H2|ψ〉 − (〈ψ|H|ψ〉)2 . (2.50)

The variance is proportional to the squared difference of the MPS solution and the exact
ground state (in first order) and as such a measure for the quality of the MPS ground state.
For a converged state the truncation error τ from Eq. (2.28) is proportional to

√
σ2 [45].

Numerical costs

The step with the most impact on the numerical costs of the algorithm is the calculation
of H|ψ〉 in the Lanczos method. This method is an iterative scheme using several Lanczos
steps, of which usually only ∼ 10 are carried out at one step. Each Lanczos step calculates
H|ψ〉 exactly once. This calculation basically consists of elementary matrix multiplications,
see Sec. A.3 for details on the numerical costs of such calculations. The costs of the
multiplication of the effective Hamiltonian operator with the C-matrix in Eq. (2.49) are of
order O (D3d2DB) for the one-site DMRG and O (D3d3DB) for the two-site DMRG, where
DB denotes the dimension of the MPO H in both cases. The total numerical cost for the
minimization process (two-site DMRG) is

C = NSweep ×N ×NLanczos ×
(
D3d3DB

)
, (2.51)

where NSweep is the number of sweeps, N the chain length and NLanczos the number of
Lanczos steps. In practice the MPS cutoff dimension D is significantly higher than the
both the local Hilbert space dimension d and the MPO dimension DB of H and thus the
dominating factor of Eq. (2.51) is O (D3).

9Eα1 will change after the A1 providing the expanded basis |lc〉 is updated in the site-switching/ trun-
cation step of Eq. (2.23) or Eq. (2.27).
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2.4.3 Correction vector

Evaluating static quantities like expectation values or correlators is straightforward using
the techniques described above once the ground state |ψ〉 has been obtained. Dynamic
quantities like Greens functions, however, are much more challenging. A typical zero
temperature Greens function has the form

GABη (ω) = 〈ψ0|A
1

E0 + ω + iη −HB|ψ0〉 , (2.52)

where |ψ0〉 and E0 denote the ground state and its energy of the Hamiltonian operator H
and η is a positive infinitesimal. The corresponding spectral function would be given by
AAB(ω) = − limη→0

1
π
=GABη (ω). Working in frequency space the underlying problem for

evaluating Eq. (2.52) is an inversion problem within a very high dimensional Hilbert space
and the effective basis provided by |ψ0〉 to represent H is optimized for low-energy sector
of the Hilbert space and thus is not adequate for H−1. Switching to the time domain via
a Fourier transform is possible [84, 85] but only shifts the problem to calculating a time
evolution which is also challenging for long times.

Historically, the first approach for calculating Greens functions with DMRG has been
the continued fraction or Lanczos approach [6] which uses the Lanczos algorithm to obtain
a tridiagonal Hamiltonian operator which is in turn inverted by a continued fraction. This
approach is numerically inexpensive yet turned out to work well only for simple systems
where no excitation continuum exists. Recently the continued fraction technique has been
ported to a MPS based scheme thereby improving the quality to some extent [86].

The DMRG standard approach to Eq. (2.52) in frequency space is the so-called cor-
rection vector approach [7, 87] which allows to calculate accurate Greens functions with,
however, substantial numerical effort. In Sec. 4.1 we present a novel adaption of Chebyshev
techniques [88] to DMRG while here we will outline the correction vector method.

Defining the correction vector [89] through

|χ(ω, η)〉 =
1

E0 + ω + iη −HB|ψ0〉 (2.53)

the Greens function is given by a simple expectation value GABη (ω) = 〈ψ0|A|χ(ω, η)〉 while
|χ〉 is the solution of the linear system

(E0 + ω + iη −H) |χ〉 = B|ψ0〉 . (2.54)

There exist several slightly different approaches for solving Eq. (2.54): solving the real
and imaginary part separately [7], reformulation of Eq. (2.54) into a minimization problem
[8] or a variational optimization of the correction vector [21]. Here we formulate a direct
solution through local updates of the MPS |χ〉. Therefore, we switch to the center matrix
view of |χ〉 and insert an approximate identity operator

∑
lcrc
|lc〉〈lc||rc〉〈rc| in the left hand

side of Eq. (2.54) and multiply with 〈l′c|〈r′c| from the left, leading to
∑

lcrc

〈l′c|〈r′c| (E0 + ω + iη −H) |lc〉|rc〉〈lc|〈rc||χ〉 = 〈l′c|〈r′c|B|ψ0〉. (2.55)
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As the left/ right basis |lc〉/ |rc〉 is constructed from the A-matrices to the left/ right to
the center matrix C, we recognize the left hand side of Eq. (2.55) as the product of a MPO
with the state |χ〉 in the center matrix view and the right hand side as the transformation
of B|ψ0〉 into the effective current basis of |χ〉. In a more compact notation we have (see
Fig. 2.19 for a sketch)

Eα
l′lF

α
r′rClr = Gl′r′ , (2.56)

where EαFα is the current effective representation of the MPO E0 + ω + iη − H and
G = 〈l′c|〈r′c|B|ψo〉 (graphical definition in Fig. 2.19).

Figure 2.19: Linear system of Eq. (2.56) in the center matrix view with the matrices building up
the effective representations Eα, Fα and G still shown as parts of the colored bigger blocks. The
MPS |χ〉 is represented by the matrices A and the center matrix C, the MPO E0 + ω + iη −H
by the matrices B, the MPS |ψ0〉 by the matrices K and the MPO B by the matrices O as also
indicated at the left and right side of the figure.

The local linear system Eq. (2.56) can be solved by the generalized minimal residual
method (GMRES) [90], alternatively the stabilized biconjugate gradient method (BICG-
STAB) [91] can also be used. Having the local update for the correction vector established
the complete procedure for calculating |χ〉 is as follows. Prepare for sweeping by providing
the center matrix view of |χ〉, the effective representation EαFα and G, where with regard
to G one might consider storing the partial overlaps for the left and right part similar to
Eα and Fα. Then start sweeping using the solution of Eq. (2.56) for the local update until
convergence. For the correction vector the only viable convergence measure is the overlap
of |χ〉 before and after the current sweep as outlined in Sec. 2.4.1. For good results the
dimension D of |χ〉 usually has to be increased compared to |ψ0〉.

2.4.4 Fitting algorithm

Given a MPS |φ〉 it may be useful to calculate an approximation |ψ〉 to |φ〉 such that the
squared norm

N 2 = ‖|ψ〉 − |φ〉‖2 (2.57)

is minimal [75]. Common examples for this are the truncation of |φ〉 to a state |ψ〉 with
smaller dimension Dψ < Dφ or to approximate |φ〉 = O|ϕ〉 where O is a complicated (high
dimensional) MPO. The scheme can be straightforwardly generalized to the case of |φ〉
being a complicated expression of operator terms acting on several MPSs and we make
heavy use of this in Chapter 4. Here however, we restrict ourselves to the simple case of
an ordinary MPS |φ〉 to keep the notation concise.
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In order to minimize N 2 we write |ψ〉 and 〈ψ| in the center matrix form and set the
derivative w. r. t. to C∗ to zero

0 =
∂

∂C∗
N 2 =

∂

∂C∗
〈ψ |ψ〉 − ∂

∂C∗
〈ψ |φ〉

=
∑

lr

(
P

[Lk]
〈ψ |ψ〉

)
l′l
Clr

(
P

[Rk]
〈ψ |ψ〉

)
r′r
−
∑

m

(
P

[Lk]
〈ψ |φ〉

)
l′m

(
P

[Rk]
〈ψ |φ〉

)
r′m

,
(2.58)

where P [Lk] and P [Rk] denote partial scalar products defined in Eqs. (2.15) and (2.16) with
an extra subscript to indicate the corresponding scalar product. Due to the orthonormal-
ization properties of the A-matrices to the left and right of C the first term simplifies
through

(
P

[Lk]
〈ψ |ψ〉

)
l′l

= δl′l and
(
P

[Rk]
〈ψ |ψ〉

)
r′r

= δr′r leading to

Cl′r′ =
∑

m

(
P

[Lk]
〈ψ |φ〉

)
l′m

(
P

[Rk]
〈ψ |φ〉

)
r′m

(2.59)

as a prescription for the local update also depicted in Fig. 2.20. The complete fitting

Figure 2.20: Local update for the fitting algorithm. The A-matrices together with the center
matrix C represent the state |ψ〉 while |φ〉 is represented by the matrices B. The partial scalar
products reducing to δl′l and δr′r are displayed in gray.

procedure consists of sweeps on |ψ〉 using Eq. (2.59) for the local update of each center site
using the convergence tests of Sec. 2.4.1. As a final check of the quality of the converged
|ψ〉 we can check the value of 〈ψ |φ〉 which should be very close to one. As the maximal
value of 〈ψ |φ〉 that is reachable depends on the dimension Dψ of |ψ〉 it is difficult to employ
as a sole convergence criterion without also checking the changes of 〈ψ |φ〉 after each sweep.

2.5 Symmetries
Matrix product states can be easily adapted to properly account for conserved quantum
numbers, representing the global symmetries of the Hamiltonian operator. Common ex-
amples include the particle number N and total spin S or its z-component Sz. We will
limit ourselves to Abelian symmetries, meaning that the irreducible representation of the
symmetry group is Abelian, as these are easily implemented, which is not necessarily the
case for non-Abelian symmetries [92, 93].

An Abelian symmetry allows a quantum number Q to be attached to every state. The
property that the symmetry is Abelian manifests itself in that this quantum number is
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strictly additive. For two states |Q1〉 and |Q2〉, the quantum number of the direct product
of these two states is given by |Q1〉 ⊗ |Q2〉 = |Q1 +Q2〉. For example, if the Hamiltonian
operator commutes with the number operator for the full system, the quantum number Q
could represent particle number.

For matrix product states, the introduction of Abelian symmetries has the consequence
that the A-matrix A[σ]

lr may be written as (AQσQlQr)
γσ
αlβr

. Here Qσ, Ql, Qr are the quantum
numbers attached to the local, left effective and right effective basis, respectively. The
index αl distinguishes different states |Ql, αl〉 characterized by the same quantum number
Ql, and similarly for |Qr, βr〉 and |Qσ, γσ〉. If A describes, for example, the mapping of the
|l〉-basis of the left block together with the local basis to a combined (truncated) |r〉-basis,
then the only non-zero blocks of the A-matrix are those for which Qσ +Ql = Qr. For the
current site, the total symmetry Qtot of the full quantum many-body state manifests itself
in that the corresponding A-matrix fulfills Ql +Qr +Qσ = Qtot.

For the handling of matrix product states quantum numbers imply a significant amount
of bookkeeping, i.e. for every state we have to store its quantum number. The benefit is
that we can deal with large effective state spaces at reasonable numerical cost. The Lanczos
algorithm, in particular, takes advantage of the block structure.

Of course, the treatment of Abelian symmetries is generic and not limited to only one
symmetry. We may incorporate as many symmetries as exist for a given Hamiltonian
operator, by writing Q as a vector of the corresponding quantum numbers.

2.6 Time evolution
For the sake of simplicity of the following discussion, we restrict ourselves to time-in-
dependent Hamiltonian operators. This restriction is straight-forward to lift as all here
presented approaches perform the time evolution for small time steps ∆t at a time. For
a time-dependent Hamiltonian operator H(t), ∆t is limited from above to a time interval
∆T such that H(t) is approximately constant for the interval [t, t + ∆T ], resulting in a
time evolution of a piecewise constant Hamiltonian operator.

The central problem in calculating the time evolution of a certain quantum state is
given by the time evolution operator

U(t) = e−iHt , (2.60)

requiring the exponentiation of H. The exponentiation of a big matrix alone poses a
numerical challenge [94] which is even bigger in DMRG since the Hamiltonian operator has
an accessible, yet approximate, matrix representation only in the effective basis at each
site. We will illustrate two commonly used approaches for approximating the exponential
of Eq. (2.60), the Trotter-Suzuki decomposition in Sec. 2.6.1 and the Krylov subspace
method in Sec. 2.6.2.

In the first attempts of time evolution [95] the DMRG specific problem of not having an
explicit representation of H was addressed by working with a fixed current site. Thereby
essentially only the center matrix expressing the state is time-evolved while the left and
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right effective basis states remain constant in time (static). The use of static effective
basis states severely limits the accessible time scales. With the invention of adaptive time-
dependent DMRG (tDMRG) [9–11, 13] the simulation of the time evolution for reasonable
long time intervals became possible. The key idea to tDMRG is that not only the current
center matrix but also all A-matrices are evolved in time leading to an evolution of the
effective basis states as well.

2.6.1 Trotter-Suzuki decomposition

For the case of H containing only local and nearest-neighbor interactions we can split the
Hamiltonian operator into “bond” terms hj acting only on sites j and j + 1

H = Hodd +Heven =
N−1∑

j=1

hj , with Hodd =
∑

j odd

hj , Heven =
∑

j even

hj . (2.61)

With this separation into odd and even terms we apply the Trotter-Suzuki decomposition
[96] in first order for a small time step ∆t on the time evolution operator

U(∆t) = e−iH∆t = e−iHodd∆te−iHeven∆t +O(∆t2) . (2.62)

Higher order decompositions exist [97], especially the second and forth order expression are
popular [36], which reduce the Trotter error, i. e. the error introduced in Eq. (2.62), but for
simplicity we consider only the first order decomposition, here. Since all terms of Hodd and
Heven commute with each other the remaining operator exponentials like e−iHodd∆t factor
into e−iHodd∆t =

∏
j odd e

−ihj∆t. Each of the factors e−ihj∆t can be calculated directly as hj
has only size d2 × d2.

It is now straight-forward to apply U(∆t) of Eq. (2.62) onto a state |ψ〉. First, during
one sweep through the system all e. g. odd bond terms e−ihj∆t are multiplied one after
each other onto |ψ〉 in the matching center matrix representation, typically immediately
followed by a truncation to keep the dimensions manageable which would otherwise grow
from D to d2D. On the following sweep back, all even bond terms are applied in the same
manner. After sweeping back and forth once the state |ψ〉 is propagated in time by ∆t.
This prescription is iterated until the designated total time is reached. For higher order
Trotter-Suzuki decompositions in general more sweeps are necessary for a single time step,
however, bigger time steps are possible due to their reduced Trotter error.

Alternatively, it is possible to convert each bond term e−ihj∆t into MPO form by per-
forming one SVD. So each term e−iHodd∆t and e−iHeven∆t can be represented as a MPO
and one Trotter-Suzuki time step is given by two MPOs as demonstrated in Fig. 2.21.
The product U(∆t)|ψ〉 can be calculated via two MPO-MPS products which can even be
performed in a variational way (see Sec. 2.4.4).

In practice, these differences in the evaluation of U(∆t)|ψ〉 play only a minor role as in
both approaches the numerical errors are controllable. Writing the time evolution operator
in MPO form, however, opens new possibilities. It is now possible to formally apply the
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Figure 2.21: Trotter-Suzuki time evolution operator U(∆t) in MPO form. (a) SVD to obtain the
MPO form for a single bond term e−ihj∆t of U(∆t). (b) Complete MPO for one time step of a
N = 5 system, thick lines indicate MPO dimension DB > 1. MPO matrices consisting of identity
operators are labeled by a gray δ.

time evolution operator repeatedly until the desired time is reached without explicitly cal-
culating the states |ψ(n∆t)〉. Considering a time-dependent expectation value 〈ψ|O(t)|ψ〉
of an operator O, such a formal representation of the time evolved state |ψ(t)〉 leads to a
two-dimensional tensor network which gives, once fully contracted, the value 〈ψ|O(t)|ψ〉
(see Fig. 2.22). So far this is only a reformulation of how time-dependent expectation val-
ues are typically evaluated. As we will shortly mention below in Sec. 2.6.3 a new technique
generated by this novel view improves efficiency for time-dependent calculations.

2.6.2 Krylov subspace method

In contrast to the Trotter-Suzuki decomposition for U(t) which is “ignorant” about the state
|ψ〉 which is to be time evolved, the Krylov subspace method strives for an approximation
of U(t) tailored onto |ψ〉. Defining the Krylov subspace [98] of dimension dK

KdK (H, |ψ〉) = span
{
|ψ〉, H|ψ〉, H2|ψ〉, . . . , HdK−1|ψ〉

}
(2.63)

and corresponding Krylov vectors |kl〉 = H l|ψ〉+orthonormalization, allows for an approx-
imation of H within the Krylov space KdK (H, |ψ〉)

(HK)lm = 〈kl|H|km〉 . (2.64)

The time evolution of |ψ〉 is now given as

U(∆t′)|ψ〉 =
∑

l

(
e−iHK∆t′

)
l0
|kl〉 . (2.65)

The use of the Krylov approximated HK in the exponential of Eq. (2.65) is the main
source of error, but it is well understood and can be controlled [99]. To implement this
strategy with MPS every Krylov vector kl is represented as a MPS of its own to avoid
an overly increase on the MPS dimension. All steps of this calculation can be carried out
using the techniques of Secs. 2.2 and 2.3.
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Figure 2.22: Two dimensional tensor network which encodes 〈ψ|O(t)|ψ〉. The time evolution
operators are shown in green.

The time interval ∆t′ used for a single time step for the Krylov subspace method differs
from ∆t for the Trotter-Suzuki decomposition and we typically have ∆t′ > ∆t with Krylov
subspace dimensions of dK = O(10).

The main advantage of the Krylov subspace method compared to the Trotter-Suzuki
decomposition is that the Krylov method is applicable for an arbitrary Hamiltonian H
including long range interaction terms. As a minor technical advantage the Krylov dimen-
sion dK and time step ∆t′ can be adapted dynamically according to a desired error bound
often allowing ∆t′ > ∆t. On the downside, there is no easy MPO representation for the
Krylov time evolution operator in Eq. (2.65) as the Krylov subspace K(H, |ψ〉) depends on
the state |ψ〉 to be time evolved.

2.6.3 Limitations

In both schemes the errors specific to the method can be controlled, nevertheless, for long
times the error of the time evolution grows exponentially [100] due to the truncation error
which is introduced to keep the MPS dimensions manageable. The physical reason for
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the increasing difficulty to represent |ψ(t)〉 as an MPS lies in the at most linear growth of
entanglement [65]. Trying to represent an MPS with linear growing entanglement would in
turn require exponential resources [101] which strongly limits the time scales accessible via
tDMRG and prohibits an extension of the reachable maximal time by simply increasing
the MPS dimension.

As a potential way around this problem, a very promising new idea for contracting
the tensor network for a time-dependent expectation value of Fig. 2.22 has been suggested
recently [102]. By “folding” the tensor network of Fig. 2.22 in half and diverting from the
standard order of contraction the usual buildup of entanglement gets reduced allowing for
significantly longer time scales. This approach is assumed to allow for an extension of the
reachable time scales by a factor of 2 to 5 [103] while using the same amount of resources
as standard tDMRG.

As a different way of dealing with the entanglement growth in the time evolved state
it has been already earlier been speculated [12] about representing |ψ(t)〉 as a linear com-
bination of several states and thus dividing the entanglement over all these states. The
Chebyshev expansion of the time evolution operator which we discuss in Sec. 4.2 has this
property.
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Chapter 3

Matrix product state approach for a
two-lead, multi-level Anderson impurity
model

In this chapter we investigate a two-lead Anderson model by modelling each lead as a
seperate Wilson chain. The resulting MPS starlike geometry is quasi-1-dimensional and
with a adaption of the sweeping sequence all DMRG techniques are accessible. We fur-
thermore show that the representation of the leads can be improved by introducing an
“optimal” chain basis. This “optimal” chain basis effectively decouples degrees of freedom
on different Wilson chains further out the chains and turns out to also diagonalize the
chain-to-chain scattering matrix of the model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A very successful method for solving quantum impurity
models is Wilson’s numerical renormalization group �NRG�
�Refs. 1–3�. Recently, it has been pointed out4 that the ap-
proximate eigenstates of the Hamiltonian produced by NRG
have the structure of matrix product states �MPSs�.5 This
observation established a structural relation between NRG
and the density-matrix renormalization group �DMRG�
�Refs. 6–8� because the states produced by the latter likewise
have the form of MPS.9–13

This structural relation between NRG and DMRG has
opened up very interesting perspectives for combining ad-
vantageous features of both methods. In particular, the fact
that DMRG, in essence, is a method for variationally opti-
mizing MPSs �Refs. 9, 12, and 13� can be used to devise a
corresponding variational treatment of quantum impurity
models.4,14 This has the advantage that MPSs with much
richer more complex structures can be adopted than those
produced by standard NRG, entailing a much more efficient
use of numerical resources. Concretely, the dimension D of
the matrices from which the MPS is constructed can be re-
duced very significantly, typically by several orders of mag-
nitude. As a result, it becomes feasible to study complex
quantum impurity problems that would be very challenging
for standard NRG.

In this paper, we illustrate this idea by calculating ground-
state properties of a multilevel quantum dot coupled to two
spinful leads �Fig. 1�. Standard NRG treats the latter as a
single quantum chain with 24 states per site �to account for
two spin and two lead degrees of freedom�, for which one
typically needs D�4000 to achieve satisfactory results. In
contrast to the latter “single-chain geometry,” we adopt here
a MPS with a “star geometry,” involving four separate

chains, each with only two states per site, and variationally
optimize one chain after the other. This enables us to obtain
good results using matrices with D ranging between 16 and
36. This reduction in numerical memory resources relative to
standard NRG illustrates the increased numerical efficiency
alluded to above. Furthermore, we show that a numerically
optimal basis, involving rotated Wilson chains, can be found
by requiring that the new representation minimizes the mu-
tual information between different chains. This optimal basis
has an instructive physical interpretation: it is the basis in
which the chain-to-chain scattering matrix is diagonal.

This paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II we briefly
review why standard NRG produces MPSs with a single-
chain geometry and advocate the adoption of MPSs with an
alternative star geometry. In Sec. III, we describe how a star-
MPS representation of the ground state can be determined by
variationally minimizing its energy. In Sec. IV we present
proof-of-principle calculations of some ground-state proper-
ties and comparisons thereof to NRG results. Finally, Sec. V
illustrates how a numerically optimal basis for the chains can
be obtained by effectively minimizing the mutual informa-
tion between two sites of different chains.

II. MATRIX PRODUCT STATE ANSATZ

A. Model

We study a multilevel two-lead Anderson impurity model
described by the following Hamiltonian:

left lead right lead

m
le

ve
ls

FIG. 1. Quantum dot coupled to two leads.
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H = Hdot + Hint + Hleads + Hcoupling, �1�

where Hdot describes the eigenenergies of the m dot levels

Hdot = �
i=1

m

�
s=↑,↓

�isdis
† dis, �2�

Hint is the Coulomb interaction on the dot

Hint =
U

2 �
�i,s���j,s��

dis
† disdjs�

† djs�, �3�

Hleads is the free lead Hamiltonian for Nl leads ��
=1, . . . ,Nl�

Hleads = �
k��s

�k�ck��s
† ck��s, �4�

and Hcoupling is the coupling between the dot levels and the
leads

Hcoupling = �
ik��s

Vi��dis
† ck��s + ck��s

† dis� . �5�

At a late stage of this work we became aware of work of
Kashcheyevs et al.15 suggesting to perform a singular value
decomposition on Hcoupling which has the merit of decoupling
some levels from some leads. Applying this idea to our sys-
tem should also give some improvement in numerical effi-
ciency. In general, however, all the levels will remain to be
coupled to all leads. As we will show later, a more general
scheme than just a singular value decomposition is capable
of generating a new basis for the leads that will minimize the
coupling of the leads among themselves.

Following Wilson,1 we adopt a logarithmic discretization
of the conduction bands and tridiagonalize Hleads+Hcoupling.
As a result, the dot, represented by the “dot site,” is coupled
to the first sites of 2Nl separate “Wilson” chains, labeled by
�� ,s�

Hcoupling = W�
i�s

�2�i�

�W
�f0�s

† dis + dis
† f0�s� , �6�

Hleads = W�
�s

1

2
�1 + �−1�

��
n=0

L−1

�−n/2	n�fn�s
† f �n+1��s + H.c.� . �7�

Here 	n= �1−�−n−1��1−�−2n−1�−1/2�1−�−2n−3�−1/2 are coeffi-
cients of order 1, �i�=�
Vi�

2 the hybridization, 
 is the den-
sity of states, and 2W is the bandwidth of the conduction
bands of the leads centered at the Fermi edge. We set the
NRG discretization parameter �=2 throughout this paper.

The length L of the Wilson chain determines the energy res-
olution with which the lowest-lying eigenstates of the chain
are resolved. We typically choose L=60.

A standard NRG treatment of this model would combine
all four Wilson chains into a single one, whose sites are
labeled by a single site index k=0, . . . ,L �see Fig. 3�a��.
Each site would represent a 22Nl-dimensional local state
space, consisting of the set of states ���k	
, where the state
label �k takes on 22Nl different values. Then one proceeds to
diagonalize the Hamiltonian iteratively, as follows: suppose a
short Wilson chain up to and including site k−1 has been
diagonalized exactly, yielding a set of eigenstates �ik	
�span����1	
 � ���2	
 � ¯ � ���k−1	

. Then one adds the
next site, k, to the chain, thereby enlarging the Hilbert space
by a factor of 22Nl, diagonalizes the Hamiltonian in this en-
larged space, and truncates by discarding all but the lowest D
eigenstates of the Hamiltonian. The latter can in general be
written as linear combinations of the following form �illus-
trated in Fig. 2�:

�ik+1	 = �
ik,�k

Aik,ik+1

��k� �ik	��k	 . �8�

Iterating this procedure up to and including site L produces
eigenstates of the form

�iL+1	 = Aik,ik+1

��k�
¯ AiL,iL+1

��L� �ik	��k	 ¯ ��L	 , �9�

where sums over repeated indices are implied. Since such
states are completely characterized by sums over products of
matrices, they have come to be known as matrix product
states. The form of these MPS produced by NRG is analo-
gous to the state for a chain as shown in Fig. 4.

B. Star geometry

One limiting factor for the accuracy of the NRG approach
is that a certain amount of information is lost at each itera-
tion step due to truncation. In general, for a system with Nl
bands �in the two-lead case which we will investigate below,

. . . k

|σk〉

k−1

|ik+1〉|ik〉

. . .

chain site

FIG. 2. Iterative generation of matrix product states for a
chain.

(a)

(b)
r �

r �

l �

l �

LSS size: 2
m 2

LSS size: 2
2m

2
2Nl

FIG. 3. �a� Single chain geometry: a single Wilson chain of local
dimension 22Nl coupled to one dot site of local dimension 22m. �b�
Star geometry: 2Nl Wilson chains �here Nl=2 and �= l ,r�, each
with local dimension 2, coupled to two dot sites of local dimension
2m.

|o0〉 = o0 A1

|σ1〉

A2

|σ2〉

. . . AL−1

|σL−1〉

AL

|σL〉

FIG. 4. Graphical representation of Eq. �10a�.
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Nl=2�, the dimension of the effective Hilbert space is en-
larged from D to D22Nl upon adding a new site to the Wilson
chain. Thus, the larger Nl, the more information is lost during
the subsequent truncation of the Hilbert space back to dimen-
sion D, and the less accurate the NRG treatment is expected
to be.

The main goal of the present paper is to illustrate that a
very significant improvement of efficiency can be obtained
as follows: instead of combining all 2Nl chains into a single
Wilson chain of local dimension 22Nl �“single-chain geom-
etry”�, we shall treat them as separate chains, each with local
dimension 2 and each coupled to the same set of dot levels
�“star geometry,” see Fig. 3�b��. Although the total number of
sites thereby increases from O�L� to O�NlL�, the dimension
of the local state space per site is reduced from 22Nl to 2. We
find that, due to the latter fact, the dimension D of the con-
stituent matrices in the star-MPS can be chosen to be signifi-
cantly smaller than in the chain MPS.

The change from single-chain to star geometry, however,
necessitates a change in truncation strategy for the following
reason: in contrast to the single-chain geometry, where each
site represents a definite energy scale, in the star geometry a
given scale is represented by a set of 2Nl sites, one on each
of the star’s chains, i.e., at locations that are widely “sepa-
rated” from each other on the star. Therefore, a truncation
scheme based on energy scale separation, such as that used
by standard NRG, can no longer be applied. Instead, we shall
simply minimize4 the expectation value of the Hamiltonian
within the space of all MPSs with the same star structure.
This can be done efficiently by optimizing the matrices in the
star-MPS one site at a time, and sweeping through all sites
until convergence.

To be explicit, we construct our star-MPS for the two-lead
system as follows. In total 4=2Nl �Nl=2� Wilson chains are
connected to the dot. Each of these chains is very similar to
the NRG MPS from above, except that the local state space
�LSS� is only of dimension 2. To simplify the notation we
drop the labels � and s whenever possible and incorporate
them into the site index k, which from now on will be taken
to uniquely determine a site in the whole star structure. �k
still labels the LSS at site k. With this every Wilson chain can
be represented as �see Fig. 4�

�o0	 = Ao0o1

��1� Ao1o2

��2�
¯ AoL−1

��L� ��1	��2	 ¯ ��L	 �10a�

=��
k=1

L

A��k���� 	 , �10b�

where ��� 	= ��1	��2	¯ ��L	. Here the label o stands for
“outer,” for reasons that will become clear below. We intro-

duce an intuitive graphical representation for these MPS. Ev-
ery A will be represented by a box and every index of A is
depicted by a line attached to the box. For matrix products or
other index summations the corresponding lines are con-
nected. Using this representation, a single chain can be de-
picted as in Fig. 4.

The fact that the Hamiltonian does not contain terms that
flip spin up to down or vice versa suggests representing the
dot state space by two separate sites, representing all dot
states having spin up or down, respectively �see Fig. 3�b��.
Correspondingly, we also introduce two types of dot matri-
ces, A��0↑� and A��0↓�, which carry an extra index v that is
being summed over to link the spin up and down subsystems.
So we arrive at the starlike structure of Fig. 5 with two
linked dot matrices �one for each spin� and two leads �left
and right� attached to each:

��	 = ��
kl↑

A��kl↑
�

ol↑

Aol↑or↑v
��� 0↑� ��

kr↑

A��kr↑
�

or↑
��

kl↓

A��kl↓
�

ol↓

Aol↓or↓v
��� 0↓�

���
kr↓

A��kr↓
�

or↓

��� l↑	��� 0↑	��� r↑	��� l↓	��� 0↓	��� r↓	 . �11�

This starlike structure basically consists of two y-junctions,
as discussed by Guo and White,16 next to each other.

Hiding the explicit structure �Eq. �11�� of the MPS as
illustrated in Fig. 5, we can write a state symbolically as

��	 = ��
k

A��k���� 	 . �12�

We call Eq. �12� the global representation of ��	.
An important point to note is that this system is still ef-

fectively one dimensional, in the sense that if we cut out a
given site, the system breaks apart into two �or three in case
of a dot site� disjoint parts. We shall call the one containing
the dot sites the “inner” part, the other one the outer part. As
a consequence, it is possible to also give a “local” descrip-
tion of ��	 of the form

��	 = Aik,ok

��k� �ik	��k	�ok	 , �13�

where ���k	
 represents the LSS of the chosen site, ��ik	
 is an
orthonormal set of states representing the inner state space
�ISS�, namely, the inner part of the star with respect to the
chosen site k, and ��ok	
 is an orthonormal set of states rep-
resenting the outer state space �OSS�, namely, the outer part
of the star.

|ψ〉 =
∏

k
A

[σk]
l�

|σl�〉

A0�

|σ0�〉

∏
k
A

[σk]
r�

|σr�〉

ol� or�

v
∏

k
A

[σk]
l�

|σl�〉

A0�

|σ0�〉

∏
k
A

[σk]
r�

|σr�〉

ol� or�

spin up part spin down part

FIG. 5. MPS representation for a quantum dot coupled to two spinful leads. The lead chains are combined to big boxes for clarity. The
indices of the dot matrices are labeled explicitly.
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III. VARIATIONAL SITE OPTIMIZATION SCHEME

We will use the MPS of Fig. 5 as an ansatz for the ground
state of our system. In order to find the ground state we need
to calculate the MPS ��	 that minimizes the energy E
= ���H��	 with the constraint of keeping the norm of ��	
constant.4 Using  as Langrange multiplier ensuring normal-
ization we arrive at the following minimization problem:

min
��	

����H��	 − ����	� . �14�

The key idea of the variational MPS optimization is to opti-
mize every single A-matrix of ��	 separately until the
ground-state energy has converged. Therefore we insert the
local MPS description from Eq. �13� into Eq. �14� and obtain

min
Ak

�Ai�o�
��k���

H�i��k�o��,�i�ko�Aio
��k� − Aio

��k��Aio
��k�� , �15�

where H�i�o��k��,�io�k� are the Hamilton matrix elements in the
current effective bases

H�i��k�o��,�i�ko� = �o����k���i��H�i	��k	�o	 . �16�

By setting the derivative of Eq. �15� with respect to the ma-
trix elements of Ak

� to zero and replacing  by Eo, we obtain
the following eigenvalue equation for Ak:

H�i��k�o��,�i�ko�Aio
��k� = E0Ai�o�

��k��. �17�

The eigenvector with the smallest eigenvalue is the solution
to our minimization problem. So after having solved this
eigenvalue problem for the current site k we replace Ak with
the newly found eigenvector and move on to the next site in
order to optimize that Ak�. We repeat the whole process
�sweeping� until the ground-state energy has converged �see
below�.

By following this procedure we succeed to divide a very
high dimensional minimization problem into manageable
smaller units. For general problems this can be a very bad
approach as one can get stuck in a local minimum during the
optimization. However, it has proven to work reliably when
the site-site coupling varies smoothly and monotonously. In
our case the Hamiltonian has only nearest-neighbor interac-
tions and there are no long-range correlations in the system.
As a result, the system reliably converges without getting
stuck in local minima.

A. Updating the A matrices and changing
the effective basis states

When updating A matrices during sweeping, one must
ensure that two conditions are satisfied. First, whenever we
use the local description of Eq. �13�, we rely on the basis
states being orthonormal: �ok ��k�	=�ok,�k�

. This condition
translates to

�
�k�

A��k��A��k��† = 1 for k� � k , �18�

for all outer matrices with respect to site k. We will focus
here on the OSS basis, everything works completely analo-
gously for the ISS basis.

Second, we also want to create an effective basis that
spans a DMRG optimal Hilbert space, i.e., the states we keep
for an effective basis are to be the ones having the largest
weights in the density matrix of the current state �as de-
scribed below�.

For definiteness, we consider an inward sweep and focus
on how to move the “current site” from k to k−1. We assume
that a new set of A matrices for site k has been obtained by
energy minimization. The question is how to ensure that both
above mentioned conditions are satisfied. As all the inner A
matrices of site k−1 have not changed since we optimized
site k−1 the last time when moving outwards, we only need
to create a new effective OSS basis �ok−1	 for site k−1.

Starting from the density matrix in the local description of
site k,


�k� = ��	��� = Aio
��k�Ai�o�

��k����i	�i����k	��k���o	�o�� , �19�

suppose one traces out the inner part of this system to obtain
reduced density matrix of the outer part and site k,


red
�k� = tri 
�k� = Aio

��k�Aio�
��k�����k	��k���o	�o�� , �20�

which corresponds precisely to the outer part with respect to
site k−1.

Now employ the singular value decomposition �SVD� A
=USV† which exists for every rectangular matrix A. S is a
diagonal matrix containing the singular values ordered by
magnitude; U and V† are column and row unitary matrices,
respectively, and obey U†U=V†V=1. Combine ��k	 and �ok	
to �lk	= ��k	�ok	 and insert the SVD for Ail=UimSmj�V†� jl


red
�k� = AilAil�

� �lk	�lk�� = Vj�l�Sl�mSmlVjl
† �lk	�lk�� = �

j


 j
�k��jk	�jk� .

�21�

The second line follows since S2 is diagonal, and we
wrote 
 j

�k�=Sjj
2 and �jk	=Vjl

† �lk	. We see that the SVD auto-
matically diagonalizes the reduced density matrix with the
states ordered according to their weight.

So all we actually have to do for moving the actual site
from k to k−1 is to calculate the SVD of the newly opti-

mized Ak=USV†. We then replace Ak→ Ãk=V† and Ak−1

→ Ãk−1=Ak−1US as illustrated by Fig. 6. By doing so we do
not change the total state, since the product

Ak−1Ak = Ãk−1Ãk �22�

remains unchanged. Thus we create an effective orthonormal
OSS basis,

�ok−1	 = Ãok−1ok

��k� ��k	�ok	 , �23�

which at the same time is DMRG optimal.
The so-called site optimization procedure outlined above,

where we optimize the A matrices directly, is equivalent to
one-site finite-size DMRG.

The relation between the singular values and the weights
of the reduced density matrix can be used to optimize our
choice for the dimensions of the respective effective Hilbert
spaces: instead of using the same dimensions for all A ma-
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trices in the system, which turns out to be inefficient for
inhomogeneous ones like ours, we adopt as truncation crite-
rion the demand that the minimum value of S2 at a given site
is to be smaller than some threshold wmin �in our case typi-
cally taken as 10−6�. After calculating the singular values, we
choose the matrix dimensions Dk at the corresponding bond
k �between site k and its neighbor in the direction of the dot�
according to the following recipe. We choose Dk large
enough to ensure that the minimal singular value smin�k� ful-
fills smin

2 �k��wmin, but subject to this constraint choose Dk to
be as small as possible, in order to minimize computational
resources.

It is instructive to also explore the relation between Dk
and the bond entropy Sk of site k, which can be computed
from the reduced density matrix 
red

�k� at site k according to

Sk = − tr�
red
�k� ln 
red

�k� � . �24�

The entropy Sk is a measure for the entanglement between
the traced out part of the system and the part kept in the
description of 
red

�k� . Thus, large Sk implies large Dk, which
turns out to be roughly proportional to eSk. The dimensions
Dk resulting from the above criterion for the singular values
smin�k� together with the exponentiated bond entropy eSk as-
sociated with the reduced density matrix at bond k are shown

in Fig. 7. This figure shows, first, that a larger dimension is
required near the dot and, second, that eSk �times a constant�
is a rather good indicator of the required dimension Dk. For
the limiting case of a reduced density matrix 
red

�k� with uni-
form weights 
 j�k�= 1

Dk
∀ j� �1,Dk�, the exponentiated

bond entropy then gives eSk =Dk. Thus, Dk is a upper bound
to eSk.17 The dip at k=0 for the bond between the two spin
subsystems �dimension Dv� is due to the fact that there is
only a density-density interaction along this bond but no par-
ticle exchange. For our system we found that it is sufficient
to have dimensions of 36 or less near the dot.

B. Sweeping sequence

In principle the order in which we optimize the single
matrices during a sweep is not important. However, it is both
convenient and more efficient to move only to a neighboring
site �and not further� for the next optimization step. In this
way we need to change the actual site only by one in order to
get the desired new local description. Having our MPS an-
satz structure in mind, this requirement immediately suggests
a particular order of sweeping, shown in Fig. 8. Starting from
the far end of any chain we move in toward the dot matrix
and then out again along another chain. We repeat this until
we have covered the whole system. Sweeping that way �solid

Ak−1 Ak = Ak−1 US V † = Ãk−1 Ãk

FIG. 6. Procedure for moving the actual site from k to k−1. The matrices that are not orthonormalized in any direction are printed with
gray background. The gray lines within the boxes indicate whether the row or column vectors are orthonormal �with the local level associated
with row or column, respectively�.
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FIG. 7. �Color online� The solid line shows
the dimension Dk needed at bond k of the spin up
chain to satisfy wmin=10−6 for the reduced den-
sity matrix at each bond �negative k correspond
to the left chain�. The dashed line displays the
exponentiated bond entropy eSk multiplied by 4.5
to visually match the Dk,min curve for large k.
Here k=0 corresponds to the “vertical” bond
between the two spin subsystems. The two insets
show spectra of reduced density matrices at dif-
ferent bonds k indicated by the vertical dashed
lines of the main plot. The data shown in this
figure has been obtained from the ground state
of the four-level model shown in Fig. 10 with
�=−1.7U. In general, the maximum dimen-
sion needed depends strongly on the model
parameters.
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blue line in Fig. 8� we optimize the two dot matrices three
times but all the other sites only twice. If one wants to opti-
mize all sites twice during a sweep one can once skip the
optimization step at the dot sites as indicated by the dashed
blue line.

As the dot matrices are by far the biggest in the system,
optimizing them takes much longer than optimizing any of
the chain matrices. Thus by skipping the dot optimization
step once, we can reduce the computational time needed for
a single sweep. However, since the dot optimization step also
has the biggest effect for improving our MPS ansatz, skip-
ping its optimization once has to be compensated by per-
forming more sweeps to achieve as good convergence of the
ground state as in the case where we perform three optimi-
zations at the dot matrices. We compared both approaches
for our model and found no significant differences in the
overall performance.

We stop the sweeping when the MPS has converged. To
probe the convergence we compare the MPSs before and
after sweep N, ��N−1	, and ��N	. If the change in overlap,

1 − ���N−1��N	� � � , �25�

is smaller than a certain threshold, we stop the sweeping. We
typically use �=10−3 and need 10–15 sweeps. This depends
crucially on the system parameters, though, and in some
cases we need to perform up to 25 sweeps.

C. Numerical costs

The most computational effort is needed for solving the
eigenvalue problem �Eq. �17�� for the minimal eigenvector.
We use the Lanczos method for solving Eq. �17�, which is an
iterative method and requires the calculation of H��	 in the
local picture once for every iteration. As we cannot influence
the number of Lanczos iterations in our implementation, we
will only investigate the costs of calculating H��	, which are
given by the costs of the matrix-matrix multiplication
�io�k

H�i�o��k��,�io�k�Aio
��k�. The costs of a matrix-matrix multi-

plication is given by the size of the outcome times the di-
mension of the index being summed over. H�i�o��k��,�io�k� splits
up into a sum of different terms, such as �ck

†��k��k
� �ck+1�o�o,

each consisting of a direct tensor product of operators living
in the ISS, OSS or LSS. Thus the product H��	 can be split
up into smaller matrix products. By looking at the structure
of the Hamiltonian �1�, one recognizes that there will be no

terms containing tensor products of operators from the ISS
and OSS, since they would correspond to next-nearest-
neighbor terms, but tensor products with one operator from
the LSS and the other one from the ISS or OSS. These terms
lead to multiplications over an index of length Dd, being the
product of the dimensions of the ISS and LSS. If the current
site is the dot site, the size of the resulting matrix is D2Dvdm

and thus the costs for a single multiplication H��	 at a dot
site is given by

Cdot = O�D2DvdmDd� = O�D3Dvdm+1� . �26�

In case of a chain site instead of a dot site exactly the same
reasoning applies and because of the smaller matrix size the
costs reduce to O�D3d2�. From Eq. �26� we see that optimiz-
ing the dot sites is the most expensive step in the optimiza-
tion and scales particularly unfavorably when the number of
dot levels m is increased.

D. Bond optimization

As an alternative to the site optimization scheme dis-
cussed above, we can begin to move the current site as in
Fig. 6 to obtain Ak−1�US�V†, where Ak=USV†. At this step
we can represent the overall state as ��	= �US�ikok−1

�ik	�ok−1	.
Now we perform the optimization on B=US in complete

analogy to the site optimization and obtain a new B̃. Then

Ak−1 is replaced by Ãk−1=Ak−1B̃ which results in a state with
the actual site k−1. We call this process “bond optimization”
as the matrix we actually optimize is somehow located at the
bond between two original sites.

One can easily see that the costs for calculating
H�i�o��,�io�Bio are O�D3� and thus independent of the number
of dot levels. Considering only the costs for a single sweep
the bond optimization scheme will be considerable faster
than site optimization, which is especially expensive at the
dot sites. This advantage, however, is compromised to some
extent by the slower convergence of the bond optimization
due to the optimization taking place within in a much smaller
effective Hilbert space. This makes more sweeps necessary
and also enforces a lower threshold in Eq. �25� as conver-
gence criterion. It turned out to be very difficult to judge the
convergence of the bond optimization scheme based on Eq.
�25� especially if one starts from a state not too different
from the actual ground state because in such cases the con-
vergence can be really slow and one might wrongly consider
the state already converged.

However, one might try to avoid unnecessary site optimi-
zations at the beginning of the sweeping and use cheap bond
optimizations instead and switch after several sweeps to the
site optimization scheme to make use of the better conver-
gence properties.

IV. RESULTS FOR LOCAL OCCUPATIONS

We used the approach described above to calculate the
ground state and level occupancies of a spinful multilevel
quantum dot coupled to two leads. Throughout this part we
fix the Coulomb interaction U=0.2W, 2W being the band-
width, and use the convention W=1.
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FIG. 8. �Color online� Sweeping sequence. For clarity we place
the spin up and spin down parts on top of each other to emphasize
the starlike structure. The solid blue line depicts the standard
sweeping sequence.
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The results shown below demonstrate that it is possible to
calculate local ground-state quantities of a complex quantum
dot efficiently using this approach. Already with calculating
the occupation of the dot levels it is possible to investigate
the stability diagram of small quantum dots.18 Under certain
conditions, local occupancies can be related to phase shifts,
which in turn can be used to calculate the conductance
through a quantum dot.19

First we consider the simpler case of a spinless two-level
model with level positions �1,2=��� /2, coupled symmetri-
cally to two leads. NRG works very reliable for this kind of
impurity model. The lower of the two levels is assumed to
couple significantly stronger to the leads. We calculated the
occupation, ni= �di

†di	, of both levels as a function of �, using
both our MPS approach and NRG. In Fig. 9 we show the
occupation of both levels as we sweep the gate potential by
shifting the levels from below toward the Fermi edge of the
leads and then further above. At the beginning of this process
mainly the lower level starts to empty. This is due to the
much bigger couplings �2 of the lower level compared to the
upper level and results in an occupation inversion situation
where the energetically higher level has higher occupation
than the lower level. A second consequence of the small
couplings �1 is the sharp transition of the occupation of the
upper level from almost filled to almost empty. Once the
upper level is almost empty the dot system may gain energy
by increasing the occupation of the lower level without hav-
ing to pay Coulomb energy. This leads to the nonmonotonic
occupation of the lower level, known as charge oscillation.
See Sindel et al.20 for a more detailed discussion. The results
for the level occupation of the simple spinless model as
shown in Fig. 9, demonstrate excellent agreement between
both NRG and DMRG calculations. The relative difference
of the ground-state energies obtained by NRG and MPS was
on average 10−5.

We demonstrate the power of the MPS approach by con-
sidering a spinful four-level dot coupled asymmetrically to
two leads, a system sufficiently complex that its treatment by
NRG is a highly challenging task. We therefore have no
NRG reference data for this system and present only DMRG
results. For every dot level we calculate the occupation nis

= �dis
† dis	 as a function of gate voltage, as shown in Fig. 10.

This calculation is solely performed within the site optimi-
zation scheme. We kept the effective dimensions for all A
matrices describing the leads the same compared to the two-
level plot, only the LSS size at the dot matrices was in-
creased, thus demanding more computational time for the
optimization at the dot.

For the four-level system we chose random values for the
level couplings � varying over two orders of magnitude.
Moreover, as the couplings have been chosen asymmetric,
one cannot simplify the model by decoupling certain linear
combinations of the leads, while keeping the remaining rel-
evant degrees of freedom. The occupation of the individual
levels shows very rich behavior. By sweeping the gate po-
tential similar to the spinless case above, we find the sharpest
transition for the second level �n2↑ ,n2↓�. The couplings of
this level are one magnitude smaller than all other couplings
causing this sharp transition and associated with it charge
oscillations in all the other levels.

V. ROTATION TO OPTIMAL BASIS OF WILSON CHAINS

As described above the use of a star-shaped MPS works
well for local quantities. However, one might ask the ques-
tion whether introducing such a geometry causes a loss of
longer-ranged correlations between different chains. To be
able to assess this question we consider two sites in different
chains c�c�, both at distance k from the dot. The mutual

information17 I

cc��k� contained between these two sites is

given by

I

cc��k� = S
red

c �k� + S
red
c� �k� − S
red

cc��k�, �27�

with the entropy S

S
 = − tr�
 ln 
� . �28�

Here 
red
c �k� is the reduced one-site density matrix obtained

by tracing out the entire system except for site k in chain c.

Likewise 
red
cc��k� is the reduced two-site density matrix, ob-

tained by tracing out all sites except two, situated at a dis-
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FIG. 9. �Color online� Dot level occupation
for a spinless two-level system, with �1,2

=��� /2, level spacing �=0.1U and couplings
�1l=�1r=0.005U, �2l=�2r=30�1l. This param-
eter set was used in Sindel et al. �Ref. 20� N
= 1

2 �n1+n2� is half the total dot occupation. Note
that the sign in �i� just serves as an indication of
the sign of the related hopping matrix element
Vi� in the Hamiltonian.
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tance k from the dot in two different chains, c and c�. I

cc��k�

is a measure for how much information the sites contain

about each other. As a consequence, a decaying I

cc��k� as a

function of distance k indicates that chains c and c� effec-
tively decouple.

For simplicity and to make a comparison with NRG fea-
sible, we restrict ourselves to the spinless case, e.g., we only
look at the spin-up part of the original four-level system,
however with different couplings compared to the param-
eters used for Fig. 10. As NRG treats both the left and right
lead in a combined single chain we can, nevertheless, study
the effect of “unfolding” the two parts of the NRG chain.

If we calculate I

l,r for this spinless two-lead Hamiltonian

as it stands, the correlations between two sites on opposite
sides of the dot but at equal distance from it are found to
decay only very weekly with k �Fig. 11�a�, dot-dashed line�.
This illustrates, on the one hand, that our MPS ansatz does
successfully capture correlations between sites representing
comparable energy scales, in spite of the fact that in the star
geometry they lie “far” from each other �namely on different
chains�. On the other hand, it also raises the question
whether one can choose a �numerically� better suited basis
for the leads that effectively does decouple different chains
far from the dot. Since in that case the correlations would
intrinsically decay with distance from the dot, less numerical
resources would be required to capture all correlations accu-
rately.

Indeed, we shall show that it is possible to choose such an
optimal basis by making a suitably chosen unitary transfor-
mation which rotates the lead degrees of freedom into each
other in an “optimal” way to be described below. When the
leads are first rotated by a certain optimal angle of rotation
�opt �defined precisely below� and I


l,r is calculated in this
rotated basis, then I


l,r is found to decay rapidly with k, see
solid line in Fig. 11�a�.

We begin with the observation that the labeling of the
unfolded chains with �= l ,r is arbitrary. We can choose any
linear combination of l and r as new basis, e.g., for symmet-
ric couplings to the dot it is well known that with the sym-

metric and antisymmetric combination only the symmetric
lead couples to the dot while the antisymmetric lead is com-
pletely decoupled. To be specific, we can introduce a unitary
transformation acting on the original lead states specified in
the Hamiltonian

f̃�n� = U��f�n� �29�

independent of the site n and spin �, acting only on the lead
index �. For systems with time-reversal symmetry, the uni-
tary matrix is always chosen real. So in our case, for Nl
=2 U=U��� is a real two-dimensional matrix and can be
thought of as a planar rotation parametrized by a single angle
�. The optimal basis for DMRG treatment would have mini-
mal correlations between the rotated chains. The angle of
rotation � can be restricted to �� �0,� /2� as we choose to
ignore the particular order and relative sign of the new basis
vectors. In order to find the optimal angle it is sufficient to
look at the reduced two-site density matrix 
red

l,r �k�. As the
Hamiltonian �1� preserves particle number, this density ma-
trix is a 4�4 matrix in block form: a 1�1 block for both the
zero-particle and two-particle sectors and a 2�2 block for
the one-particle sector.

Finite off-diagonal elements of this 2�2 block show that
both sites are effectively correlated with each other. How-
ever, by diagonalizing this block of 
red

l,r �k� via a real unitary
matrix U we immediately obtain a rotated lead basis accord-
ing to Eq. �29�. So the angle of rotation �opt can be found by
diagonalizing 
red

l,r �k�. It is most desirable to decouple the far
ends of the chains best, so we choose �=��k=L�, where
U���k=L�� diagonalizes 
red

l,r �k=L�.
By applying the transformation U��� to the Hamiltonian

�1� only the tunneling elements to and from the dot levels are
changed

Ṽ�i� = U��opt���V�i�. �30�

This way, we have obtained a new lead basis for our Hamil-
tonian that is better suited for the DMRG calculations, as
long ranging correlations are suppressed in this basis. As we
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FIG. 10. �Color online� Dot
level occupation for a spinful
four-level system. We parametrize
the dot level energies as �is=�
+�i�B /2 for s= ↑ ,↓, where
B represents the applied magnetic
field with B=0.2U and � a
gate voltage, with
�i= �−0.1,−0.03,0.07,0.1�U. The
coupling of the dot levels are
chosen asymmetrically �ir=si�il

with si= �1,−1,−1,1� and �il

= �0.5,0.02,1 ,0.7�0.2U.
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benefit already from a rotation in the leads even if the angle
is only close �but not equal� to the optimal choice �opt, it is
feasible to start with a small system �of only, say, 14 sites per
Wilson chain� in order to obtain an approximate value for
�opt; the latter can then be used to rotate the leads of a bigger
system, from which a better determination of the optimal
angle can be extracted.

In Fig. 12 we show the optimal angle of rotation �opt for a
spinless four-level system. We compare with NRG calcula-
tions where we diagonalize the T-matrix

T�� = lim
�→0+

�V̂†Ĝdot���V̂���, �31�

where Ĝdot is the local retarded Green’s-function matrix cal-

culated by standard NRG techniques21 and V̂ is the tunneling
matrix from the Hamiltonian. The angle extracted from the
diagonalization of the T matrix �i.e., from requiring that
U���TU†��� be diagonal� is shown as a solid line in panel

�a�. Remarkably, this line agrees quantitatively with the �opt
values found by DMRG. This shows that the angle of rota-
tion that minimizes correlations between the two rotated
leads has a clear physical interpretation: it also diagonalizes
the scattering matrix, a result that is intuitively very reason-
able. We note, though, that this fact cannot be used to deter-
mine �opt before doing the DMRG calculation, as with the
knowledge of the scattering matrix we would have already
solved the system. Nevertheless, shorter systems can already
give a clean indication of the angle that decouples the chains.

In Fig. 11 we demonstrate that by rotating the leads to the
new optimal basis as suggested above it is possible, indeed,
to ensure that lead degrees of freedom on different �rotated�
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FIG. 11. �Color online� �a� Mutual information I

l,r between two

sites situated in different leads but at equal distances k from the
dot, for a spinless four-level, two-lead model with dot levels �i /U
= �−0.1,−0.03,0.07,0.1�+�, �=−2U fixed, couplings �ir= �0.3,
−0.02,−1,0.2� and �il= �0.5,0.08,1 ,0.7� and �=3. The dashed line
shows I


l,r for the system with the leads in the original basis of Eq.
�1�, whereas the solid line shows I


l,r after the leads have been ro-
tated by the �fixed k independent� optimal angle �opt obtained from
Fig. 12�a�. �b� Exponentiated bond entropy eSk along the right chain
of the system both prior �dashed line� and after �solid line� the
rotation with �opt, indicating an effective reduction in the required
matrix dimension Dk close to the impurity for the rotated system by
about 1

2 for the same numerical accuracy.
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FIG. 12. �Color online� Optimal basis for the leads of a spinless
four-level, two-lead system �same parameters as for Fig. 11, but
with varying ��. �a� Optimal angle of rotation �opt for the leads
obtained by diagonalizing 
red

l,r �k=L� for the DMRG calculation �red
symbols� in comparison with angle that diagonalizes the scattering
matrix calculated with NRG �blue line�. �opt is defined mod � /2.
�b� Dot level occupation. N= 1

4�i=1
4 ni is the rescaled total dot occu-

pation. Rapid changes in the angle �opt coincide with rapid shifting
of dot-level occupations. �c� Truncation error �accumulated dis-
carded density-matrix eigenvalues� of the DMRG calculation con-
sidering two neighboring sites at a time for a rotated and nonrotated
system. We typically used 20 sweeps for the DMRG calculations.
The truncation error is significantly reduced for the rotated system
except for the points where �opt actually shows rather rapid transi-
tions through �opt=0 itself. At these points the leads are already
decoupled from the outset.
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Wilson chains become effectively decoupled from each other
further out on the chains. Also the bond entropy Sk is re-
duced. If the leads are rotated into the optimal basis the
mutual information drops quickly along the chains �see Fig.
12�a��, and the truncation error is significantly smaller �see
Fig. 12�c��, thus making numerical treatment less demand-
ing. Note that rapid changes in the angle �opt coincide with
rapid shifting of dot-level occupations �see Fig. 12�b��.

VI. SUMMARY

Using the DMRG approach gives us the possibility to
choose a more flexible MPS geometry compared to NRG.
While in NRG one is bound to a simultaneous treatment of a
single combined Wilson chain due to the requirement of en-
ergy scale separation, this restriction can be lifted in a
DMRG treatment. In our case of a two-lead Anderson model
we modeled each spin and each lead by a Wilson chain on its
own treated separately from each other. Thus we achieved a
significant reduction in both the dimension of the LSS and
the dimension D of the ISS and OSS at each site. The Hilbert
space of one site in the single chain geometry is equivalent to
the direct product of the Hilbert spaces of the 4=2Nl corre-
sponding sites of each chain. So in order to map a star ge-
ometry description into an equivalent single chain descrip-
tion, in the sense that the effective Hilbert spaces at every
site have the same dimension, the dimension D� of the single
chain A matrices would scale exponentially with the number
of leads, D��D2Nl, as a consequence of the tensor product of
the 2Nl smaller star geometry A matrices. Thus, adopting the
star geometry reduces the numerical costs for treating the
leads by D�D�1/2Nl. Although this strategy has the conse-
quence that the cost of treating the dot site increases signifi-
cantly �see Eq. �26��, for all cases studied in this paper the
latter effect is far outweighed by the decrease in costs for
treating the leads. Indeed we found that dimensions D�36
suffice for getting an accurate description of the system �note
that when translated into a single chain this would result in a
huge effective dimension of D��D4=1.7�106�.

Due to the fact that the Anderson Hamiltonian under con-
sideration features only a density-density interaction term at
the dot between electrons with different spin, the dot matri-
ces can be conveniently split into two sets, one for each spin,

yielding another gain in efficiency. As it turns out, the dimen-
sion Dv connecting to two sets of dot matrices can be chosen
significantly smaller than D �cf. Fig. 7�. In addition an opti-
mal basis �in terms of numerical efficiency� for representing
the leads has been determined, which minimizes correlations
between different Wilson chains and in which, it turns out,
the scattering matrix becomes diagonal. Moreover, the
DMRG sweeping procedure allows the dimensions D of the
MPS matrices in the system to be adjusted very flexibly.
Indeed, in our case it was possible to reduce the matrix di-
mensions along the chain away from the dot considerably.
The combination of all these resource-saving features makes
it feasible to calculate the ground-state properties of generic
complex quantum impurity models using only relatively
moderate numerical resources.

The calculation of dynamical quantities like local spectral
functions is, in principle, also possible for the star geometry,
for example, by suitably modifying the approach of Ref. 4 to
the present geometry. However, we expect that the increased
computational costs of DMRG relative to NRG for calculat-
ing dynamical quantities would in this case likely offset the
advantages of the star geometry.

In closing, we would like to make the following com-
ment: while we expect that a rotation to an optimal basis as
described above should be applicable to a large class of im-
purity models, there may be cases where it does not work. In
particular, we suspect that this might be the case for some
models showing non-Fermi-liquid behavior, such as the two-
channel spin-1

2 Kondo model, where overscreening of the
impurity is likely to lead to strong mutual correlations be-
tween all Wilson chains. A quantitative analysis of this prob-
lem using the present star geometry approach is beyond the
scope of the present investigation but would be an interesting
subject for future study.
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Chapter 4

Chebyshev matrix product state
techniques

4.1 Chebyshev matrix product state approach for spec-
tral functions

In this chapter, we present a novel approach for calculating spectral functions in DMRG
by carrying known Chebyshev expansions for spectral functions [88] over into the domain
of MPS. The resulting Chebyshev matrix product state approach (CheMPS) is capable of
producing spectral functions with an accuracy competitive to the correction vector tech-
nique at significantly reduced numerical cost. The advantageous mathematical properties
of Chebyshev polynomials carry over to CheMPS, mainly, a numerically stable recursion
relation, almost uniform spectral resolution and a well-controlled broadening scheme.

We also introduce the time-dependent Chebyshev MPS method (tCheMPS) for which
we add a more detailed discussion in Sec. 4.2.
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We show that recursively generated Chebyshev expansions offer numerically efficient representations for
calculating zero-temperature spectral functions of one-dimensional lattice models using matrix product state
(MPS) methods. The main features of this Chebyshev matrix product state (CheMPS) approach are as follows:
(i) it achieves uniform resolution over the spectral function’s entire spectral width; (ii) it can exploit the fact that
the latter can be much smaller than the model’s many-body bandwidth; (iii) it offers a well-controlled broadening
scheme that allows finite-size effects to be either resolved or smeared out, as desired; (iv) it is based on using MPS
tools to recursively calculate a succession of Chebyshev vectors |tn〉, (v) the entanglement entropies of which
were found to remain bounded with increasing recursion order n for all cases analyzed here; and (vi) it distributes
the total entanglement entropy that accumulates with increasing n over the set of Chebyshev vectors |tn〉, which
need not be combined into a single vector. In this way, the growth in entanglement entropy that usually limits
density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) approaches is packaged into conveniently manageable units.
We present zero-temperature CheMPS results for the structure factor of spin- 1

2 antiferromagnetic Heisenberg
chains and perform a detailed finite-size analysis. Making comparisons to three benchmark methods, we find that
CheMPS (a) yields results comparable in quality to those of correction-vector DMRG, at dramatically reduced
numerical cost; (b) agrees well with Bethe ansatz results for an infinite system, within the limitations expected
for numerics on finite systems; and (c) can also be applied in the time domain, where it has potential to serve as a
viable alternative to time-dependent DMRG (in particular, at finite temperatures). Finally, we present a detailed
error analysis of CheMPS for the case of the noninteracting resonant level model.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.83.195115 PACS number(s): 02.70.−c, 75.10.Pq, 75.40.Mg, 78.20.Bh

I. INTRODUCTION

Consider a one-dimensional lattice model amenable to
treatment by the density matrix renormalization group
(DMRG),1–4 with Hamiltonian Ĥ , ground state |0〉, and
ground-state energy E0. This paper is concerned with zero-
temperature spectral functions of the form

ABC(ω) = 〈0|B̂ δ(ω − Ĥ + E0) Ĉ|0〉, (1)

which represents the Fourier transform
∫

dt
2π

eiωtGBC(t) of the
correlator

GBC(t) = 〈0|B̂(t)Ĉ(0)|0〉. (2)

One possible framework for calculating such spectral functions
is to expand them in terms of Chebyshev polynomials, as
advocated in Ref. 5. Such a Chebyshev expansion offers
precise and convenient control of the accuracy and resolution
with which a spectral function is to be computed. This is very
useful, particularly when broadening the spectral function of
a length-L system, which exhibits finite-size subpeaks with
spacing ωL ∼ 1/L, in order to mimic that of an infinite
system. If the latter has structures (e.g., sharp or diverging
peaks), which are not yet properly resolved at the scale
ωL, the broadened version of the finite-size spectral function
inevitably bears L-dependent errors in the vicinity of these
structures. Hence, when calculating the finite-size version of
these structures for the length-L system, there is no need to
achieve an accuracy beyond that of the expected L-dependent
errors, and having convenient control of this accuracy can
significantly reduce numerical costs.

In this paper, we show that Chebyshev expansions offer
numerically efficient representations for calculating spectral
functions using matrix product state (MPS) methods,4,6–10

with numerical costs that compare favorably to those of
other established DMRG-based approaches. In particular,
the Chebyshev MPS approach presented here, to be called
CheMPS, allows the above-mentioned control of accuracy
and resolution to be imported into the DMRG and MPS
arena.

The historically first approach for calculating spectral func-
tions with DMRG is the continued-fraction expansion.11 While
this method requires only modest numerical resources, it is
limited to low frequencies and it is difficult to produce reliable
results with it in the case of continua (however, algorithmic
improvements were reported recently12). At present, the most
accurate, but also most time-consuming, approaches are (i) the
correction-vector (CV) method13–15 and (ii) time-dependent
DMRG (tDMRG),7,9,16–18 in particular, when combined with
linear prediction techniques.19–22 Since any new approach
must measure up to their standards, let us briefly summarize
their key ideas, advantages, and drawbacks.

(i) To calculate ABC(ω) using the CV approach, it is
expressed as

ABC(ω) = 〈0|B̂|C〉ω (3a)
in terms of the so-called correction vector

|C〉ω ≡ − lim
η→0

1

π
Im

[
1

ω − Ĥ + E0 + iη

]
Ĉ|0〉. (3b)

The correction vector can be calculated (for finite broadening
parameter η) using either conventional DMRG (Refs. 13–15)
or variational matrix product state (MPS) methods.23 A major
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advantage of this approach is that arbitrarily high spectral
resolution can be achieved by reducing η and sampling
enough frequency points. However, this comes at considerable
numerical costs: first, a separate calculation is required for
every choice of ω (although, in doing so, results for |C〉ω’s
from previous frequencies can be incorporated); and second,
the calculation of |C〉ω involves an operator inversion problem
that is numerically poorly conditioned, ever more so the
smaller η is.

(ii) An alternative possibility is to use tDMRG to calculate
the time-domain correlator GBC(t), Fourier transforming to
the frequency domain only at the very end. To this end, one
expresses

GBC(t) = eiE0t 〈0|B̂|C̃〉t (4a)
in terms of the time-evolved state

|C̃〉t ≡ e−iĤ t Ĉ|0〉 (4b)

and uses tDMRG to calculate the latter. Two attractive features
of this strategy are as follows: first, it builds on an extensive
body of algorithmic knowledge for efficiently calculating
time evolution,7,16,17 and, second, a simple linear-prediction
scheme19–22 can be used to extrapolate the time dependence
calculated for short and intermediate time scales to longer
times, thereby improving the quality of results at low frequency
at hardly any additional numerical cost. However, obtaining
reliable results over a sufficiently large time interval can, in
itself, be numerically very expensive, since the time evolution
of the many-body state |C̃〉t is accompanied by a strong growth
in entanglement entropy. This unavoidably also implies a
growth of tDMRG truncation errors.

Note that, in both of the schemes outlined above, significant
(often heroic) amounts of numerical resources are devoted to
calculating a single state |C〉ω for given ω or |C̃〉t for given t ,
as accurately as possible; the overlaps or expectation values of
interest, namely, 〈0|B̂|C〉ω for 〈0|B̂|C̃〉t , are only calculated
at the end, in a single, final step after |C〉ω or |C̃〉t have
been fully determined. Actually, these states are calculated
so accurately that they would have been equally suitable for
calculating any other quantity (correlator or matrix element)
involving that state. In a sense, DMRG is asked to work
harder than necessary; it is used to calculate a single state with
“general-purpose accuracy,” whereas the accurate calculation
of a particular expectation value involving that state would
have been sufficient.

The main motivation for this paper is to attempt to reduce
this calculational overhead by employing a representation
of the spectral function that avoids the need for calculating
a single state with such high accuracy and instead allows
numerical resources to be focused directly on the calculation of
the relevant expectation values. This can be achieved by repre-
senting the spectral function via a Chebyshev expansion,5,24,25

the coefficients of which, the so-called Chebyshev moments,
can be calculated recursively using MPS tools. Below, we
briefly summarize the structure and main features of such
an expansion, thereby providing both an introduction and an
overview of the material developed in detail in the main part
of this paper.

The Chebyshev polynomials Tn(x) form an orthonormal set
of polynomials on the interval x ∈ [−1,1]. They are very well
studied mathematically,26–28 and are widely used for function

(a)

(b)

FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Sketch of a spectral function, the
spectral width WA of which is much smaller than the many-body
bandwidth W . Before making a Chebyshev expansion, we rescale the
interval ω ∈ [0,W∗], with effective bandwidth W∗ = 2WA, onto the
interval ω′ ∈ [−W ′,W ′], shown in (b), with rescaled half-bandwidth
W ′ = 1 − 1

2 εt and a safety factor εt 
 0.025.

expansions since they have very favorable convergence proper-
ties. As will be described in detail below, the spectral function
can be represented approximately by a so-called Chebyshev
expansion, which becomes exact for N → ∞, of the following
form:

ABC
N (ω) = 2W ′/W∗

π
√

1 − ω′2

[
g0μ0 + 2

N−1∑
n=1

gnμnTn(ω′)

]
. (5)

Here, the Chebyshev moments μn = 〈0|B̂|tn〉 are obtained
from the Chebyshev vectors |tn〉 = Tn(Ĥ ′)Ĉ|0〉, and the gn are
known damping factors that influence broadening effects. The
primes indicate that the Hamiltonian Ĥ and frequency ω were
expressed in terms of rescaled and shifted versions Ĥ ′ and ω′
in such a manner that an interval ω ∈ [0,W∗], which contains
the entire spectral weight, is mapped onto a rescaled band
ω′ ∈ [−W ′,W ′] of half-width W ′ < 1.

This representation has several useful features:

(i) It resolves the interval ω ∈ [0,W∗] with a uniform
resolution of O(W∗/N ).

(ii) The range of frequencies over which the spectral
function has nonzero weight, say WA (to be called its spectral
width), is often significantly smaller than the many-body
bandwidth of the Hamiltonian, say W , as depicted in Fig 1. By
choosing the effective bandwidth W∗ to be of order WA instead
of W , huge gains in resolution are possible.
(iii) A well-controlled broadening scheme, encoded in the

damping factors gn, is available that allows finite-size effects
to be either resolved or smeared out, as desired.

(iv) The Chebyshev vectors |tn〉 are calculated using a (nu-
merically stable) recursion scheme, which exploits Chebyshev
recurrence relations to calculate |tn〉 from H ′|tn−1〉 and |tn−2〉
[see Eq. (30)]. Thus, the expectation values from which the
spectral function is constructed are built up in a series of
recursive steps [see Eq. (7) below] instead of being calculated
at the end in one final step.

(v) The bond entropy of successive Chebyshev vectors
|tn〉 is found empirically to remain bounded with increasing
recursion number n, thus, the complexity of these vectors
remains manageable up to arbitrarily large n.
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(vi) Finally, and from the perspective of numerical costs,
most importantly, CheMPS efficiently copes with the growth
in bond entropy with increasing iteration number that usually
limits DMRG approaches. It does so by distributing this
entropy over all |tn〉, thereby packaging it into manageable
units [see (v)]. In particular, when constructing and using the
states |tn〉, one never needs to know more than three at a time
(and after use may delete them from memory). Hence, it is not
necessary to combine all information contained in all |tn〉 into
a single MPS.

Let us contrast this with the CV or tDMRG approaches:
imagine expanding the correction-vector or time-evolved state
in terms of the Chebyshev vectors |tn〉, i.e., expressing them
as linear combinations of the form

|C〉ω 

N−1∑
n=0

Cn
ω|tn〉, |C̃〉t 


N−1∑
n=0

C̃n
t |tn〉, (6)

respectively. (The coefficients Cn
ω and C̃n

t are related by Fourier
transformation.) Now, the CV or tDMRG approaches, in effect,
attempt to accurately represent the entire linear combination
using a single MPS. This endeavor is numerically very costly
since the entanglement entropy of this linear combination
grows rapidly with N . The Chebyshev approach avoids this
problem by taking expectation values before performing the
sum on n:

〈0|B̂|Ĉ〉ω 

N−1∑
n=0

Cn
ωμn, 〈0|B̂|C̃〉t 


N−1∑
n=0

C̃n
t μn. (7)

Thus, the Chebyshev expansion very conveniently organizes
the calculation into many separate and, hence, numerically less
costly, packages or subunits.

Our paper is organized as follows. We introduce the
Chebyshev expansion for spectral functions in Sec. II and
discuss its implementation using MPS, including an algorithm
for performing a projection in energy, in Sec. III. In Sec. IV,
we present CheMPS results for the structure factor of a spin- 1

2
Heisenberg chain, perform a detailed analysis of finite-size
effects (see Fig. 5), and compare our results to CV, Bethe
ansatz, and tDMRG (see Figs. 4, 6, and 8, respectively). In
Sec. V, we perform an extensive error analysis of the CheMPS
approach using the quadratic resonant level model, and discuss
some salient features of density matrix eigenspectra in Sec. VI.
Section VII summarizes our main conclusions, and Sec. VIII
presents a brief outlook toward possible future applications,
involving time dependence or finite-temperature correlators.
An appendix gives a detailed account of CheMPS results for
the resonant level model used for the error analysis of Sec. V.

II. CHEBYSHEV EXPANSION OF ABC(ω)

A. Chebyshev basics

Let us start by briefly summarizing those properties of
Chebyshev polynomials that will be needed below. We follow
the notation of Ref. 5, which gives an excellent general
discussion of Chebyshev expansion techniques (although
without mentioning possible DMRG and MPS applications).

-1
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind,
Tn(x), for n up to 8. (a) All zeros and extrema of every Tn(x) are
located within the interval I = [−1,1], and all extremal values equal
1 or −1. (b) Chebyshev polynomials |Tn(x)| for x ∈ [−1.5,1.5]. The
|Tn>0(x)| grow rapidly when |x| increases beyond 1.

Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind, Tn(x), henceforth
simply called Chebyshev polynomials, are defined by the
recurrence relations

Tn+1(x) = 2xTn(x) − Tn−1(x),

T0(x) = 1, T1(x) = x. (8)

They also satisfy the useful relation (for n � n′)

Tn+n′ (x) = 2Tn(x)Tn′(x) − Tn−n′ (x). (9)

Two useful explicit representations are

Tn(x) = cos [n arccos(x)] = cosh [n arccosh(x)] . (10)

On the interval I = [−1,1], the Chebyshev polynomials
constitute an orthogonal system of polynomials (over a weight
function (π

√
1 − x2)−1), in terms of which any piecewise

smooth and continuous function f (x)|x∈I can be expanded.
In fact, the Tn(x) are optimally suited for this purpose since
they have the unique property (setting them apart from other
systems of orthogonal polynomials) that on I their values are
confined to |Tn(x)| � 1, with all extremal values equal to 1
or −1. This is evident from the first equality in Eq. (10); the
second equality implies that, for x /∈ I , |Tn(x)| grows rapidly
with increasing |x|. These properties are illustrated in Fig. 2.

There are several ways of constructing Chebyshev approx-
imations for f (x)|x∈I (see Weisse et al.,5 Sec. II A). The
Chebyshev expansion that is practical for present purposes
has the form

f (x) = 1

π
√

1 − x2

[
μ0 + 2

∞∑
n=1

μnTn(x)

]
, (11)
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where the Chebyshev moments μn are given by

μn =
∫ 1

−1
dxf (x)Tn(x). (12)

An approximate representation of order N is obtained for
f (x) if only the first N terms (i.e., n � N − 1) are retained.
However, such a truncation, in general, introduces artificial
oscillations of period 
 1/N called Gibbs oscillations. These
can be smoothed by employing certain broadening kernels,
which, in effect, rearrange the infinite series (11) before
truncation. This leads to a reconstructed expansion of the form

fN (x) = 1

π
√

1 − x2

[
g0μ0 + 2

N−1∑
n=1

gnμnTn(x)

]
, (13)

which (for properly chosen kernels) converges uniformly:

max
−1<x<1

|f (x) − fN (x)| N→∞−→ 0. (14)

The reconstructed series (13) contains the same Chebyshev
moments μn as Eq. (12), but they are multiplied by damping
factors gn, real numbers with a form that is characteristic of
the chosen kernel. Several choices have been proposed, which
damp out Gibbs oscillations in somewhat different ways (see
Ref. 5 for details). We will mostly employ Jackson damping,
given by

gJ
n = (N − n + 1) cos πn

N+1 + sin πn
N+1 cot π

N+1

N + 1
. (15)

This is usually the best choice since it guarantees an integrated
error of O( 1

N
) for fN (x). When used to approximate a δ

function δ(x − x̄) sitting at x̄ ∈ I , Jackson damping yields
a nearly Gaussian peak of width

√
1 − x̄2 π/N . On one

occasion, we will also employ Lorentz damping

gL
n,λ = sinh

[
λ

(
1 − n

N

)]
sinh λ

, (16)

where λ is a real parameter. Lorentz damping preserves
analytical properties (causality) of Green’s function and
broadens a δ function δ(x − x̄) into a peak, the shape of which,
for the choice λ = 4 used here (following Ref. 5), is nearly
Lorentzian of width

√
1 − x̄2 λ/N .

To summarize: The order-N Chebyshev reconstruction
fN (x) with Jackson or Lorentzian damping with λ = 4 yields
a result that is very close to the broadened function

f X
N (x) =

∫ 1

−1
dx̄ KX

η′
N,x̄

(x − x̄)f (x̄) (17)

(X = J,L) with broadening kernels and widths given by

KJ
η′(x) = e−x2/(2(η′2)

√
2πη′ , η′

N,x̄ =
√

1 − x̄2
π

N
, (18a)

KL
η′ (x) = η′/π

x2 + η′2 , η′
N,x̄ =

√
1 − x̄2

4

N
, (18b)

respectively. Thus, fN (x) resolves the shape of f (x) with a
resolution of O(1/N).

For purposes of illustration, Fig. 3(a) shows three Cheby-
shev reconstructions of a δ function at x̄ = 0: without damping,
giving Gibbs oscillations; with Jackson damping, yielding a
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Three Chebyshev reconstructions of δ(x),
with N = 50: The undamped case (gn = 1) yields Gibbs oscillations
[central peak has height δ50(0) = 16.23]; Jackson damping (δJ )
mimics a Gaussian peak KJ (x) of width π/N ; Lorentz damping
(δL) for λ = 4 mimics a Lorentzian peak KL(x) of width λ/N . Inset:
Jackson and Lorentz damping factors gJ

n and gL
n,λ=4, respectively,

plotted for N = 50. Both decrease monotonically from 1 to 0, but
in somewhat different ways. (b) Jackson-damped reconstruction
of a comb of normalized Gaussians (dashed line), all of width
η̄′ = 0.02, for three values of N (solid lines). The x dependence of
the peak heights is given by [2π (η̄′2 + η′2

N,x)]−1/2 (dashed-dotted line)
[see Eq. (19)].

near-Gaussian peak; and with Lorentz damping, yielding a
near-Lorentzian peak. Figure 3(b) shows a Jackson-damped
Chebyshev reconstruction of a comb of Gaussian peaks∑

α KJ
η̄′

α
(x − x̄α), the widths η̄′

α of which are all equal. It
illustrates how increasing N reduces the amount of broadening
until the original peak form is recovered for sufficiently large
N . It also shows that the broadened peak widths depend on the
peak positions, reflecting the fact that convolving a Gaussian
of width η̄′

α with a near Gaussian of width η′
N,x̄α

[Eq. (17)]
produces a near Gaussian of width

η′
α 


√
η̄′2

α + η′2
N,x̄α

. (19)

To evaluate the Tn(x) that occur in Eq. (13), we use the
first equality of Eq. (10). Although numerically more efficient
methods exist for this purpose,5 their use becomes advisable
only for expansion orders much larger than the N � O(103)
that we will need in this work.
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B. Rescaling of ω and Ĥ

To construct a Chebyshev expansion of the spectral function
ABC(ω) of Eq. (1), we need to rescale and shift5 the
Hamiltonian Ĥ → Ĥ ′ and the frequency ω → ω′ in such a
way that the spectral range of A(ω), i.e., the interval [0,WA]
within which it has nonzero weight, is mapped into the interval
[−1,1]. Rescaled, dimensionless energies and frequencies will
always carry primes. As safeguards against “leakage” beyond
[−1,1] due to numerical inaccuracies, we choose the linear
map (see Fig. 1)

ω ∈ [0,W∗] → ω′ ∈ [−W ′,W ′], W ′ = 1 − 1
2εt, (20)

which entails two precautionary measures. First, the ω interval
is taken to be larger than the requisite [0,WA] by choosing the
effective bandwidth W∗ to be larger than the spectral width WA;
second, the ω′ interval is taken to be slightly smaller than the
requisite [−1,1] by choosing the rescaled half-bandwidth W ′
to be smaller than 1, with a safety factor5 of εt 
 0.025. To be
explicit, we define

ω′ = ω

a
− W ′, a = W∗

2W ′ , (21a)

Ĥ ′ = Ĥ − E0

a
− W ′, (21b)

where Ĥ ′ has ground-state energy E′
0 = −W ′. Then, we

express the spectral function (1) as

ABC(ω) = 1

a
〈0|B̂ δ(ω′ − Ĥ ′) Ĉ|0〉 (22)

[with ω′ = ω′(ω) and Ĥ ′ given by Eqs. (21)], which by
construction has no weight for ω′ /∈ [−W ′,W ′].

One possible choice for W∗ is to equate it to the width of
the many-body spectrum of H , given by W = Emax − E0.
When using DMRG, E0 is usually already known from
calculating the ground state |0〉 of H , and Emax can be found,
e. g. , by calculating29 the ground state of −H (reduced
DMRG accuracy relative to usual ground-state calculations
is sufficient, since only Emax is of interest here.)

A disadvantage of the choice W∗ = W is that the many-body
bandwidth W typically is large (it scales with system size),
whereas optimal spectral resolution requires W∗ to be as small
as possible: since an N th order Chebyshev expansion yields a
resolution of O(1/N) on the interval [−1,1], its resolution on
the original interval [0,W∗] will be O(W∗/N ), which evidently
becomes better the smaller W∗. If B̂ and Ĉ are single-particle
operators, the spectral width WA of ABC(ω) is independent
of system size and, hence, much smaller than the many-body
bandwidth W . In this case, it is advisable to choose W∗ to be
of similar order (though still larger) than WA. We will choose
W∗ = 2WA, which is typically � W , as illustrated in 1.

C. Chebyshev expansion in frequency domain

To expand the δ function in Eq. (22) in Chebyshev
polynomials, we use f̂ (x) = δ(x − Ĥ ′) with x = ω′ in

Eq. (12), and obtain from Eq. (13) a reconstructed Chebyshev
operator expansion of the form

δN (ω′ − Ĥ ′) = 1

π
√

1 − ω′2

[
g0 + 2

N−1∑
n=1

gnTn(Ĥ ′)Tn(ω′)

]
.

(23)

Inserting this into Eq. (22) for ABC(ω) yields the Chebyshev
expansion (5), with Chebyshev moments given by

μn = 〈0|B̂Tn(Ĥ ′)Ĉ|0〉. (24)

Thus, μn is a ground-state expectation value of an nth-
order polynomial in Ĥ ′, the construction of which might
a priori appear to become increasingly daunting as n increases.
Fortunately, this challenge can be dealt with recursively by
expressing the moments as

μn = 〈0|B̂|tn〉, |tn〉 = Tn(Ĥ ′)Ĉ|0〉, (25)

and calculating the Chebyshev vectors |tn〉 by exploiting
the Chebyshev recurrence relations (8). The details of this
recursive scheme will be discussed in Sec. III.

D. Chebyshev expansion in time domain

The Chebyshev expansion can also be employed for
studying time evolution in general, and the correlator GBC(t) in
particular. To this end, we express the time-evolution operator
as

Û (t) = e−iĤ t =
∫ 1

−1
dω′e−i[a(ω′+W ′)+E0]t δ(ω′ − Ĥ ′) (26)

and insert Eq. (23) (without damping, gn = 1) into the latter.
This yields30,31

ÛN (t) = e−i(E0+aW ′)t

[
c0(t) + 2

N−1∑
n=1

Tn(Ĥ ′)cn(t)

]
, (27a)

cn(t) =
∫ 1

−1

e−iatω′
Tn(ω′)

π
√

1 − ω′2 dω′ = (−i)nJn(at). (27b)

Here, Jn(at) is the Bessel function of the first kind of order n. It
decays very rapidly with n once n > at . Hence, an expansion
of given order N gives an essentially exact representation of
Û (t) for times up to tmax � N

a
, while cN−1(t) provides an

estimate of the error.
By inserting Eqs. (27) into Eqs. (4) for GBC(t), we find

GBC
N (t) = e−iaW ′t

[
μ0J0(at) + 2

N−1∑
n=1

(−i)nμn Jn(at)

]
, (28)

where the Chebyshev moments μn are again given by Eq. (25).
Thus, the Chebyshev expansions of GBC(t) and ABC(ω) are
governed by the same set of moments μn, as is to be expected
for functions linked by Fourier transformation.

III. MPS EVALUATION OF THE CHEBYSHEV
MOMENTS μn

We now present a recursive scheme for calculating the
Chebyshev moments μn. The manipulations described below
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were implemented using MPS-based methods,4,6–10 which are
very convenient for constructing the states of interest, while
matrix product operators10 (MPOs) simplify the implementa-
tion of the shift and rescaling transformation [Eq. (21b)] of the
Hamiltonian.

A. Recurrence fitting

To initialize the Chebyshev expansion, we calculate ground
state |0〉 and ground-state energy E0 of Ĥ , make a specific
choice for W∗ and W ′, and construct Ĥ ′ according to Eq. (21b).
Then comes the main task, namely, the recursive calculation
of the moments μn. This is done by starting from

|t0〉 = Ĉ|0〉, |t1〉 = Ĥ ′|t0〉 (29)

and using the recurrence relation [obtained from Eq. (8)]

|tn〉 = 2Ĥ ′|tn−1〉 − |tn−2〉, (30)

which can be implemented using the so-called compression or
fitting procedure32 (see Ref. 4, Sec. 4.5.2 for details). It finds
an MPS representation for |tn〉, at minimal loss of information
for given MPS dimension m, by variationally minimizing the
fitting error

	fit = ‖|tn〉 − (2Ĥ ′|tn−1〉 − |tn−2〉)‖2. (31)

We will call this procedure recurrence fitting. In practice, the
variational minimization proceeds via a sequence of fitting
sweeps back and forth along the chain. These are continued
until the state being optimized becomes stationary, in the sense
that the overlap

	c =
∣∣∣∣1 − 〈tn |t ′n〉

‖|tn〉‖ ‖|t ′n〉‖
∣∣∣∣ (32)

between the states |tn〉 and |t ′n〉 before and after one fitting
sweep drops below a specified fitting convergence threshold
(typically in the range 10−6 to 10−8). The maximum expansion
order for which |tn〉 is obtained using recurrence fitting will be
denoted by Nmax.

The MPS dimension m needed to achieve accurate recur-
rence fitting turns out to be surprisingly small (see Sec. V
for a detailed analysis). For example, m = 32 sufficed for
the antiferromagnetic Heisenberg chain of length L = 100,

discussed in Sec. IV. The reason for this remarkable and
eminently useful feature lies in the fact that the Chebyshev
recurrence relations (30) contain only two terms on the
right-hand side, the addition of which requires only modest
computational effort. In contrast, CV or tDMRG typically
require much larger m since they attempt to represent the sum
of many states [see Eq. (6)] in terms of a single MPS.

For the special but common case that B̂ = Ĉ†, Eq. (9) yields
a relation between different moments

μn+n′ = 2〈tn |tn′ 〉 − μn−n′ . (33)

This can be used to effectively double the order of the expan-
sion to 2Nmax without calculating any additional Chebyshev
vectors, by setting n′ = n − 1 or n:

μ̃2n−1 = 2〈tn |tn−1〉 − μ1,

μ̃2n = 2〈tn |tn〉 − μ0. (34)

We use tildes to distinguish μ̃n moments calculated in this
manner from the μn moments obtained via Eq. (25). Although
they should nominally be identical, in numerical practice,
μ̃n moments are less accurate [by up to a factor of 5 in
Fig. 9(c) below] since they depend on two Chebyshev vectors,
whereas μn moments depend on only one. Our Chebyshev
reconstructions thus generally employ the μn moments and,
unless stated otherwise, μ̃n moments are used only for results
requiring Nmax � n < 2Nmax.

B. Energy truncation

We have argued above that, in order to optimize spectral
resolution, it may be desirable to choose the effective band-
width W∗ to be smaller than the full many-body bandwidth W .
If this is done, however, it is essential to include an additional
energy truncation step into the recursion procedure to ensure
that each |tn〉 remains free from “high-energy” components,
i.e., Ĥ ′ eigenstates with eigenenergies E′

k > 1, which fall
outside the range [−1,1] that is admissable for arguments of
Chebyshev polynomials. If W∗ < W , numerical noise causes
the state |tn〉 to contain such high-energy contributions in spite
of the precautionary measures described after Eq. (20) because
the application of Ĥ ′ to |tn−1〉 in Eq. (30) entails a DMRG
truncation step, which is not performed in the eigenbasis of
Ĥ ′. If such high-energy components were fed into subsequent
recursion steps, the norms ‖tn〉‖ of successive Chebyshev
vectors would diverge rapidly (as would the resulting moments
μn) because this effectively amounts to evaluating Chebyshev
polynomials Tn(x) for |x| > 1, where |Tn| � 1 [see Fig. 2(b)].

As a consequence, after obtaining a new state |tn〉 from
Eq. (30), we take the precautionary measure of projecting
out any high-energy components that it might contain before
proceeding to the next |tn+1〉. This can be done by performing
several energy truncation sweeps. During an energy truncation
sweep, we focus on one site at a time, perform an energy
truncation in a local Krylov basis constructed for that site,
and then move on to the next site. Shifting the current site is
accomplished by standard MPS means, without any truncation,
as a DMRG truncation would counteract the energy truncation.
(As a consequence, an energy truncation in terms of two-site
sweeps has not been implemented.)

The truncation must take place in the energy eigenbasis
of the Hamiltonian Ĥ ′. Of course, its complete eigenbasis
is not accessible, thus, we build a Krylov subspace of
dimension dK within the effective Hilbert space at every
site. Alternatively, energy truncation can also be performed
in the bond representation |ψ〉 = Blr |lk〉|rk〉. In this Krylov
subspace, the effective Hamiltonian Ĥ ′

K of dimension dK can
be fully diagonalized and so we can construct a projection
operator to project out all eigenstates with energy bigger
than some energy truncation threshold εP . The choice of this
threshold depends on the choice of W∗. We have found the
combination W∗ = 2WA and εP = 1.0 to work well (but other
choices, involving, e.g., smaller W∗ and larger εP would be
possible, too.)

In the following, we describe the procedure just outlined in
more detail for a single site using standard MPS nomenclature.
Let the effective local Hilbert space for this site be spanned
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TABLE I. List of CheMPS parameters that control various algorithmic tasks, influencing their numerical costs and the quality of results.
Since the tasks “recurrence fitting” and “energy truncation” are carried out at every recursion step, the importance of the corresponding
parameters is self-evident. However, W∗ and εt, which determine the rescaled Hamiltonian Ĥ ′, turn out to have a high impact on the results, too,
as the quality of the energy truncation sweeps strongly depends on Ĥ ′. For εP = 1, the choice of taking W∗ to be twice the spectral bandwidth
WA (or equal to the many-body bandwidth W ) was found to work well with (or without) energy truncation, respectively. N and gn do not affect
the calculated moments of the expansion, but control the broadening of the reconstructed spectral function.

Parameter Recommended value Description Task

W∗ 2WA (or W ) Effective bandwidth with (or without) energy truncation Rescaling of H

εt 0.025 Safety offset in rescaled half-bandwidth: W ′ = 1 − 1
2 εt

m MPS dimension Recurrence fitting

	c 10−6, . . . ,10−8 Fitting convergence threshold

dK 30 Krylov subspace dimension Energy truncation
nS 10 Number of sweeps

εP 1.0 Energy truncation threshold (in rescaled units)

N Depends on system size Order of expansion, broadening Spectral reconstruction
gn gJ

n Choice of damping factors

by the left, local, and right basis vectors |l〉, |σ 〉, and |r〉, and
expand the Chebyshev vector |ψ〉 = |tn〉 in this basis:

|ψ〉 =
∑
lσ r

A
[σ ]
lr |l〉|σ 〉|r〉. (35)

To construct a projection operator P that projects out the
high-energy components for this site |ψ〉 → P |ψ〉, one may
proceed as follows.

First, build a Krylov subspace of dimension dK within
span{|l〉|σ 〉|r〉} and calculate the matrix elements of Ĥ ′ within
it (no truncation necessary):

|ĩ〉 = (Ĥ ′)i−1|ψ〉, i = 1, . . . ,dK (36a)

|ĩ〉 → |i〉 orthonormalize via Gram-Schmidt, (36b)

(Ĥ ′
K )ij = 〈i|Ĥ ′

K |j 〉, Ĥ ′
K ∈ CdK×dK . (36c)

Next, fully diagonalize Ĥ ′
K to obtain all eigenenergies ε′

α

and eigenvectors |eα〉:

Û †Ĥ ′
KÛ =

dK∑
α=1

|eα〉ε′
α〈eα|. (37)

Then, construct the projection operator

P = 11 −
∑

α:ε′
α�εP

|eα〉〈eα| (38)

for a certain energy threshold εP and apply it:

|ψ〉 → P |ψ〉. (39)

Performing this procedure once for every site of the chain
constitutes a truncation sweep. The state obtained after several
truncation sweeps, say |tn〉tr, is stripped from the unwanted
high-energy components of |tn〉, as well as possible within a
Krylov approximation. After fitting and truncation have been
completed, the resulting (unnormalized) state |tn〉tr is renamed
|tn〉, used for calculating μn, and fed into the next recursion
step.

To quantify the effects of energy truncation, we consider
two measures of how much |tn〉 changes during truncation.
First, for a given truncation sweep, we define the average
truncated weight per site (averaged over all sites) by

N
sweep
tr =

√√√√ 1

L

∑
k

∑
α:ε′

α�εP

∣∣〈ek
α

∣∣ψ 〉∣∣2
, (40)

where |ek
α〉 are the vectors constituting the projector of

Eq. (38) at site k. Second, we define the truncation-induced
state change by

	tr = ‖|tn〉tr − |tn〉‖2 . (41)

It measures changes in the state due to the intended truncation
of high-energy weight, but also due to unavoidable numerical
errors. In our experience, neither of the truncation measures
N

sweep
tr and 	tr show clear signs of decay when increasing the

number of truncation sweeps, say nS [see Fig. 10(c) below].
This reflects the fact that energy truncation has the status
of a precautionary measure, not a variational procedure, and
implies that there is no dynamic criterion as to when to stop
truncation sweeping. As a consequence, one has to analyze
how the accuracy of the results depends on nS and optimize
the latter accordingly. This will be described in Sec. V B below.

The numerical costs for energy truncation are as follows:
The cost for the steps in Eqs. (36) are O(d2

Km3d2DH ), where
m is the MPS dimension, d is the size of the local site basis,
and DH is the matrix product operator dimension of Ĥ ′. The
diagonalization of Ĥ ′K is of O(d3

K ), where dK is theoretically
bounded by m2d. In our experience, the purpose of the
energy truncation, which is solely to eliminate high-energy
contributions, is well accomplished already for a relatively
small Krylov subspace dimension of dK = 30 � m2d.

An overview of all the parameters relevant for CheMPS
is given in Table I. Where applicable, it also lists the values
that we found to be optimal. A detailed error analysis, tracing
the effects of various choices for these parameters, will be
presented in Sec. V.
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IV. RESULTS: HEISENBERG ANTIFERROMAGNET

To illustrate the capabilities and power of the proposed
CheMPS approach, this section presents results for the spin
structure factor of a one-dimensional spin- 1

2 Heisenberg
antiferromagnet (HAFM) and compares them against results
obtained from CV and tDMRG approaches.

A. Spin structure factor

We study the spin- 1
2 HAFM for a lattice of length L:

ĤHAFM = J

L−1∑
j=1

Ŝj · Ŝj+1, (42)

where Ŝj denotes the spin operator at site j . We choose
J = 1 as unit of energy throughout this section. This model
exhibits SU(2) symmetry, which has been exploited33 in
our calculations; accordingly, all MPS dimensions noted for
the HAFM are to be understood as the number of SU(2)
(representative) states being kept. To account for the open
boundary conditions, we define spin-wave operators as

Ŝk =
√

2

L + 1

L∑
j=1

sin(jk)Ŝj (43)

with quasimomentum k = lπ/(L + 1), l = 1, . . . ,L. [When
displaying numerical results for “k = π” or π/2 below, we
mean k = πL/(L + 1) or π (L/2 + 1)/(L + 1), respectively,
choosing L even throughout.] The spin structure factor
(spectral function) we are interested in is given by

S(k,ω) = AS†
k ·Sk (ω). (44)

It is known from exact solutions34–38 that the dominant part of
the spin structure factor stems from two-spinon contributions,
bounded from below and above by

ω1 = π

2
|sin k| and ω2 = π

∣∣∣∣sin
k

2

∣∣∣∣ . (45)

(For the exact solution of an infinite system, k refers to the true
momentum, not quasimomentum.) Moreover, for an infinite
system, S(k,ω) is known37,38 to diverge as

S(k,ω) ∼ [ω − ω1]−
1
2

√
ln[1/(ω − ω1)] for k �= π, (46a)

S(π,ω) ∼ ω−1
√

ln(1/ω) (46b)

as ω approaches the lower threshold ω1 from above. This
divergence reflects the tendency toward staggered spin order
of the ground state of the Heisenberg antiferromagnet. It
poses a severe challenge for numerics, which always deals
with systems of finite size, and hence will never yield a
true divergence. Instead, the divergence will be cut off at
ω − ω1 
 1/L, yielding a peak of finite height

max S(k,ω) ∼ [L ln L]
1
2 for k �= π, (47a)

max S(π,ω) ∼ L[ln L]
1
2 . (47b)

Thus, the best that one can hope to achieve with numerics
is to capture the nature of the divergence as ω approaches ω1

before it is cut off by finite size, or the scaling of the peak
height with system size.

Equation (45) gives a good guide for choosing W∗. We
found the choices W∗ = 6.3 
 2π and εt = 0.025 to work well
for all k and have used them for all figures (4 to 6) of this
section. As consistency checks, we verified that the resulting
S(k,ω) is essentially independent of W∗ and that it agrees
with a calculation that included the full many-body bandwidth
(W∗ = W ).

To have an accurate starting point for all calculations, we
used throughout a ground state obtained by standard DMRG
with MPS dimension m = 512. From expansion order n = 1
onward, it turned out to be sufficient to represent all Chebyshev
vectors |tn〉 using a surprisingly small MPS dimension of m =
32, or m = 64 for some results involving very large iteration
number, as indicated in every figure. (In retrospect, this implies
that, for the ground state too, a much smaller m would have
sufficed.) We have verified that the structure factor S(k,ω) is
well converged w.r.t. m nevertheless. Detailed evidence for
this claim will be presented below. However, already at this
stage it is worth remarking that the ability of CheMPS to get
good results with comparatively small m values is perhaps
the single most striking conclusion of our work. This will be
discussed in detail below.

B. Comparison to CV

We begin our discussion of CheMPS results by comparing
them to those of CV calculations, which are known to be
very accurate, although also computationally expensive. The
CV method involves a broadening parameter η and broadens
δ functions into Lorentzian peaks of width η. This can be
mimicked with CheMPS by using Lorentz damping (with λ =
4.0) since this also produces Lorentzian broadening, represent-
ing a δ function δ(ω′ − ω̄′) by a near-Lorentzian peak, albeit
with a frequency-dependent width η′

N,ω̄′ = √
1 − ω̄′2 λ/N (see

Sec. II A and 3). To compare CheMPS results with CV results
at given η, we thus identify η = aη′

N,ω̄′ , where a is the scaling
factor from Eqs. (21) and ω̄′ is taken to be the rescaled and
shifted version of the frequency ωmax at which the peak reaches
its maximum. Thus, we set the expansion order used for
reconstruction to

N = 4a

η

√
1 − (ωmax/a − W ′)2. (48)

Figure 4 shows such a comparison for the structure factor
S(π/2,ω) of a L = 100 Heisenberg chain. We used two
choices of η that are large enough to avoid finite-size effects,
namely, η = 0.1 and 0.05, and set ωmax = π/2 [cf. ω1 of
Eq. (45)]. We used MPS dimensions of mCV = 1000 or
mCh = 32 for CV or CheMPS calculations, respectively. (Our
choice for mCV aimed for achieving highly accurate CV results;
for η = 0.05, this required mCV = 1000, but for η = 0.1,
a slightly smaller value for mCV would have sufficed.) We
find excellent agreement between the two approaches without
adjusting any free parameter since N is fixed by (48). For
example, for η = 0.05, N = 255, the relative error is less than
3% for all ω.

Since this level of agreement is obtained using mCh � mCV,
we conclude that CheMPS with Lorentz damping gives results,
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Comparison of CheMPS vs correction-
vector (CV) calculations of S(k = π/2,ω) for a Heisenberg chain:
Lines show Chebyshev results reconstructed for N = 118 and 236
using Lorentz damping [(16)] with λ = 4.0; symbols show CV
results, obtained using broadening parameters of η = 0.1 and 0.05.
We expect and indeed find good agreement between lines and
symbols since both Lorentz damping and the correction-vector
method, in effect, broaden the spectral function by Lorentzians, the
widths of which we equated by choosing aλ/N = η (with a = 3.19)
[see Eq. (48) and also Fig. 3]. Since mCh � mCV, the numerical cost
of obtaining an entire curve via Chebyshev is dramatically cheaper
than calculating a single point via CV, as discussed in the text.

the accuracy of which is comparable to those of CV, at
dramatically reduced numerical cost. Indeed, for η = 0.05,
the calculation of the entire CheMPS spectral function was 25
times faster than that of a single CV data point and took up
21 hours on a 2.6-GHz single-core Opteron CPU.

C. Finite-size effects

Let us now analyze the role of finite system size. To this
end, it is, of course, important to understand broadening effects
in detail. The fact that CheMPS offers simple and systematic
control of broadening via the choice of the expansion order
(and damping factors), as will be illustrated below, is very
convenient and may be regarded as one of its main advantages.

Figure 5(a) shows CheMPS results for the spin structure
factors S(k,ω) of four different momenta k, calculated for
L = 100 using Jackson damping. They were reconstructed
using the largest expansion order, say NL, that does not
yet resolve finite-size effects, a choice that will be called
optimal broadening. Each curve shows a dominant peak, and
we are interested in finding its intrinsic shape S∞(k,ω) in
the continuum limit of an infinitely long chain (L → ∞).
Thus, the following general question arises: Under which
conditions will a spectrum calculated for finite system size L

and reconstructed with finite expansion order N , say, SL
N (ω),

correctly reproduce the desired continuum spectrum S∞(ω)?
The general answer, of course, is that the optimally broadened
spectrum should have converged as a function of L, i.e.,
the shape of SL

NL
(ω) should not change upon increasing L.

However, for a spectrum with an intrinsic divergence, such as
Eq. (46), the peak’s height will never saturate with L; at best,

one can hope to observe L convergence of the shape of its tail
and the proper scaling of its height Eq. (47).

To illustrate the nature of finite-size effects and the role of
N in revealing or hiding them, Fig. 5(b) shows S(π,ω) for
L = 100 and several values of N , both smaller and larger
than NL. As N is increased and the effective broadening
ηN 
 O(W∗/N ) decreases, the main peak of the initially very
broad and smooth spectral function becomes sharper. Optimal
broadening in Fig. 5(b) corresponds to NL 
 70, beyond which
additional “wiggles” emerge. These develop, with beautifully
uniform resolution, into dominant subpeaks as N is increased
further. The discrete subpeaks reflect the quantized energies of
spin-wave excitations in a finite system. With sufficiently high
resolution [N = 999 in Fig. 5(b)], numerous additional minor
subpeaks emerge, but their weight is very small compared to
that of the dominant subpeaks. This fact is important since
it implies that the structure factor of a finite-size system is
exhausted almost fully by the set of dominant subpeaks, with
very small intrinsic widths.

We have checked that there are O(L) dominant subpeaks
within the spectral bandwidth of S(k,ω). Correspondingly, the
average spacing between dominant subpeaks, to be called the
finite-size energy scale ωL, is proportional to 1

L
[Figs. 5(c)

and 5(d)]. The weight of each subpeak decreases similarly,
ensuring that the total weight in a given frequency interval
converges as L → ∞. The inverse subpeak spacing h̄/ωL

corresponds to the Heisenberg time, i.e., the time within which
a spin-wave packet propagates the length of the system.

Figures 5(e) and 5(f) illustrate two slightly different
broadening strategies. In Fig. 5(e), L is increased for fixed
N : the distinct subpeaks increasingly overlap, resulting in a
smooth spectral function once ωL drops below ηN . In Fig. 5(f),
optimal broadening is used (ηN just larger than ωL: now, no
subpeaks are visible and the L evolution of the main peak is
revealed with better resolution).

In both Figs. 5(e) and 5(f), the peak height shows no
indications of converging with increasing L. [The same is true
for the data of Fig. 5(a).] This reflects the intrinsic divergence
of the peak height expected from Eq. (46). Figures 6(a) and 6(b)
contain a quantitative analysis of this divergence for S(π,ω)
and S(π/2,ω), respectively. The shape of the divergences
for an infinite system are shown by the thick solid lines,
representing exact Bethe ansatz results from Ref. 38. Thin
dashed lines show results from tDMRG from Ref. 22 for
L = 100, and thin solid lines show CheMPS results for several
system sizes between L = 50 and 300. For CheMPS spectral
reconstruction, we determined the expansion order N300 that
ensures optimal broadening for L = 300, and used a fixed ratio
of N/L = N300/300 for all curves [namely, 0.42 or 0.67 for
Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), respectively]. CheMPS (for L = 300) and
tDMRG reproduce the peak’s tail and flank well, but clearly
and expectedly are unable to produce a true divergence at the
lower threshold frequency. Nevertheless, the insets show that
the manner in which the CheMPS peak heights increase with
L is indeed consistent with Eq. (46). {For the limited range of
available system sizes, however, a reliable distinction between
L[ln(L)]1/2, [L ln(L)]1/2, or L behavior is not possible.}

It is also possible to determine the lower threshold fre-
quency ω1 rather accurately from the CheMPS results by doing
an 1/L extrapolation. We illustrate this in 6(b) by extrapolating
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Spin structure factors for a Heisenberg chain, reconstructed using Jackson damping. (a) S(k,ω) for four choices of
momentum k, for a chain of length L = 100. Each spectrum was reconstructed using optimal broadening, i.e., by choosing the largest expansion
order, say, NL (indicated by superscripts), that does not yet resolve finite-size effects. (b)–(f) Finite-size analysis of S(π,ω). (b) To determine
NL for given L (here 100), several different expansion orders N are considered. Increasing N reduces the effective broadening ηN 
 O(W∗/N )
until finite-size subpeaks appear for N > NL (here, NL = 70, bold red curve). (c) Evolution of the finite-size structure with L, revealed by
fixing N large enough (here = 499) to resolve the first few dominant subpeaks of all curves. There are L dominant subpeaks (not all shown
here) within the spectral bandwidth, with average spacing ωL ∼ 1/L. (d) Same as (c), but plotted on a semilog scale, and with somewhat
smaller N (here = 180), chosen to be somewhat larger than the optimal broadening NL for the largest L (here N300 = 125). As L increases and
ωL decreases, the subpeaks coalesce toward the intrinsic lineshape S∞(k,ω). (e) When L is increased at fixed N (here 70), finite-size effects
disappear once ωL drops below the effective broadening ηN , resulting in a smooth spectral function. (f) In contrast, when L is increased while
using optimal broadening, N = NL (i.e., ηN just above ωL), none of the curves show finite-size effects, and the resulting main peak is sharper
than in (e). In both (e) and (f), the peak height shows no indications of converging with L, reflecting the fact that the true peak shape involves an
ω−1[ln ω]−1/2 divergence. Moreover, the CheMPS curves in (f) show signs of overbroadening when compared to the exact Bethe ansatz result
(dashed lines) from Ref. 38.

the frequencies at which S(π/2,ω) = 0.1 (triangles). Since the
data exhibit a slight curvature when plotted against 1/L [see
lower inset of 6(b)], they were fitted using a second-order
polynomial in 1/L. Extrapolating the fit to 1/L = 0 yields
ω1 = 0.496π (marked by a square), in good agreement with
the prediction ω1 = π/2 from Eq. (45).

D. Discrete representation of spectral function

In both Figs. 5(f) and 6, the right flank of the peak still bears
signatures of overbroadening: the curve for a given L lies above
those for larger L (before bending over toward its peak), and
all curves lie significantly above the exact Bethe ansatz curve
(dashed line). One way of reducing this broadening would be
to simply increase L, but this is numerically costly. Clearly,
alternative strategies for reducing finite-size effects would be
desirable. One such scheme, involving linear prediction in the
time domain, will be discussed in the next subsection. Here, we
present another scheme, which exploits the ability of CheMPS
to accurately resolve finite-size peaks.

The origin of overbroadening is clear: When neighboring
subpeaks are broadened enough to overlap, weight is inevitably
transferred from large peaks to smaller peaks. This effect
is negligible only in the limit L → ∞, where the subpeak
spacing becomes negligible. To avoid overbroadening for a
finite-L system, one thus has to analyze spectra for which N is
large enough that subpeaks do not overlap significantly, such
as that shown in Fig. 5(b).

To be concrete, let us represent the true, discrete spectrum
of a system of size L by a sum of peaks, enumerated by a
counting index α, with position α , width η̄α , weight Wα , and
Gaussian shape KJ [cf. Eq. (18a)]:

SL(k,ω) 

∑

α

WαKJ
η̄α

(ω − α). (49)

Its Chebyshev reconstruction with Jackson damping, say,
SL

N (k,ω), will have the same form, except that the peaks will
be broadened to have widths ηα = (η̄2

α + η2
N,α)1/2 as explained

before Eq. (19). If N is large enough, the broadened peaks will
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Comparison of CheMPS, Bethe ansatz,
and tDMRG + prediction for HAFM structure factors with (a) k = π

and (b) k = π/2. Dashed lines: Bethe ansatz results for L = ∞,
from Ref. 38. Dashed-dotted lines: tDMRG results, from Ref. 22.
Other lines show CheMPS results for L = 50, 100, 200, and 300,
reconstructed using a fixed ratio of N/L, namely, 0.42 for (a) and 0.67
for (b). Circles mark Chebyshev peak maxima, also for L = 66, 150,
and 250, for which no curves are shown. The lower inset in (a) zooms
into the peak region using a linear scale, illustrating overbroadening.
The upper insets of (a) and (b) show the peak heights vs L (circles),
together with a fit to the Bethe ansatz expectation from Eq. (46)
(dashed line) or to a straight line (solid line). In (b), triangles mark
the lower threshold frequencies for which S(π/2,ω) equals a fixed,
small value, arbitrarily chosen as 0.1. Their 1/L → 0 extrapolation,
shown in the lower inset, gives an estimate for the lower threshold
frequency, namely, ω1/π = 0.496 (marked by a square); the exact
value is 1/2.

still be clearly separated (as for N = 999 or 250 in Fig. 5). By
fitting each peak (separately, one by one) to a Gaussian, one
can determine its position α , weight Wα , and effective width
ηα and deduce the intrinsic width via η̄α = (η2

α − η2
N,α)1/2.

We find (not shown) that the intrinsic width grows with
increasing frequency α . This implies, not unexpectedly,
that higher-lying spin-wave excitations have shorter lifetimes.
However, it also implies that higher-lying peaks eventually
start to overlap, so that the analysis to be described below is
feasible only for a limited number of low-lying peaks.

The discrete peaks suggest a natural partitioning of the
frequency spectrum into intervals Iα: Each contains one peak
of weight Wα at position α , extends halfway to the next peaks
at α±1 on either side, and has width 	α = (α+1 − α−1)/2.
The first interval above the lower spectral threshold (ω1) is
defined slightly differently: I1 has lower bound ω1 and width
	1 = (1 + 2)/2 − ω1.

Now, to produce a smooth curve devoid of finite-size effects,
the subpeaks must be broadened until they overlap substan-
tially. However, if the weights in two neighboring intervals
differ, say, Wα > Wα+1, such broadening inevitably transfers
weight from interval Iα to Iα+1, resulting in overbroadening.

Such overbroadening can be avoided by constructing a
discrete representation of the spectral function Sdis(k,α),
defined by the set of coordinates

{(α,Sα)} with Sα = Sdis(k,α) = Wα/	α. (50)

The identification of Sα with Wα/	α follows from applying
the definition of a spectral function, namely, spectral weight
per unit frequency interval, to the interval Iα .

Figure 7 shows the resulting discrete data points for
four different system sizes. Remarkably, they all fall onto
the same curve, which agrees well with the Bethe ansatz
result (dashed line). In particular, the first two or three data
points for each L lie right on top of the Bethe ansatz curve
[(dashed line), see Fig. 7, left inset], beautifully mapping
out the true shape of the spectral function down to the
lowest discrete excitation frequency α that exists for that
L. Evidently, the discrete spectral function is completely free
from broadening artifacts, in marked contrast to the optimally
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Discrete representation [Eq. (50)] of the
structure factor Sα = Sdis(π,α) (symbols) for five different system
sizes. (The lower panel uses an enlarged vertical scale to zoom in on
the tail region.) For comparison, the Bethe ansatz result (dashed line)
and two optimally broadened spectra, for L = 400 and 200 (solid
lines), are also shown. Left inset: Zoom to low frequencies, showing
that the discrete data completely avoid overbroadening, in contrast
to the optimally broadened spectra. Right inset: The log-log version
of main plot. The frequency range does not extend low enough to be
able to uncover the pure asymptotic predicted by Eq. (46b).
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broadened curves shown for L = 200 and 400 (solid lines)
[compare also Fig. 5(f)]. This advantage comes at the price of
specifying the spectral function only at discrete points, not via
a continuous curve. However, for a system of finite size, such
discreteness is fundamentally unavoidable. The good news is
that the continuum curve S∞

N (k,ω) is evidently well mimicked
by the discrete representation {(α,Sα)}, and that CheMPS
allows the latter to be determined in a straightforward fashion
for system sizes well beyond what can be done with exact
diagonalization. We are not aware of any other numerical
many-body method capable of doing so for system sizes as
large as those considered here.

For larger frequencies, the scatter of the discrete data w.r.t.
the Bethe ansatz curve increases, reflecting the fact that sub-
peaks begin to overlap there, making the extraction of discrete
data increasingly difficult. However, this is not a serious
concern since, in this frequency regime, optimal broadening is
able to produce smooth spectra in good agreement with Bethe
ansatz anyway.

To conclude this subsection, let us summarize the two
main results of our finite-size analysis. The first concerns
physics: For a chain of finite chain of L sites, the structure
factor is dominated by a set of O(L) sharp subpeaks, the
spacing and weight of which scale as 1/L. The second
concerns methodology: CheMPS very conveniently allows
this structure to be revealed or hidden by simply choosing
N appropriately. Moreover, it can exploit information on the
positions and weights of the discrete subpeaks to largely
eliminate broadening artifacts.

E. Comparison of tCheMPS to tDMRG

Another possible scheme for reducing finite-size effects is
to work in the time domain using linear prediction, as shown
in Ref. 22 for the HAFM. The idea is to calculate the Fourier
transform of S(k,ω), namely,

S(k,t) =
L∑

x=1

eik(x−x ′)〈Ŝx(t)Ŝx ′ (0)〉, (51)

with x ′ chosen near the middle of the chain and t chosen small
enough that the spin excitation created at x ′ does not reach the
edge of the system within t . The function S(k,t) thus obtained
will contain only weak finite-size effects. It is then extrapolated
to larger times via linear prediction techniques,19–22 exploiting
the fact that momentum excitations typically exhibit damped
harmonic dynamics, the time dependence of which can be
extrapolated quite accurately. Since the extrapolated function
extends to very large times, its Fourier transform yields good
spectral resolution at low frequencies19 (with an accuracy that
depends on that achieved during linear prediction).

In Ref. 22, the input correlator needed for linear prediction,
S(k,t), was calculated using tDMRG. (Two examples of the
resulting spectra are included in our Fig. 6.) We note that
S(k,t) can also be calculated using CheMPS in the time
domain, to be called tCheMPS. Indeed, the numerical cost
for calculating S(k,t) by evaluating the requisite correlators
〈Ŝx(t)Ŝx ′ (0)〉 via Eq. (28) is essentially the same as calculating
its Fourier transform S(k,ω) via Eq. (23) since the correspond-
ing Chebyshev moments μn can be calculated using the same
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FIG. 8. (Color online) (a) Time dependence of S(π/2,t), cal-
culated with tCheMPS (lines) and tDMRG (symbols). Solid and
dashed lines show, respectively, the real and imaginary parts of S.
(b) The differences between tCheMPS and tDMRG (with a specified
truncation error of 10−6) of S(k,t) for two values of k and two values
of m (dashed/solid lines). To estimate the accuracy of tDMRG, we
also show (dashed-dotted lines) the differences between two tDMRG
calculations performed with different truncation error thresholds,
namely, 10−5 and 10−6, requiring up to m = 75 or 125 states,
respectively.

recursion scheme. In fact, if one defines Ŝk in Eq. (43) using a
pure exponential eikj instead of a sin function, the Chebyshev
moments needed for S(k,t) are simply linear combinations of
those of S(k,ω).

To gauge the accuracy of tCheMPS, we have calculated
S(π/2,t) using both tCheMPS and tDMRG. Figure 8(a)
compares the results, and 8(b) characterizes the differences.
We view the tDMRG results as benchmark because, for the
times of interest, we have checked them to be well converged
[with errors �10−3 for t < 50, see 8(b), dashed-dotted line].
As expected, the agreement between tCheMPS and tDMRG is
better for larger m. The differences are very small, but grow
with time, from being (for m = 64) below 10−3 for t � 10 to
around 10−2 for t 
 30, beyond which finite-size effects start
to appear.

More generally, the results of Fig. 8 illustrate that CheMPS
offers a viable route to time evolution for situations where
extreme accuracy is not required. Further comments on this
prospect are included in the outlook, Sec. VII.

V. ERROR ANALYSIS

The convergence properties of a Chebyshev expansion are
mathematically well controlled and understood [see Eq. (14)],
provided that the Chebyshev moments μn are known precisely.
Their evaluation via CheMPS, however, introduces various
sources of numerical errors. This section is devoted to an
analysis of these errors. In particular, we seek to determine
appropriate choices for the control parameters associated with
the various CheMPS tasks listed in Table I. We perform this
analysis mostly for a resonant level model (RLM), describing
three local levels coupled to a fermionic bath. This model
is introduced and discussed in the Appendix, which, for the
sake of completeness, also includes CheMPS expansions of
the corresponding spectral functions. However, the details
presented there are not needed for the following discussion.
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Comparison of CheMPS and ED results for Chebyshev moments of the RLM spectral function A−
11. (a), (b) show

μn and μ̃n moments [Eqs. (25) and (34)] and (c), (d) show the n-dependent error measures δED
n , δ̃ED

n , and δ̃Ch
n [Eqs. (52)], plotted in (a), (c) for

n < Nmax = 200 and in (b), (d) for Nmax � n < 2Nmax. In (b), the increase in moment magnitude starting around n 
 250 marks the onset of
resolving finite-size structure in the spectral function. (e), (f) show the cumulative error measures 	ED, 	̃ED, 	̃Ch [Eqs. (53)], and 	A [Eq.
(54)] for various combinations of the MPS dimension m, the number of energy truncation sweeps nS , and the Krylov subspace dimension dK .

For the RLM, on the one hand, the CheMPS evaluation
of the μn is feasible to arbitrarily high orders, and on the
other, exact diagonalization (to be denoted by subscript or
superscript ED) of the single-particle Hamiltonian allows both
the spectral function and the Chebyshev moments μn to be
found exactly. We use the RLM parameters specified in the
Appendix throughout and focus mainly on the properties of
one of its correlators A−

11 (without displaying corresponding
subscripts and superscripts), which is defined in Eq. (A2) and
the behavior of which is representative for that of A±

ij .

A. Definition of error measures

We will analyze both μn and μ̃n moments, calculated from
Eqs. (25) and (34), respectively. The differences between
CheMPS and ED can be quantified by the error measures

δED
n = ∣∣μCheMPS

n − μED
n

∣∣ , n < Nmax (52a)

δ̃ED
n = ∣∣μ̃CheMPS

n − μED
n

∣∣ , n < 2Nmax. (52b)

Moreover, to characterize the accuracy of CheMPS moments
without referring to exact results, we also consider

δ̃Ch
n = ∣∣μ̃CheMPS

n − μCheMPS
n

∣∣ , n < Nmax. (52c)

We will also use cumulative versions of these, namely,

	ED =
√√√√Nmax−1∑

n=0

(
δED
n

)2
, (53a)

	̃ED =
√√√√	ED2 +

2Nmax−1∑
n=Nmax

(
δ̃ED
n

)2
, (53b)

	̃Ch =
√√√√Nmax−1∑

n=0

(
δ̃Ch
n

)2
. (53c)

Furthermore, we also introduce an integrated error measure
for undamped spectral functions (using Jackson damping
would yield qualitatively similar error measures):

	A =
√∫ W∗

0
dω|A2Nmax (±ω) − A∞(±ω)|2. (54)

Here we use ± for A±(ω) spectra proportional to θ (±ω) [see
Eq. (A2)] and employ μn moments for n < Nmax and μ̃n mo-
ments for Nmax � n < 2Nmax during spectral reconstruction.
[Note that 	̃ED of Eq. (53b) was constructed to reflect this
combination of μn and μ̃n.]

B. Comparison of CheMPS and ED moments

Figure 9 contains the results of our comparison of CheMPS
and ED moments for a fixed set of CheMPS parameters, stated
in the figure legend. Figures 9(a) and 9(b) show Chebyshev
moments μn and μ̃n and Figs. 9(c) and 9(d) show the
n-dependent error measures δED

n , δ̃ED
n , and δ̃Ch

n . From Fig. 9(c),
we note several points: (i) For n � Nmax, the μn moments from
CheMPS and ED agree to within about 1%; this illustrates
that CheMPS is able to generate rather accurate results for
several hundred moments at modest computational costs.
(ii) μn moments are more accurate than μ̃n moments;
the reason is that each μn moment depends on only one
Chebyshev vector, whereas each μ̃n moment depends on two.
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FIG. 10. (Color online) (a) Relative fitting error 	r
fit = 	fit/ ‖|tn〉‖2 [Eq. (31)] and relative truncation-induced state change 	r

tr = 	tr/ ‖|tn〉‖2

[Eq. (41)], as functions of recursion number n, for three different choices of MPS dimension m. Both quantities decrease with increasing m,
but 	r

fit more strongly so since recurrence fitting is a strictly variational procedure, whereas energy truncation is not. (b) 	r
tr as function of n

and (c) the average truncated weight per site N
sweep
tr (for n = 20) as function of truncation sweep number k. Both (b) and (c) show results for

four choices of Krylov subspace dimension dK , the dK dependence of which saturates beyond dK = 30.

[Note, though, that if spectral reconstruction is performed by
employing both μn moments for n � Nmax and μ̃n moments
for n > Nmax (as done, e.g., for Figs. 5 and 13), the reduced
accuracy of the μ̃n moments is offset to some extent if damping
factors gn are employed since these decay to 0 as n approaches
N (see inset of Fig. 3).] (iii) The error measures δ̃Ch

n and δ̃ED
n

are of comparable magnitude; this implies that δ̃Ch
n is a useful

error quantifier if exact results are not available.
The way in which these errors depend on the various

CheMPS control parameters can conveniently be analyzed
using the cumulative error measures 	ED, 	̃ED, 	̃Ch, and
	A. These are shown in Figs. 9(e) and 9(f) for various
combinations of m, nS , and dK . Several more observations can
be made: (iv) When increasing the Krylov subspace dimension
dK , all cumulative errors decrease from dK = 20 to 30, but
the decrease saturates beyond dK = 30. (v) Increasing the
number of energy truncation sweeps beyond nS = 10 does not
necessarily reduce the cumulative errors; on the contrary, most
actually increase, implying that energy truncation sweeping
should not be overdone. (vi) The cumulative errors depend only
weakly on the MPS dimension m (except for dK = 10, which
is unreliable anyway) and tend to be smaller(!) for m = 32 than
64 [compare Figs. 9(e) and 9(f)]. This trend suggests that the
errors introduced by energy truncation grow if the mismatch
between m and dK grows. Points (iv) to (vi) indicate that energy
truncation is the limiting factor for reducing CheMPS errors,
a fact that will be elaborated on in Sec. V C below.

To identify an optimal combination of CheMPS control
parameters, we have collected error data such as those
shown in Figs. 9(e) and 9(f) for each possible combi-
nation of W∗ = (1.1,1.5,2.0), εt = (0.1,0.01,0.025), dK =
(10,20,30,50), nS = (5,10,20), and several m values for
fixed maximum recursion number Nmax = 50 and conver-
gence threshold 	c = 10−8. We concluded that the choices
dK = 30, nS = 10, W∗ = 2WA, and εt = 0.025 robustly yield
good results (also for the HAFM) and, hence, list these as
recommended values in Table I. Actually, the precise choice
of εt has only small effects on the error, as long as W∗ is chosen
big enough. If W∗ is too small, however, the resulting spectral
function will lose some weight at high frequencies because

numerical errors may cause energy truncation to effectively
also project out some contributions with energies smaller than
the energy truncation threshold εP .

C. Errors induced by recursion fitting and energy truncation

To better understand the error dependence on m, dK , and
nS observed in points (iv) to (vi) of Sec. V B above, let us
analyze in more detail the errors generated during recurrence
fitting (Sec. III A) and energy truncation (Sec. III B). The
error incurred when constructing |tn〉 from |tn−1〉 and |tn−2〉
using recurrence fitting is characterized by the relative fitting
error 	r

fit = 	fit/‖|tn〉‖2 [Eq. (31)]. The effect of projecting
out high-energy states using energy truncation |tn〉 → Ptr|tn〉
can be characterized by the average truncated weight per
site during one truncation sweep N

sweep
tr [Eq. (40)], and by

the relative truncation-induced state change 	r
tr = 	tr/‖|tn〉‖2

[Eq. (41)]. The latter measures intended changes in the
state due to the truncation of high-energy weight, but also
incorporates the effects of unavoidable numerical errors.

These quantities are analyzed in Fig. 10 in dependence on
m, dK , and nS . Continuing our list of observations from the
previous subsection, we note the following additional features:
(vii) Both 	r

fit and 	r
tr are smaller than 1% already for m = 32

[Fig. 10(a)], in accord with similar error margins for δED
n in

Fig. 9(c). (viii) Both 	r
fit and 	r

tr decrease with increasing
m, but 	r

tr does so more slowly, and its decrease seems to
saturate beyond m = 64. This implies that energy truncation
is the main limiting factor for CheMPS. The reason is that
the intended purpose of energy truncation, namely, to strip
|tn〉 from its high-energy components, modifies it in a way
so that the errors can not be reduced to arbitrarily small
values. Indeed, this is illustrated by the following two points:
(ix) While both 	tr and N

sweep
tr initially decrease with increas-

ing Krylov subspace dimension dK , the decrease saturates for
dK � 30 [Figs. 10(b) and 10(c)]. (x) While N

sweep
tr initially

decreases with the number of sweeps nS , the decrease saturates
already for nS � 10 [Fig. 10(c)]. Qualitatively, the behavior
shown in Fig. 10(c) is robust. (However, the choices of
other CheMPS control parameters do influence its quantitative
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details, such as the dK beyond which N
sweep
tr becomes dK

independent.) The lack of saturation of N
sweep
tr with nS implies

that there is no automatic stopping criterion for truncation
sweeps. Instead, the choice of nS can be optimized as described
in Sec. V B, where we already concluded that taking nS much
larger than 10 actually deteriorates the results.

When no exact results are available for comparison, the only
relevant error measures among all those listed in Eqs. (52) and
(53) are δ̃Ch and 	̃Ch. Nevertheless, Figs. 9(a)–9(d) show that
these measures provide a reasonable estimate of the actual
errors compared to the exact solution since the magnitudes
of δ̃Ch and δ̃ED are comparable. Moreover, Figs. 9(e) and 9(f)
show that the cumulative error measures 	̃Ch and 	̃ED reveal
the same trends for their dependence on CheMPS parameters
such as dK and nS . Hence, δ̃Ch and 	̃Ch may be used as
measures for optimizing CheMPS parameters and estimating
the errors of the final results.

Of course, truncation-induced errors can be avoided by
simply using the full bandwidth W∗ = W , for which no
truncation is necessary. However, in our experience, the gain in
resolution obtained by using, instead, an effective bandwidth
W∗ � W outweighs the small loss in accuracy incurred by the
necessity to then perform energy truncation.

VI. DENSITY MATRIX SPECTRA

The effects of energy truncation can be understood in more
detail by considering the reduced density matrix

ρ̂n = Trhalf |tn〉〈tn|, (55)

where the trace is over one half of the chain. Let us analyze the
n dependence of the spectrum of its eigenvalues, say, ρn(i). It
can be used to quantify the entanglement encoded in |tn〉 via
the associated entanglement or bond entropy

Sbond
n = −

∑
i

ρn(i) ln[ρn(i)]. (56)

Figure 11 shows such density matrix spectra for both the
RLM [panels (a) and (b)] and the HAFM [panels (c) and (d)]
calculated using both the full many-body bandwidth W∗ = W

[panels (a) and (c)] and a smaller effective bandwidth W∗
[panels (b) and (d)]. The n = 0 line in all panels shows the
eigenvalue spectrum ρ0(i), which reflects the entanglement
encoded in |t0〉 = Ĉ|0〉 at the start of the recursion procedure.
In principle, one would expect the entire spectrum of density
matrix eigenvalues ρn(i) to shift or rise to higher values as n

increases since multiplying |tn−1〉 by Ĥ ′ when calculating |tn〉
[cf. Eq. (30)] generates entanglement entropy. Such a spectral
rise with increasing n is indeed observed in all four panels of
Fig. 11, but the rise eventually saturates for sufficiently large n.
The speed of the initial stages of the rise differs from panel to
panel. For the density matrix spectra calculated without energy
truncation [Figs. 11(a) and 11(c)], the initial rise is rather slow,
in particular for the RLM [11(a), where the rise is preceded by a
slight initial decrease], reflecting the lack of strong correlations
of this model. In contrast, for density matrix spectra calculated
with energy truncation [Figs. 11(b) and 11(d)], the initial rise is
very rapid, and its subsequent saturation sets in at quite small
n (of order 20 to 30). Thus, energy truncation evidently has
the effect of increasing entanglement entropy. The reason is
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FIG. 11. (Color online) Eigenvalue spectra ρn(i) of the reduced
density matrix at the center of the system for several expansion vectors
|tn〉 of (a), (b) the RLM with Lb = 101, and (c), (d) the HAFM
with L = 100. In (a), (c), we used the full many-body bandwidth
W∗ = W without energy truncation, and in (b), (d) a reduced effective
bandwidth with energy truncation.

that the latter is calculated in a different basis (the eigenbasis
of ρ̂n) than that used to perform energy truncation (the local
eigenbasis of Ĥ ′).

According to 11(d), the small MPS dimension of m = 32
used for the HAFM in Fig. 5(a) in effect amounts to discarding
the contributions to the reduced density matrix of all states
with weight below a threshold of around 10−3. This threshold
is rather large compared to typical DMRG calculations, where
characteristic truncation errors lie in the range 10−6 to 10−8. It
is remarkable that CheMPS is nevertheless able to give rather
accurate results (such as reproducing CV results obtained using
mCV = 1500).

This efficiency appears to be an intrinsic feature of
CheMPS, arising from the recursive manner in which the
Chebyshev vectors |tn〉 are constructed. Evidence for this
conclusion is presented in Fig. 12(a), which shows the bond
entropy Sbond

n associated with |tn〉 as a function of recursion
number n. Remarkably, the bond entropy shows no tendencies
toward unbounded growth, even up to values as large as
n = 2000. Quite to the contrary, although the bond entropy
increases somewhat when increasing m from 32 to 128 (with
W∗ = 6.3), for either case it tends to decrease with recursion
number n, and similarly for the choice W∗ = W without
energy truncation. All of this is very encouraging since it
indicates that n can be increased, apparently at will, without
incurring any runaway growth of DMRG truncation errors.
The reasons for this fact will be recapitulated in the summary
below.

For comparison, Fig. 12(b) shows the bond entropy Sbond
t

of a tDMRG calculation of the time evolution of |ψ(t)〉 =
e−iĤ t Ŝx=50|0〉. This entropy is, overall, smaller than the Sbond

n

of the Chebyshev vectors because the initial state for the time
evolution involves an excitation at only one site, whereas the
starting state for the CheMPS recursion involved a linear
combination of local excitations Ŝk|0〉 [see Eq. (43)]. The
most striking difference between Sbond

n and Sbond
t , however, is

that the former shows no trend to increase with n, whereas
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FIG. 12. (Color online) Entanglement or bond entropy Sbond for
the k = π spectral function of the HAFM. (a) Sbond

n for the Chebyshev
vectors |tn〉 and (b) Sbond

t during the tDMRG time evolution of
e−iĤ t Ŝx=50|0〉. In both (a) and (b), solid and dashed lines show
the maximum bond entropy and the bond entropy at the middle of
the system, respectively. (a) Sbond

n is shown for two choices of W∗; the
dotted line is from a calculation with a reduced m = 32 and some
entropy is lost due to truncation. The red arrow marks the expansion
order roughly necessary to reach the time t = 85 using the tCheMPS
technique for W∗ = 6.3; here Nt�85 = 271. To reach the same time
using W∗ = W = 68.8, an order of expansion of Nt�85 = 2961 would
be necessary. (b) Sbond

t is shown for two choices of the truncation
error ερ .

the latter does with t . The increase in Sbond
t occurs in spurts,

which happen each time a spin wave gets reflected from one
of the ends of the system, at which point more numerical
resources are required to keep track of the superposition of
incident and reflected spin waves. For the present problem,
the increase in Sbond

t was not severe and remained completely
under control (staying below Sbond

n throughout). Nevertheless,
we do believe that the contrast between Figs. 12(a) and
12(b), showing a nonincreasing trend for Sbond

n versus an
increasing trend for Sbond

t , is striking and significant. It suggests
that, for situations that feature strong entanglement growth
with time, tCheMPS might be a promising alternative to
tDMRG.

VII. SUMMARY

In this paper, we have described CheMPS as a method
for calculating zero-temperature spectral functions of one-
dimensional quantum lattice models using a combination of
a Chebyshev expansion and MPS technology. To summarize

our analysis, we would like to highlight what we believe to
be the two most important features of CheMPS, namely, its
efficiency and its control of spectral resolution.

Efficiency. The first main feature is that CheMPS provides
an attractive compromise between accuracy and efficiency.
It is capable of reproducing correction-vector results in the
frequency domain and tDMRG results in the time domain
with comparably modest numerical resources. In particular,
surprisingly small values for the MPS dimension of m are
sufficient, even for obtaining spectral resolution high enough to
resolve finite-size effects in great detail. (For example, m = 32
sufficed for the spin- 1

2 antiferromagnetic Heisenberg model.)
This remarkable efficiency, which we had not anticipated
when commencing this study, appears to be a consequence
of several factors: (i) CheMPS does not suffer from a runaway
growth of DMRG truncation error with increasing n because
the information needed to construct the spectral function with
a specified accuracy, say O(1/N ), is not encoded in a single
state, but uniformly distributed over N distinct Chebyshev
vectors |tn〉. (ii) These can be determined from Chebyshev
recurrence relations involving only three terms, so that it
is never necessary to accurately represent the sum of more
than two MPS. (iii) Moreover, these recurrence relations are
numerically stable, i.e., the inaccuracies in the calculation
of Chebyshev vectors |tn〉 do not cause the Chebyshev
expansion to diverge. (iv) Finally, the accuracy needed for
each |tn〉 is set by that needed for μn = 〈0|B|tn〉 [(25)],
which does not need to be better than the specified accuracy,
namely, O(1/N ).

For spectral functions with a finite spectral width WA (which
is typically much smaller than the many-body bandwidth
W ), CheMPS offers a further attractive feature for enhancing
efficiency: one may use an “effective bandwidth” W∗ of order
WA (we typically take W∗ = 2WA), which enhances spectral
resolution by a factor W/W∗, at the cost of requiring additional
energy truncation sweeps. The latter are not necessary if
one takes W∗ = W , but then considerably higher expansion
orders are necessary to achieve comparable resolution. In
our experience, the benefits of enhanced resolution offered
by the choice W∗ = 2WA outweigh the costs of energy
truncation.

Control of spectral resolution. The second main feature
of CheMPS is that it offers very convenient control of the
accuracy and resolution of the resulting spectral function by
simply adjusting the expansion order N . This is particularly
useful for studying finite-size effects, as exemplified in Fig. 5.
On the one hand, Fig. 5(b) shows very strikingly that the
structure factor of an HAFM chain of finite length is dominated
by a set of discrete subpeaks, which may be associated with
the quantized eigenenergies of spin-wave excitations in a finite
system. CheMPS allows the energies and weights of these
excitations, and their dependence on L, to be determined
with unprecedented accuracy and ease by simply increasing
N until the peaks are well resolved. On the other hand,
Fig. 5(f) shows that the limit L → ∞ may be mimicked by
choosing N just small enough that the finite-size subpeaks are
smeared out. Although the peak shape thus obtained is slightly
overbroadened [see inset of Fig. 5(f)], this overbroadening
can be eliminated completely (see Fig. 7) by using a discrete
representation of the spectral function that uses the energies
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and weights of the discrete subpeaks as input. The ability
to fully eliminate overbroadening effects even for very large
many-body systems is, to the best of our knowledge, a unique
feature of CheMPS.

On a technical level, the implementation of CheMPS
requires only standard MPS techniques, such as the addition
of different states and the multiplication of operators. For
energy truncation, single-site sweeping needs to be set up with
a new kind of local update, as described in III B. However,
this procedure is not too different from other known local
update prescriptions and can be implemented with modest
programming effort.

VIII. OUTLOOK

Regarding future applications of CheMPS, two directions
for further methodological development appear particularly
promising, namely, time dependence and finite temperature. A
few comments are due about each.

Time dependence. While the good agreement between
tCheMPS and tDMRG reported in 8 is encouraging, a detailed
analysis of tCheMPS should be performed to understand
the nature of its error growth with time, and to explore
under which conditions, if any, tCheMPS offers competitive
advantages relative to tDMRG. On the one hand, tDMRG
has the advantage that highly efficient Krylov methods can
be used to optimize the evaluation of e−iĤ	t |ψ(t)〉 w.r.t.
the state |ψ(t)〉 being propagated; however, its numerical
costs increase rapidly if |ψ(t)〉 contains a broad spectrum of
excited states. On the other hand, CheMPS has the advantage
(i) that the Chebyshev expansion of the operator e−iĤ t can
be applied with equal accuracy to every state in the Hilbert
space, in particular, also highly excited ones. Moreover,
(ii) very large evolution times might be achieved more easily
with tCheMPS than tDMRG since the former represents |ψ(t)〉
as a sum over many Chebyshev vectors [see Eq. (6)], thereby
being potentially less susceptible than tDMRG to the growth
of truncation errors (as discussed in the Introduction, and
exemplified in 12). We expect that, for some applications,
(i) and/or (ii) may offer advantages for tCheMPS over tDMRG,
e.g., for calculating quantum quenches starting from strongly
nonequilibrium initial states, but leave a detailed investigation
to the future.

Finite temperature. The fact that CheMPS uniformly
resolves the entire energy spectrum of Ĥ suggests that it should
be particularly suited for calculating the spectral functions
ABC

T (ω) = ∫
dt
2π

eiωtGBC
T (t) of finite-temperature correlators

such as

GBC
T (t) = Tr[ρ̂T B̂(t)Ĉ(0)], ρ̂T = e−βĤ

Z
. (57)

According to Ref. 5, such a spectral function can be evalu-
ated using Chebyshev expansions by proceeding as follows:
Express the partition function as

Z =
∫

dω e−βωρ(ω) (58a)

by introducing the density of states
ρ(ω) = Tr[δ(ω − Ĥ )], (58b)

and the spectral function as

ABC
T (ω) = 1

Z

∫
dω̄ e−βω̄ρBC(ω̄,ω + ω̄) (59a)

by introducing the density of matrix elements39,40

ρBC(ω̄,ω) = Tr[δ(ω̄ − Ĥ ) B̂ δ(ω − Ĥ ) Ĉ]. (59b)

Then, Chebyshev expand the δ functions in Eqs. (58b) and
(59b) using Eq. (23) (after suitably rescaling Hamiltonian and
frequencies). The resulting Chebyshev expansions will contain
moments of the form

μρ
n = Tr[Tn(Ĥ ′)], (60a)

μBC
nn′ = Tr[Tn(Ĥ ′) B̂ Tn′(Ĥ ′) Ĉ]. (60b)

We now note that this framework is very well suited for an
MPO implementation, which would consist of three steps:
(i) Using Chebyshev recurrence relations, recursively con-
struct and store MPO representations for each operator
Tn(Ĥ ′); we expect (based on our experience with the
Chebyshev vectors |tn〉) that this should be possible without
runaway costs in numerical resources since the construction
of Tn(Ĥ ′) requires only Ĥ ′Tn−1(Ĥ ′) and Tn−2(Ĥ ′). (ii) Cal-
culate the moments in Eqs. (VIII) by evaluating the traces,
which is straightforward in the context of MPS and MPO.
(iii) Insert the resulting moments into the reconstructed
Chebyshev expansions for ρ(ω) and ρBC(ω̄,ω), and finally
evaluate the integrals Eqs. (58a) and (59a). Note the economy
of this scheme: After once constructing the MPO for each
Tn(Ĥ ′), and once evaluating the trace for each moment μ

ρ
n

and μBC
nn′ , the spectral function ABC

T (ω) can be calculated for
arbitrary combinations of ω and T . The implementation of this
strategy is left for future studies.

We conclude by remarking that the idea of using Chebyshev
expansions in the context of many-body numerics, advocated
in inspiring fashion in Ref. 5, can be implemented in
combination with any method that is able to efficiently apply a
Hamiltonian Ĥ to a state |ψ〉. Chebyshev expansions optimize
the resolution that can be extracted from a limited number
of applications of Ĥ . While CheMPS is based on doing
this using MPS methods for one-dimensional lattice models,
similar developments have been pursued within the context
of exact diagonalization41,42 and Monte Carlo43 methods, and
Chebyshev expansions should also be useful in combination
with tensor network methods for two-dimensional quantum
lattice models.
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APPENDIX: RESONANT LEVEL MODEL

This appendix introduces the fermionic resonant level
model that was used for the error analysis of Sec. V and
presents CheMPS results for its spectral functions. The RLM
is defined by the following Hamiltonian:

ĤRLM =
nd∑
i=1

εi d̂
†
i d̂ i +

nd∑
i=1

Vi

Lb∑
k=1

(d̂†
i ĉk + H.c.)

+
Lb∑
k=1

εkĉ
†
kĉk. (A1)

It describes a set of nd discrete, “local” noninteracting fermion
levels with energies εi that hybridize with strengths Vi with
a band of Lb (�) fermion levels with energies εk , assumed
uniformly spaced within the interval [−Wb,Wb]. We choose
Wb = 1 as unit of energy throughout this section. We will
parametrize the hybridization strengths Vi in terms of the
associated level widths �i = π Lb

2 V 2
i .

The spectral function Aij (ω) ≡ A+
ij (ω) + A−

ij (ω) has two
contributions,

A+
ij (ω) ≡ Adi d

†
j (ω), A−

ij (ω) ≡ Ad
†
j di (−ω), (A2)

describing particle and hole excitations, which, at T = 0, are
proportional to step functions θ (±ω) that vanish for ω < or
> 0, respectively. Since the RLM Hamiltonian is quadratic,
the problem can be solved by diagonalizing the single-particle
problem. In the continuum limit Lb → ∞, this yields the
following exact expression for the spectral function44 for
|ω| < Db = 1:

A∞
ij (ω) = lim

η→0+
− 1

π
� ([ω + iη − ϒ − 	(ω)]−1)ij ,

ϒij = εiδij , 	ij (ω) = 1

π

√
�i�j

(
ln

∣∣∣∣ω − Db

ω + Db

∣∣∣∣ − iπ

)
,

(A3)

where ϒ and 	 are matrices of dimension nd × nd . The
Chebyshev moments μn for the finite system of length L can
also be found exactly by evaluating the expectation values
[Eq. (24)], using the (numerically determined) exact single-
particle eigenstates of Ĥ .

The Hamiltonian (A1) corresponds to a “star geometry”
since each local level couples to every band level. For
the purposes of using CheMPS, however, it needs to be
transformed to a “chain geometry” of the form

ĤRLM =
nd∑
i=1

εi d̂
†
i d̂ i +

nd∑
i=1

√
2�i

π
(d̂†

i f̂ 1 + H.c.)

+
Lb−1∑
�=1

λ�(f̂ †
�f̂ �+1 + H.c.). (A4)

This can be achieved45 by using Lanczos tridiagonalization
of the band part of the Hamiltonian, thereby determining the
hopping coefficients λ�.

Starting from Eq. (A4), we have used CheMPS to calculate
the diagonal components Ajj of the RLM spectral function
for a model with nd = 3 local levels. In contrast to Sec. IV C,
our interest here is not in analyzing finite-size effects, but in
determining how the CheMPS parameters need to be adjusted
to recover the exact continuum functionA∞

jj of Eq. (A3). Thus,
we purposefully chose a set of model parameters leading to
three well-separated peaks of slightly different widths, taking
εj ∈ {−0.5,0.1,0.6} and �j ∈ {0.04,0.06,0.03}, and chose the
number of band levels Lb = 101 large enough so that the
finite-size spacing ωL 
 1/Lb = 0.01 is somewhat smaller
than the smallest peak width �3. By choosing the expansion
order for each curve such that the effective broadening lies in
the window between the finite-size spacing and the intrinsic
peak width ωL < ηN < �j , it should be possible to reveal the
shape of A∞

jj quite accurately without yet resolving finite-size
subpeaks (although traces of the latter might show up for A33,
for which this window is small). To this end, we used the
following criterion for choosing N when reconstructing AN

jj :
the effective broadening ηN was taken as large as possible
without lowering the peak height significantly below that of
A∞

jj (this corresponds to choosing ηN � �j ).
The results of these calculations are summarized in Fig. 13;

all spectra shown there were obtained by performing separate
expansions for the positive and negative branches A±

jj (ω) (with
one exception, noted below).

Figures 13(a1)–13(g1) were calculated using an effective
bandwidth of W∗ = 2.0 (with εt = 0.025) for each branch,
corresponding to roughly twice the spectral width of each
branch, which is of order of the single-particle bandwidth
WA 
 Wb = 1. For this choice, an MPS dimension of merely
m = 32 was found to suffice for accurate recurrence fitting.
Figure 13(a1) illustrates a number of points: (i) By choosing ηN

according to the above criterion of recovering the correct peak
height, excellent agreement with the continuum limit A∞ of
Eq. (A3) is obtained over most of the frequency range. (ii) This
is the case both with and without Jackson damping (thin black
or blue lines, respectively), but, with Jackson damping, higher
expansion orders are needed to obtain the correct peak heights
since Jackson damping induces some artificial broadening [by
a factor of π , see Eq. (18a)]. (iii) Small oscillations remain in
some frequency ranges [see Figs. 13(b1)–13(g1) for zooms].
These stem from three sources: finite-size subpeaks, numerical
inaccuracies, and step-function artifacts near ω = 0 [cf. points
(iv), (vi), and (viii) below, respectively]. (iv) For the spectrum
with the narrowest peak A33, the window between ωL and �33

is so small that the criterion of reproducing the continuum
peak height implies that small finite-size subpeak remain
visible [see Figs. 13(e1)–13(g1) for zooms]. (v) In contrast,
such oscillations are almost entirely absent for the broadest
peak A22 [see Figs. 13(d1) and 13(e1)] since its width �2 is
somewhat larger than ωL.

To illustrate the effect of energy truncation, Figs. 13(a2)–
13(g2) show the same spectral functions as Figs. 13(a1)–
13(g1), but now setting W∗ = W , the full many-body band-
width (here = 52.3), so that no energy truncation is needed.
This allows us to make some additional instructive ob-
servations: (vi) Using the full bandwidth yields results of
higher quality, in that numerical artifacts are significantly
weaker (except near ω = 0) [compare Figs. 13(d2)–13(g2)
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FIG. 13. (Color online) Diagonal spectral functions Ajj (ω) of a three-level RLM. Thick solid lines show the continuum limit A∞
jj (ω)

from (A3). Dashed and dashed–double-dotted lines show CheMPS results AN
jj,J or AN

jj , with or without Jackson broadening, respectively,
calculated for Lb = 101 band levels. For each spectrum, the effective broadening ηN was taken as large as possible without lowering the
peak height significantly below that of A∞

jj . In (a1)–(g1), we used an effective bandwidth of W∗ = 2.0 and, in (a2)–(g2), the full many-body
bandwidth W∗ = 52.3. The latter requires significantly larger expansion orders, but exhibits less numerical inaccuracies [compare (b1)–(g1)
and (b2)–(g2)], which represent zooms of the rectangles indicated in (a1) and (a2), respectively. (b), (c): Gibbs oscillations arise if A±(ω) are
expanded separately, so that CheMPS attempts to resolve their θ (±ω) steps. Expanding instead their sum A+(ω) + A−(−ω), and performing
a Jackson-damped reconstruction, we obtain the smooth dashed-dotted line in (b1)–(e1) (calculated using ED moments). (d), (e) AN

22 nicely
reproduces A∞

22 because the peak is somewhat broader than ωL. (e)–(g) AN
33 shows small but distinct finite-size wiggles because the main peak

is so sharp and narrow that recovering its height fully requires an ηN so small that it is comparable to ωL.

and 13(d1)–13(g1)]. The reason is that energy truncation
constitutes CheMPS’s dominant source of error (as shown in
Sec. V below); its avoidance thus yields more precise Cheby-
shev moments μn, especially for n > Nmax. (vii) However, this
improvement is numerically expensive: the increased effective
bandwidth necessitates larger expansion orders N , which in
turn require a higher MPS dimension (here m = 128). (viii) For
the present model, it was possible to calculate several thousand
moments without encountering numerical instabilities; this
illustrates the fact that the Chebyshev recurrence relations are
numerically stable.

Finally, let us address (ix) the wiggly artifacts near ω = 0.
They reflect the fact that CheMPS was separately applied to
the positive and negative branches of the spectral function
A±(ω), shown in zooms in Figs. 13(b) and 13(c), respectively.
These are proportional to step functions θ (±ω), and hence
abruptly dip to zero for ω < 0 or > 0, respectively. The
wiggly artifacts correspond to Gibbs oscillations decorating
these sharps dips. This problem can be avoided by performing
a single Chebyshev expansion of the sumA+(ω) + A−(−ω),
which is a smooth function and leads to the perfectly

smooth long-dashed line in Figs. 13(b) and 13(c). This
improvement comes at roughly twice the numerical cost
since it requires a doubling of the spectral range to ω ∈
[−WA,WA]. This implies a slight but obvious modification
of the transformations from ω to ω′ and from H to Ĥ ′ to
account for the shifted range of ω; a doubling of W∗ and,
hence of the expansion order N , required to achieve a specified
resolution.

The main conclusions from our CheMPS calculations for
the RLM are as follows: The strategy of using twice the spectral
width as effective bandwidth (W∗ = 2WA) and performing
energy truncation [Fig. 13(a)] is a satisfactory compromise
between efficiency (only a few hundred Chebyshev moments
are needed) and accuracy (for which energy truncation is
the main limiting factor). If desired, better results can be
obtained by using the full bandwidth (W∗ = W ) and thus
avoiding energy truncation, albeit at the cost of significantly
increasing the required expansion order by the factor W/2WA.
Nevertheless, the calculation of Chebyshev moments μn with
very large n is feasible due to the remarkably numerical
stability of Chebyshev recurrence relations.
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4.2 Chebyshev matrix product state approach for time
dependence

As a start of a deepened discussion of tCheMPS, we repeat the central equation for the
Chebyshev expansion [104, 105] of the time evolution operator U(t) = e−iHt from the
previous section

UN(t) = e−i(E0+aW ′)t

[
c0(t) + 2

N−1∑

n=1

cn(t)Tn(H ′)

]
, (4.1a)

cn(t) = (−i)nJn(at), (4.1b)

where E0 is the ground state energy of H, H ′ the rescaled Hamiltonian operator and a and
W ′ the rescaling parameters as defined in Sec. 4.1. To get some insight into what types of
error may occur, we first study Eq. (4.1) by switching from the MPS/ MPO context to a
scalar or a small random matrix instead of the MPO H.

4.2.1 Expansion of the scalar eixt

The expansion coefficients cn of Eq. (4.1b) do not depend on H and are essentially given by
the Bessel functions of the first kind Jk(x). Let’s assume we are interested in the expansion
of U(t) for times up to T . Since Jk(at) decays rapidly with k for k > at [see Fig. 4.1(a)], we
can determine the necessary order of expansion N by demanding |JN(at)| < δT for t ≤ T
[see Fig. 4.1(b)] with a chosen error bond δT , e. g. δT = 10−4.

Using the scalar x instead of H we obtain the Chebyshev expansion of e−ixt

e−ixt ' c0(t) + 2
N−1∑

n=1

cn(t)Tn(x) , cn(t) = (−i)nJn(t). (4.2)

The deviation from the exact exponential at a fixed time t as a function of the “energy” x
is given by

∆N,t
Ch (x) =

∣∣∣∣∣c0(t) + 2
N−1∑

n=1

cn(t)Tn(x)− e−ixt
∣∣∣∣∣ . (4.3)

Comparing ∆N,t
Ch (x) for different N at t = 15 in Fig. 4.2, we see that the error ∆N,t

Ch is
independent of x and decreases fast with increased N . While ∆N,t

Ch shows some wiggles,
the upper envelope is constant. These wiggles, occurring O(N) times, are typical for the
Chebyshev expansion1.

So the Chebyshev expansion of Eq. (4.1a) provides equally good results independent of
x, a property that should also hold for tCheMPS with x being replaced by the energy of the

1The sharp pronounced local minima of the error of a Chebyshev expansion correspond to the roots of
the used polynomial.
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Figure 4.1: Bessel function of the first kind Jk(x) for (a) fixed x = 50 as a function of k and (b)
for fixed k = 50 as a function of x. For k < x the Bessel function is highly oscillating and decays
rapidly for k > x. So all coefficients up to k ∼ x contribute to the expansion, and increasing the
order of expansion beyond that point does not increase the accuracy but increases the maximum
time T = N/a accessible by the expansion.
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Figure 4.2: Errors ∆N,t
Ch (x) of the Chebyshev expansion of e−ixt for different orders of expansion

N at a fixed time t = 15. For each N the error is bounded from above independently of x.

state to be time evolved. This is slightly different2 to the CheMPS expansion in frequency
domain where broadening has a small frequency dependence of the form

√
1− x̄2. Since

the coefficients cn become negligible once the necessary order of expansion N is reached for
a given time t, Gibbs oscillations do not occur and damping factors gn need not be used.

2For tCheMPS the expansion is derived using Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind only as opposed
to the Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind used for CheMPS (see [88] for details).
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Figure 4.3: Errors ∆N,x
Ch,γ(t) of the Chebyshev expansion of order N = 50 of e−ixt with x = 0.5

under the influence of random noise with amplitude γ. The solid and dashed lines implement
the constant amplitude protocol of Eq. (4.4a) and the linear amplitude protocol of Eq. (4.4b),
respectively. For the constant noise the errors are given by γ and for the case of linearly increasing
noise the error shows a corresponding increase with time until the error increases due to the finite
order of expansion N .

4.2.2 Influence of noise

When applying the above expansion Eq. (4.1) to MPS we need to cope with the truncation
error of DMRG as an additional source of error. In order to estimate the influence of
the truncation error on the Chebyshev expansion we investigate the behavior of the scalar
Chebyshev expansion of Eq. (4.2) under the presence of random noise being added to the
coefficients cn(t). We consider two noise protocols: standard normal distributed noise with
(a) constant amplitude at every iteration and (b) linearly increasing amplitude with the
order of expansion to better simulate the DMRG errors occurring at every iteration. These
protocols are implemented via

cn(t) 7→ cγn(t) = (1 + γN ) cn(t) (4.4a)
cn(t) 7→ cγn(t) = (1 + nγN ) cn(t) , (4.4b)

where N is a standard normal distributed random variable and γ the noise amplitude. For
both noise protocols, we show in Fig. 4.3 for various noise amplitudes γ the deviation from
the exact result

∆N,x
Ch,γ(t) =

∣∣∣∣∣c
γ
0(t) + 2

N−1∑

n=1

cγn(t)Tn(x)− e−ixt
∣∣∣∣∣ . (4.5)

Thanks to the numerical stability of the Chebyshev polynomials the error introduced by
the noise of Eq. (4.4) is well behaved. For the constant amplitude noise the error is of order
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O(γ) and does not increase with time. With the linearly increasing noise amplitude we
find a roughly-exponentially increasing error of approximately 1.5 orders of magnitude for
times t < 35. Starting at t = 30 (for γ = 10−8, red lines), independent of the noise-induced
errors, the overall error increases because of the limited order of expansion N . For bigger
noise amplitudes γ the error caused by finite N is masked by the error due to noise until
the error due to N becomes dominant for bigger times.

While the applied noise in Eq. (4.4) can only be a crude approximation to the noise
present in a MPS-based calculation, we nevertheless see that the Chebyshev expansion
shows remarkable stability in the presence of noise. The tCheMPS algorithm constructs
a large linear combination for a time evolved state instead of one huge MPS and we
thus expect the truncation error of each Chebyshev expansion vector in principle to be
manageable. Combined, this suggests that the resulting errors of the Chebyshev expansion
should be dominated by the truncation errors of the individual expansion vectors.

4.2.3 Expansion of e−iHt for random H

As a next step we investigate the time evolution with a random 64 × 64 Hamiltonian
operator matrix and compare Chebyshev and Krylov expansions. For comparison we use
the deviation of a time evolved state from the exact result

∆
N,|ψ〉
X (t) =

∥∥UX,N(t)|ψ〉 − e−iHt|ψ〉
∥∥ , (4.6)

where X=Ch denotes the Chebyshev expansion of order N and X=K the Krylov expan-
sion of Eq. (2.65) with a Krylov subspace dimension of dK = N . The Chebyshev time
evolution operator of Eq. (4.1a) is independent of the state to be time evolved and thus
can be applied iteratively. In Fig. 4.4 we compare the various approaches using a random
state as initial state except where noted otherwise. We find that for random initial states
and corresponding order of expansion and Krylov subspace dimension both methods give
virtually identical results. The Chebyshev expansion is completely independent of the
initial state as already argued above. However, the Krylov expansion may achieve longer
reachable time scales for some states as demonstrated with the yellow lines in Fig. 4.4. The
state |α〉 is composed of two close eigenstates of equal weight with an additional random
contribution of 10% weight. For this state the time T where the error starts to increase
significantly is increased by 20% compared to the random state. The raised “background”
noise for smaller times is due to numerical difficulties during the Gram-Schmidt orthonor-
malization and is of no practical relevance. If the Chebyshev time evolution operator is
directly accessible it can be applied iteratively3

U(t) = [UN(T ′)]
bt/T ′c

UN (t− bt/T ′cT ′) , (4.7)

where T ′ is the maximal reachable time with a single application of UN(t). Using this
iterated Chebyshev expansion the reachable time scale T is significantly improved (black
lines).

3Eq. (4.7) is in this form only valid for positive times t; however, it can be rewritten easily for negative
times t.
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Figure 4.4: Time evolution of a random 64 × 64 Hamiltonian operator. The error ∆
N,|ψ〉
X (t) as

a function of time t is shown using Chebyshev (X=Ch) with N = 20 and Krylov expansions
(X=K) with dK = 20 for a bandwidth of H of W = 1 and W = 5. UCh denotes the standard
Chebyshev expansion of Eq. (4.1), it. UCh the iterated application of UN (T ) with small enough
T ; UK denotes the Krylov expansion of Eq. (2.65) and additional label |α〉 marks the use of an
initial state composed of two eigenstates of H and a random contribution of weight 0.1 while all
other lines are calculated from a complete random initial state.

Using a bandwidth W of H bigger than 1 reduces the reachable time scales by a fac-
tor of W for all approaches. This is obvious for the Chebyshev expansion as there the
rescaled H ′ is used and the rescaling factor a enters the argument of the Bessel function in
Eq. (4.1b). For the Krylov expansion the approximation of using only a low-dimensional
Krylov subspace within which the exponential is calculated becomes worse for bigger ar-
guments of the exponential. As a consequence the reachable time scale decreases as the
bandwidth of H grows.

So far, we see that both the standard Chebyshev and Krylov approaches provide an
accurate time evolution up to almost identical times T . In general, however, for certain
states the Krylov approach can increase the time scale T . The Chebyshev expansion does
not depend on the time evolved state and the corresponding time evolution operator can be
applied iteratively with very high accuracy. Also the Chebyshev recursion is numerically
stable in contrast to the Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization4 so arbitrarily high orders of
expansion are only possible for the Chebyshev expansion.

4There exist schemes to improve the numerical stability of the Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization [106];
however, the problem of invariant subspaces remains.
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4.2.4 Comparison of tCheMPS with tDMRG

Up to now, the method-intrinsic sources of error have been analyzed. While it is important
to fully understand these intrinsic errors of the methods being used, in practice, the most
relevant source of error for DMRG that limits the maximal reachable time is given by the
truncation error (see also the discussion in Sec. 2.6.3). We therefore switch to a MPS-
based implementation of the time evolution schemes and study the time evolution |ζ(t)〉
of the inhomogeneous initial state5 |ζ〉 = |↓ . . . ↓↑ . . . ↑〉 under the spin-1/2 Heisenberg
antiferromagnet Hamiltonian

H =
L−1∑

j=1

SjSj+1 (4.8)

for a system size of L = 64. The initial state with the domain wall at the middle of the
system

|ζ(t = 0)〉 = |↓ . . . ↓↑ . . . ↑〉 =

L/2⊗

j=1

|↓〉 ⊗
L⊗

j=L/2+1

|↑〉 (4.9)

is a product state and thus has an MPS representation with bond dimension 1.
For this setup, we calculated the time evolution of |ζ(t)〉 both with tDMRG and

tCheMPS. In Fig. 4.5 we show the time-dependent expectation value 〈Szj (t)〉 = 〈ζ(t)|Szj |ζ(t)〉
for the exemplary sites j = 33 and j = 50 as well as the difference of the time evolved
states

∆X(t) =
∥∥∥|ζ(t)〉X − |ζ(t)〉τ=10−6

tDMRG

∥∥∥ , (4.10)

where X stands for “tCheMPS, ερ” or “tDMRG, τ ”, respectively. The tDMRG calculations
were carried out using the Krylov time evolution, as described in Sec. 2.6.2, with a specified
truncation error per time step τ up to τ = 10−6. Comparing results for τ = 10−5 and
τ = 10−6, we found agreement of the expectation values 〈Szj (t)〉 within the line width in
Fig. 4.5(a) and thus show only the data for τ = 10−6 which we consider as reference for
the tCheMPS calculations.

For the tCheMPS time evolution calculations, we took the full many-body bandwidth
of the Hamiltonian operator of W = 43.9 into account, leading to a rescaling factor of
a = 22.5. This is necessary since the initial state is a highly excited state and it also avoids
the energy truncation at every iteration. We fixed the safety parameter to εt = 0.05 and
the fitting convergence threshold to ∆c = 10−8 while the truncation cutoff for the reduced
density matrix eigenvalues of the Chebyshev expansion vectors was varied from ερ = 10−4

to ερ = 10−7. In addition to the truncation cutoff ερ we also specified a minimal DMRG
dimension of D = 32 which effectively suppresses truncation errors completely for roughly
the first 50 iterations (see Fig. 4.6) since |ζ(0)〉 has D = 1. The tCheMPS expansion
vectors |tn〉 are calculated as described in Sec. 4.1 (For further details on how to obtain
〈Szj (t)〉 and ∆tCheMPS(t) see App. A.4). As we see in Fig. 4.5(b) the errors of the tCheMPS

5This setup was also used to study the properties of adaptive tDMRG using the Trotter time evolution
very precisely [100].
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Figure 4.5: (a) Time-dependent Szj expectation values for sites next to the initial domain wall j =
33 and further away from the middle of the system j = 50 (dashed lines). We compare tCheMPS
results for various truncation cutoff criteria ερ with the tDMRG result with a truncation error of
τ = 10−6 (black). (b) Error ∆

ερ
tCheMPS(t) from Eq. (4.10) of the tCheMPS result compared to the

tDMRG result. The black line shows the difference ∆τ=10−5

tDMRG between two tDMRG calculations
with truncation errors τ = 10−5 and τ = 10−6. The vertical purple line indicates that for N = 500,
estimated time reachable by tCheMPS is T = 22.2.

calculations grow rapidly and independently of ερ for small times t < 10 followed by a less
steep growth dependent on ερ. At time T = N/a = 22.2 only a small kink is visible in
contrast to Figs. 4.3 and 4.4 where another sharp step in the error is observable. This is
due to the fact that the tCheMPS evolution of |ζ(t)〉 at time t = T already contains a
rather high error level of roughly ∆tCheMPS(t) = 0.05 or bigger.

As energy truncation is not necessary, the fitting error ∆fit, as shown in Fig. 4.6,
is a precise measure of the numerical errors at each Chebyshev iteration. We find the
fitting error to be consistent with the truncation cutoff ερ after the first iterations when
DMRG truncation is actually taking place. Since ∆fit is defined as the squared fitting error
(see Sec. 4.1) this explains the relatively high error levels of Fig. 4.5 and also indicates a
straight-forward way to improve the errors, namely, significantly smaller ερ. As even for
the calculation at hand with ερ = 10−7 the dimension never exceeds D = 150, it should
well be possible to choose a smaller ερ. That way it should be possible to achieve errors
for tCheMPS at the level of tDMRG for times t < T . However, already for ερ = 10−7

the tCheMPS dimension exceeds the tDMRG dimension which lies below 75. To better
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Figure 4.6: Fitting errors ∆fit during the Chebyshev expansion calculations with various trunca-
tion cutoffs ερ of every iteration vector |tn〉. In addition to ερ we also specified a minimal DMRG
dimension of D = 32 during the recurrence fitting. This effectively suppresses truncation errors
completely for the first 50 iterations and ∆fit shows a steep increase at n = 50.

understand this need for bigger dimensions using tCheMPS we consider the bond entropy

Sbond = −
∑

i

ρi ln ρi , (4.11)

where ρi is the eigenvalue spectrum of the reduced density matrix at a certain bond. Here
we will choose the bond such that Sbond is maximal. The maximal bond entropy for each
Chebyshev expansion vector |tn〉 is shown in Fig. 4.7(a) and for the tDMRG time evolved
states in Fig. 4.7(b). The bond entropy of the Chebyshev expansion vectors significantly
exceeds the bond entropy of the tDMRG time evolved states, which is the reason for the
bigger dimensions D needed for tCheMPS. The reason for this increased bond entropy is
the fact that the tCheMPS time evolution operator of Eq. (4.1a) is capable of evolving
every possible state in time with equal precision as opposed to the Krylov approach of
tDMRG that is tailor-made for one specific state. This powerful property is reflected in
the fast production of entropy during the Chebyshev iteration.

As a consequence, for cases where one is interested in the time evolution of only one or
very few states (which is typically the case) tDMRG will be more efficient than tCheMPS if
the desired maximal time can be reached with reasonable numerical effort. For such a case
the properties of tDMRG (Krylov and Trotter likewise) fit exactly the problem, whereas
the properties of tCheMPS provide potential benefits that are not needed, hence leading to
an unnecessarily increased numerical effort. Specifically, the uniform precision for all initial
states, which has been very advantageous in the frequency domain by yielding (almost)
uniform spectral resolution, is usually not needed and renders the tCheMPS approach less
efficient. This disadvantage is not compensated by producing the time evolved state in
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Figure 4.7: Maximal bond entropy Sbond (a) for every iteration n and (b) for every time t. The
vertical purple line indicates the time T reachable by tCheMPS of order N . (a) The growth of
Sbond
n is suppressed truncation effects for smaller ερ starting at n = 200. For the case of tDMRG

(b) the bond entropy is not affected by the truncation error τ . Also, the value of Sbond is smaller
than the bond entropy for the Chebyshev vectors even for times t > T .

terms of a linear superposition (at least for not too high bond entropies). In situations
where the time reached by tDMRG with acceptable effort is not sufficient, an MPO-based
implementation of tCheMPS could extend the accessible time. Here, the feature of provid-
ing a linear superposition6 for the time evolution translates the problem of states with high
entropy and thus big DMRG dimensions into many states with less entropy each. After
an initial time evolution using tDMRG, a tCheMPS MPO operator could be applied to
evolve to bigger times. For this scenario, further studies are necessary in order to assess
the potential benefit of this approach.

6It has already been speculated [12] about using superposition to lessen the buildup of entropy in the
time evolved state, but up to now we are not aware of a successful implementation of this idea.
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Chapter 5

Kondo screening cloud in the
single-impurity Anderson model: A
DMRG study

The Kondo effect [26] is a well-known hallmark of magnetic impurity systems caused by
the interaction of an impurity spin with itinerant electrons and is characterized by the
Kondo temperature TK. The Kondo effect also manifests itself through spatially extended
spin-spin correlations – the Kondo screening cloud – with an associated length scale, the
Kondo screening length ξK.

There exist extensive theoretical studies of the Kondo screening cloud [34, 107–115]
and the numerical renormalization group (NRG) [2, 116], the standard numerical method
for impurity systems, has been extended to resolve spatial correlations [34]. In contrast
to NRG, the DMRG on a real-space model provides direct access to spatial spin-spin
correlations, however, at the cost of increased difficulty of reaching very small Kondo
temperatures, as this would require very large system sizes. We study for the single-
impurity Anderson model (SIAM) how the Kondo screening length ξK can be extracted
from spin-spin correlations and how an applied gate voltage and magnetic field impairs the
Kondo screening cloud.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Kondo effect,1 a well-known feature of magnetic im-
purity systems, has seen a tremendous renewed interest due
to the realization of quantum dots and nanoscale systems.2

The existence of Kondo correlations at low temperatures T
has been firmly established in numerous experiments on
quantum dots,3 molecules,4 and carbon nanotubes.5 The in-
teraction of an impurity spin with itinerant electrons, causing
the Kondo effect, manifests itself in spatially extended spin-
spin correlations—the Kondo screening cloud. These corre-
lations have been extensively studied in theory6–15 and many
proposals for experimentally measuring the Kondo screening
cloud have been put forward.9,11,14,15 Also, several studies
have emphasized the emergence of mesoscopic fluctuations
on finite systems, and the existence of even-odd effects in the
Kondo cloud when computed from a lattice model.8,9,11,16,17

While there has been experimental progress toward the mea-
surement of the Kondo cloud,18,19 the detection of the spin-
spin correlations has proven to be highly challenging and has
not been accomplished so far. Depending on the Kondo tem-
perature TK, the Kondo cloud can have a significant exten-
sion of �1 �m.13

In our work, we examine the spin-spin correlations in a
real-space model, the single-impurity Anderson model
�SIAM� that includes charge fluctuations, using the density
matrix renormalization group method �DMRG�.20–22 We ad-
dress two main questions: first, we compute the spin-spin
correlations between the impurity spin and the conduction
electrons at particle-hole symmetry and discuss how the
Kondo screening length �K can be directly extracted from
such data. To that end, we discuss several ways of collapsing
spin-spin correlations calculated for different Kondo tem-
peratures onto a universal curve. In this analysis, we employ
ideas suggested by Gubernatis et al.6 that have also been
used in previous DMRG studies of the Kondo cloud
problem.11,12 We find that from chains of about L=500 sites,

suitable measures for the L=� screening length can be ex-
tracted for Kondo temperatures of kBTK /��1·10−3 �� is the
tunneling rate�. Knowledge of the universal curve further
allows us to estimate �K even for Kondo temperatures for
which the accessible system sizes are too small to host the
full Kondo cloud. As a main result of our analysis, we find
that our measures of �K extracted from the spin-spin correla-
tions have the same functional dependence on model param-
eters as �K

0

�K
0 = �vF/TK, �1�

at particle-hole symmetry �vF is the Fermi velocity in the
leads, we adopt kB=1 throughout the rest of this work�. The
screening length �K

0 governs the finite-size scaling of local
quantities such as the polarization or the magnetic moment.8

Second, we consider several mechanisms that destroy
Kondo correlations, namely, a gate voltage and a magnetic
field applied to the quantum dot. We study the changes in the
screening length induced by a variation in these parameters.
We argue that computing the magnetic-field dependence of
the screening length provides a means of extracting the
Kondo temperature.

The emergence of an exponentially small energy scale in
the Kondo problem, namely, TK, restricts any real-space ap-
proach with respect to the Kondo temperatures that can be
accessed. A powerful framework was introduced by Wilson23

in the form of the numerical renormalization group �NRG�
method,23,24 which is explicitly tailored toward the Kondo
problem. This is achieved through the introduction of a loga-
rithmic energy discretization that allows the Kondo scale to
be resolved but loses real-space information. Recently, an
NRG method has been developed to access spatially resolved
quantities,13,14,25 extending some older NRG calculations for
spatially dependent correlation functions.26 Using the more
recent NRG approach,13 the spin correlations between the
impurity and the sites in the leads have been computed for
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the Kondo model, and it has been shown that at the Kondo
screening length �K

0 , the envelope of the correlations crosses
over from a 1 /x decay at distances x��K

0 to a 1 /x2 decay at
distances x��K

0 , where x denotes the distance between the
impurity and a site in the leads.

Comparing NRG and DMRG, first, there are technical
differences between DMRG and NRG with respect to how
the spin-spin correlations �S� i ·S� j� �S� i denotes a spin-1/2 op-
erator at site i� are obtained. NRG requires a separate run for
each pair of indices, �i , j�, whereas DMRG operates directly
on real-space leads. That way, after calculating the ground
state for a system of a given length, all correlations can be
evaluated in a single run. While the use of real-space chains
is restricted to one dimension, which is the case of interest in
our work, NRG in principle works for higher dimensions too.
Second, using DMRG, we can gain direct and easy informa-
tion on the finite-size scaling of spin-spin correlations, which
we heavily exploit in our analysis. Most importantly, DMRG
can also be applied to quantum-impurity problems with in-
teracting leads12 that NRG is not designed for.

DMRG has previously been used to study the Kondo
cloud in several papers, for both the single-impurity Ander-
son model11 and the Kondo model.8,10 In Ref. 11 by Hand et
al., in particular, an interesting relation between the screen-
ing length as extracted from the spin correlations and the
weight of the Kondo resonance has been discussed. Our
study extends the DMRG literature as we consider the
mixed-valence regime, the effect of a magnetic field, and we
discuss and demonstrate the universal scaling of spin-spin
correlations for a wide range of parameters. Moreover, in the
absence of a magnetic field, we exploit the SU�2� symmetry
of the model in the spin sector in the DMRG simulations,
which we find is crucial for efficiently obtaining reliable nu-
merical results.

Besides the conceptual interest in understanding the scal-
ing properties of the Kondo screening length with both sys-
tem size and Kondo temperature, our results are relevant to
gauge the range of validity of numerical approaches for cal-
culating the conductance of nanostructures that employ a
real-space representation of the leads such as time-dependent
DMRG simulations of transport in the single-impurity
Anderson model.27–29 Moreover, the approaches discussed
here to extract the screening length could be applicable to
more complex geometries in a straightforward way, for in-
stance, to multichannel and/or multidot problems.

Our work is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we introduce
our model and define the quantities of interest. In Sec. III,
the spin-spin correlations constituting the Kondo cloud are
investigated and we demonstrate how to extract the value of
the Kondo screening length �K from the spin-correlation
data, making use of the universal finite-size scaling behavior
of �K. We proceed with a discussion of the behavior of the
screening length upon driving the system away from the
Kondo point via a gate potential, presented in Sec. IV, and
then turn to the case of a magnetic field in Sec. V. We con-
clude with a summary, Sec. VI, while technical detail on the
method and computations are given in the Appendix.

II. MODEL

We model a quantum dot coupled to a lead by the single-
impurity Anderson model, describing the lead by a tight-

binding noninteracting chain. This constitutes a one-channel
problem

H = �
	=↑,↓


dnd	 + BSd
z + Und↑nd↓

− t�
	

�
i=1

L−1

�ci	
† c�i+1�	 + h.c.�

− �
	

�2t��c1	
† d	 + h.c.� . �2�

ci	 annihilates an electron with spin 	= ↑ ,↓ on site i,
d	 annihilates an electron with spin 	 on the dot, and
nd	=d	

†d	. The spin operators at any site are given by
Si

a=cis
† 	ss�

a cis� /2, where 	a are the Pauli matrices �a=x ,y ,z�.

d denotes the gate potential and B denotes the magnetic field
applied to the dot, U denotes the strength of the Coulomb
interaction on the quantum dot, t� denotes the hopping of the
dot levels to the first site in the lead, t denotes the hopping
within the lead. The width of the dot level due to the hybrid-
ization with the lead is given by �=2t�2 / t.

In the absence of a magnetic field, this model has a spin
SU�2� symmetry. In our analysis, we calculate the ground
state of this system via DMRG using an implementation30

exploiting the SU�2� symmetry, which greatly improves the
efficiency31,32 �see the Appendix for more detail�. A typical
run for L=500 sites with m=1500 states took about 60 h on
a 2.6 GHz Opteron CPU.

All simulations, irrespective of 
d, are performed at half-
filling of the full system. As the Kondo scale depends expo-
nentially on U /�, while in a real-space representation of the
leads, the energy resolution is proportional to 1 /L, we re-
strict our analysis to the intermediate values of U /�. The
trade-off for these limitations is that it is straightforward to
calculate spin correlators, as outlined below �see Eq. �3�	.

Throughout this work, we use chains with an overall even
number of sites. It is well known that there are significant
even-odd effects in impurity problem of this kind.8,9,11,16,17

Earlier work �see, e.g., Ref. 33�, suggests that the conver-
gence with system size toward a Kondo state is much faster
on chains with an even number of sites. We thus work in
singlet subspaces.

III. SPIN-SPIN CORRELATIONS AND KONDO
SCREENING LENGTH AT �d=−U Õ2

In this section, we present our results for the spin-spin-
correlation function at particle-hole symmetry and we dis-
cuss two ways of collapsing the data, allowing for a deter-
mination of the Kondo screening length. In order to
investigate the behavior of the Kondo screening length, we
shall study the following integrated spin-correlation function

��x� = 1 + �
i=1

x
�S�d · S� i�

�S�d · S�d�
, �3�

to be evaluated in the singlet subspace of the total spin S� tot

=S�d+�i=1
L−1S� i, and under the assumption that �S�d

2��0 �x is
given in units of the lattice constant�. This definition is mo-
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tivated by the following convenient properties: �i� the decay
of ��x� with x characterizes the extent to which the total spin
of chain sites one to x is able to screen the spin on the
impurity level, i.e., the extent to which �i=1

x S� i has, crudely
speaking, “become equal and opposite” to S�d. �ii� When the
sum includes the entire chain, we always have ��L−1�=0.
This follows by noting that in the subspace with zero total
spin, where �S� tot

2 �=0, we have �S�d
2�= ���i=1

L−1S� i�2�, and hence
also �S� tot

2 �=2�S�d ·S�d���L−1�. �iii� The correlator is normal-
ized to ��0�=1. �iv� In the absence of a magnetic field, ��x�
is SU�2� invariant, such that this symmetry can be exploited
in our numerics. In the presence of a magnetic field, we shall
use a symmetry-broken version, replacing �S�d ·S� i� / �S�d ·S�d� by
��Sd

zSi
z�− �Sd

z��Si
z�� / ��Sd

zSd
z�− �Sd

z�2�.
As an example, the inset of Fig. 1 shows a DMRG result

for the absolute value of the bare spin-spin correlator �S�d ·S� i�.
The feature at i�200 is a simple effect of the open boundary
conditions. The spin correlations for i smaller than a certain
value �here roughly i�200� oscillate between negative and
positive, while beyond a certain point, all �S�d ·S� i� become
positive. This feature at i�200 precisely appears at the site
where this happens, i.e., where �S�d ·S� i� with i even changes
its sign and, as a consequence, the correlator passes arbi-
trarily close through zero. Summing up the correlator accord-
ing to Eq. �3� yields ��x�, plotted in the main panel.

The notion of a screening length is based on the premise
that the decay of ��x� follows a universal form characterized
by a single length scale, �K, as long as this scale is signifi-
cantly shorter than the system size, �K�L. �According to the
expectation that �K�vF /TK, this condition is equivalent to
the following statement: perfect spin screening in a system of
finite size L can only be achieved if the level spacing, which
scales like �vF /L, is smaller than TK.� Whenever this condi-
tion is not met, the shape of the decay of ��x� with x deviates
from its universal form once x becomes large enough such
that the finite system size makes itself felt �via the boundary
condition ��L−1�=0	. To extract �K from DMRG data ob-
tained for finite-sized systems, we thus need a strategy for
dealing with this complication. Below, we shall describe two
different approaches that accomplish this, both involving a
scaling analysis.

To check whether the screening length obtained using ei-
ther of the two scaling strategies conforms to the theoretical
expectations, we shall check whether its dependence on the
parameters U, �, and 
d agrees with that of the length scale
�K

0 =
�vF

TK
�Eq. �1�	. Using the known form of the Kondo tem-

perature TK for the Anderson model,34,35 this dependence is
given by

�K
0 


�vF

�U�
exp���
d��
d + U�

2U�
 . �4�

We shall indeed find a proportionality of the form �K
= p�K

0 , where the numerical prefactor p reflects the fact that
the definition of TK involves an arbitrary choice of a prefac-
tor on the order of one. We emphasize, however, that our
determination of �K will be carried out without invoking Eq.
�4�; rather, our results for �K will turn out to confirm Eq. �4�
a posteriori. In the present section we shall focus on the
symmetric Anderson model �
d=−U /2� at zero magnetic
field, considering more general cases in Sec. IV.

A. Scaling collapse of �(x)

The first way of extracting the screening length is to plot
��x� versus x /�K, where �K is treated as a fitting parameter,
to be chosen such that all the curves collapse onto the same
scaling curve �see Fig. 2	. When attempting to collapse the
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Integrated spin-spin correlations ��x�
�from Eq. �3�	 for systems of different sizes at U=1,�=0.20 and

d=−U /2. As an example, the threshold of 0.1 that we use in Eq.
�5� to extract �0.9 is indicated by the dashed horizontal line. As an
illustration of the typical raw data, we show the absolute value of
the spin-spin correlations ��S�d ·S� i�� for L=300 in the inset.
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��x� data, one faces two issues. First, the ��x� data are non-
monotonic in L, due to the fact that the sign of �S�d ·S� i� oscil-
lates, and for curves scaled by different values of �K, the
oscillations are stretched by different amounts on a semilog
plot. This introduces some “noise” to the ��x� curves, mak-
ing it somewhat difficult to decide when the scaling collapse
is optimal. Second, for some parameter combinations, the
condition �K�L is not met, and, therefore, perfect scaling
cannot be expected for all the curves.

These issues can be dealt with by a two-step strategy: �i�
we start with the curves, which collapse the best, namely,
those with the smallest U /� ratios. These yield the smallest
�K values and hence satisfy the condition �K�L required for
good scaling well enough such that the shape of the universal
scaling curve can be established unambiguously �to the ex-
tent allowed by the aforementioned noise�. �ii� We then pro-
ceed to larger ratios of U /�, which yield larger �K, and ad-
just �K such that a good collapse of ��x� vs x /�K onto the
universal curve is achieved in the regime of small x /�K,
where finite-size effects are not yet felt. Thus, knowledge of
the universal scaling curve allows �K to be extracted even
when the condition �K�L is not fully met.

The result of such a scaling analysis is shown in Fig. 2�a�.
A universal scaling curve can clearly be discerned, with de-
viations from scaling evident in the curves with large U /�,
as expected. Moreover, Fig. 2�b� shows that the results for �K
extracted from ��x� scaling agree rather well with the param-
eter dependence expected from Eq. �4� for p / ��vF� ·�K

0 �with
a prefactor of p=6.8�, provided that U /��2. For smaller
U /�, no well-defined local moment will form and the
premise for Eq. �4� no longer holds.

B. Scaling collapse of �a(L)

A second strategy for extracting the screening length, fol-
lowing Refs. 6, 11, and 12, is to determine the length, say �a,
on which the integrated spin-correlation function ��x� has
dropped by a factor of a of its x=0 value �for instance, a
=0.9 would signify a 90% screening of the local spin�. Thus,
we define

�a�L� = min�x;��x� � 1 − a� . �5�

The argument of �a�L� serves as a reminder that this length
depends on L, since the boundary condition ��L−1�=0 al-
ways enforces perfect screening for x=L. However, once the
system size becomes sufficiently large �L��K� to accommo-
date the full screening cloud, �a�L� approaches a limiting
value, to be denoted by �a �shorthand for �a���	, which may
be taken as a measure of the true screening length �K. This is
illustrated in the main panel of Fig. 1 for a=0.9: as L in-
creases, the x values, where the ��x� curves cross the thresh-
old 1−a=0.1 �horizontal dashed line�, tend to a limiting
value. This limiting value, reached in Fig. 1 for L�300,
defines �0.9.

Figure 3 shows the L dependence of �0.9�L� for several
values of U /� ranging from 0.4 to 12.5, and system sizes up
to L=500. We observe that �0.9�L� reaches its limiting value
for small ratios of U /�, which produce �0.9 values smaller
than L=500. For larger values of U /�, however, �0.9�L� does
not saturate, implying that for these parameters, the true

screening length is too large to fit into the finite system
size.36

Nevertheless, it is possible to extract the true screening
length in the latter cases as well, by performing a two-step
finite-size scaling analysis: �i� for those parameters U /� for
which �a�L� has already saturated on a finite system, we set
�a=�a�L=500�, and plot �a�L� /�a vs L /�a. This collapses all
such curves onto a universal scaling curve. For larger U /�,
we rescale the �a�L� curves in a similar fashion, but now
using �a as a fit parameter, chosen such that the rescaled
curves collapse onto the universal curve determined in step
�i�. As shown in Fig. 4�a� for a=0.9, this strategy produces
an excellent scaling collapse for all combinations of U and �
studied here.

The above procedure requires the threshold parameter a to
be fixed arbitrarily. Qualitatively, one needs a large a to cap-
ture most of the correlations, i.e., �a�L→����K, yet a ought
not to be too close to one to avoid boundary effects in the
results. Technically, the calculation of �a is much easier the
smaller a is, as less correlators �S� i ·S�d� that are of a small
numerical value need to be computed to high accuracy �see
also the discussion in the Appendix�. For instance, at U /�
=5 and L=500, �0.9�112 sites, while �0.75�29 sites.

We have carefully analyzed the qualitative dependence of
our analysis on the threshold a. First, the universal scaling
behavior in �a�L� /�a is seen for a�0.6. Using too small a
value for a ignores the long-range behavior of ��x�. Quali-
tatively, �a needs to be close to the point, where the decay of
the envelope of spin-spin correlations changes from a power
law with 1 /x to 1 /x2 �see Fig. 2 in Ref. 13�. Second, it turns
out that different choices of a produce values of �a that differ
only by a �U-independent and �-independent� prefactor p�a�,
as illustrated in Fig. 4�b� �symbols�. In particular, for U /�
�2, all �a follow the same functional dependence on the
parameters U and �, satisfying the relation

�a =
p�a�
�vF

�K
0 �6�

expected from Eq. �4� �lines in Fig. 4�. It is obvious that �a
yields an upper bound to �K

0 since p�a��1 for all choices of
a.
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The only exceptions are the data points at U /�=12.5, for
which �a is too large in comparison to L=500 to yield reli-
able results. The latter are thus excluded when fitting the �a
data to determine the best values for p�a�, shown in the inset
of Fig. 4.

The inset includes the prefactor p=6.8 �horizontal dotted
line� obtained in Sec. III A, from Fig. 2, via a scaling analy-
sis of ��x� �which has the advantage of not involving any
arbitrarily chosen threshold�. Evidently, p=6.8 is rather well
matched by p�0.9��6.7, implying that the two alternative
scaling strategies explored above, based on ��x� and �a�L�,
yield essentially identical screening lengths for a=0.9. For
the remainder of this paper, where we consider 
d�−U /2 or
B�0, we shall thus determine the screening length by em-
ploying �0.9�L� scaling, which is somewhat more straightfor-
ward to implement than ��x� scaling.

IV. GATE POTENTIAL

We next investigate the behavior of the Kondo screening
length while sweeping the gate potential applied to the dot.
Qualitatively, one expects the Kondo temperature to increase
upon gating the dot away from particle-hole symmetry and
eventually, as the dot’s charge starts to deviate substantially

from one, the Kondo effect will be fully suppressed.37 Con-
sequently, we expect the Kondo cloud to shrink upon varying

d. To elucidate this behavior, we focus on values of U /�
�5.6 for which �0.9�L=500� yields a good estimate of the
true �K, as demonstrated in Sec. III.

Our results for �0.9 are presented in Fig. 5�a�. In addition,
and as an illustration, we plot the dot level occupation �nd�
= �0�nd↑+nd↓�0� in Fig. 5�b�, where �0� is the ground state of
the system, obtained via DMRG. As we shift the dot level
away from the particle-hole symmetric point at 
d=−U /2
and thus leave the Kondo regime, �0.9 falls off rapidly. This is
symmetric in the direction of the deviation from the Kondo
point. In the regime 
d�−� one would expect Eq. �4� to hold
roughly. Indeed, for 
d=−U /4, Eq. �4� still applies,38 while
for, e.g., 
d=0 this is not the case anymore. The reason is that
Eq. �4� is only valid in the Kondo regime with �nd��1. From
Fig. 5�b� we see that the dot occupation starts to decrease
quickly as we increase 
d from −U /2, implying that the mag-
netic moment decreases as well. In the mixed-valence re-
gime, 
d�−�, �0.9 measures the strength of the spin-spin
correlations not originating from Kondo physics.

V. MAGNETIC FIELD

The application of a magnetic field is known to destroy
the Kondo effect and its influence on the density of states
�DOS� and the conductance has been widely studied.39,40

Here, we investigate how the screening cloud collapses as
the magnetic moment is squeezed by the magnetic field. In
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the presence of a finite magnetic field the total spin S� is no
longer conserved but only Sz is conserved. Thus we are left
with a U�1� symmetry for Sz instead of the SU�2� symmetry
for S� . As a consequence, much more computational effort is
needed in order to achieve an accuracy similar to the zero-
field case �see the Appendix for detail�.

Our results for �i� the screening length �0.9�L=500� and
�ii� the magnetic moment of the dot �= ��Sd

z�2�− �Sd
z�2 are

displayed in Figs. 6�a� and 6�c�, respectively. As the mag-
netic field is increased but still smaller than TK, there are
almost no visible effects in �0.9 �note the logarithmic scale in
the figure�. Once the magnetic field B reaches the order of
the Kondo temperature TK, the Kondo effect gets suppressed
and the extent of the Kondo cloud shrinks rapidly. More

precisely, a pronounced decay of the screening length sets in
at B�0.5TK, in agreement with findings for the field-induced
splitting of the central peak in the impurity spectral
function.41 Qualitatively, both the screening length and the
magnetic moment � exhibit the same behavior. Note that for
small U /�, charge fluctuations reduce the magnetic moment
to lie below the value �=1 /4 applicable for the Kondo
model, which presupposes U /��1.

To identify the point at which the Kondo effect breaks
down, we again study the collapse of results from Fig. 6 onto
a universal curve. This is shown in Fig. 6�b�, and as a main
result we find

�0.9�B�
�0.9�B → 0�

 f�B/TK� , �7�

where f�x� describes the universal dependence on B /TK. We
note that due to higher numerical effort for calculations with
a finite magnetic field �as further discussed in the Appendix�
our numerical results slightly underestimate �0.9�B� at U /�
�5, in particular, at small B. This, however, has no qualita-
tive influence on the scaling collapse described by Eq. �7�.
We suggest that an analysis analogous to the one presented in
Fig. 6 could be used to extract TK for models in which the
dependence of TK on model parameters is not known. In such
an analysis, TK would be the only fitting parameter, since
�0.9�B ,L→�� can be determined along the lines of Sec. III
and one would obtain TK up to an unknown prefactor, which
is independent of U /�.

By rescaling the magnetic moment data to ��B� /��B
→0� as shown in the inset of Fig. 6�c� we again find
a universal curve very similar to the collapse of
�0.9�B� /�0.9�B→0� in Fig. 6�b�. We thus confirm that a col-
lapse of local quantities can be used to extract TK, as previ-
ously shown using DMRG.8 In principle, both a scaling
analysis of �0.9�B� and ��B� can be used to extract TK. Using
the analysis of the screening length data ��K� offers the pos-
sibility of a scaling analysis as outlined in Sec. III to reach
parameter regimes, where a convergence of the data in L has
not yet been reached. Moreover, the analysis of �K directly
unveils the relevant length scales.

VI. SUMMARY

In this work, we studied the spin-spin correlations in the
single-impurity Anderson impurity model using a state-of-
the-art implementation of the density matrix renormalization
group method. We first considered the particle-hole symmet-
ric point and discussed two ways of collapsing the system-
size-dependent data onto universal scaling curves to extract a
measure of the Kondo cloud’s extension, the screening
length �K, as a function of U /�, or TK, respectively. The first
analysis is based on a scaling collapse of the integrated cor-
relations, while the second one employs a finite-size scaling
analysis of the distance �a�L� from the impurity at which a
certain fraction a of the impurity’s magnetic moment is
screened. �a�L� /�a��� exhibits a universal dependence on
L /�a���, independently of the parameter U /�. We further
showed that for an appropriately chosen value of the param-
eter a, both approaches yield quantitatively similar estimates
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z�2 vs B /TK. The inset shows the rescaled data

��B� /��B→0�.
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of the screening length. Our results for �K, obtained from
either of the scaling analyses, nicely follow the expected
dependence on U /�.

As DMRG works in real space, the scaling regime could
only be reached for U /�=4 and system sizes of L�500, but
even for larger U /��6, a collapse onto the universal behav-
ior could be achieved. Note that U /��4 is the regime, in
which time-dependent DMRG is able to capture Kondo cor-
relations in real-time simulations of transport27 on compa-
rable system sizes, consistent with our observations.

While NRG is better suited to access the regime of very
small Kondo temperatures TK, DMRG efficiently gives ac-
cess to the full correlation function �S�d ·S� i� in a single run. As
an outlook onto future applications, we emphasize that
DMRG allows for the calculation of the spin-spin correla-
tions in the case of interacting leads12 or out-of-equilibrium,
which is challenging if not impossible for other numerical
approaches with current numerical resources.

While the first part of our study focused on the particle-
hole symmetric point where Kondo physics is dominant, we
have further analyzed how the screening cloud is affected �i�
by varying the gate voltage and tuning the system into the
mixed-valence regime, and �ii� by applying a magnetic field
at particle-hole symmetry. The latter provides an independent
measure of the Kondo temperature, through the universal
dependence of the screening length on TK /B.

Note added: while finalizing this work, we became aware
of a related effort on the Kondo cloud, Ref. 42, using the
so-called embedded-cluster approximation, slave bosons, and
NRG. Their analysis is based on calculating the local density
of states in the leads, as a function of the distance from the
impurity.
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APPENDIX: NUMERICAL DETAIL

In this Appendix we provide detail on our numerical
method. The DMRG calculations presented in this work are
challenging for two reasons. First, we model the conduction
band with a chain of length L that provides an energy reso-
lution of 1 /L, whereas the Kondo temperature becomes ex-
ponentially small with increasing U /� �c.f. Eq. �4�	. Second,
the spin-spin correlators are long-ranged quantities making
very accurate calculations of quantities necessary that are
small compared to the unit of energy, t. The parameter con-
trolling the accuracy of our calculations is the number of
states m used to approximate the ground state during the

DMRG sweeps. Typically, we choose m=1500 �3000 at
most� for the calculation of the ground state. This results in a
residual norm per site,43 a measure for the quality of the
convergence of the calculated ground state toward an eigen-

state of the Hamiltonian, �r= ��0��Ĥ−E�2��0�, on the order
of �r

L =O�10−7�.
Figure 7 illustrates the m dependence of �0.9 for two val-

ues of U /� and two values of L at 
d=−U /2, obtained from
simulations using the SU�2� symmetry. The larger the ratio
U /� and the bigger the system size L, the higher the number
of states m, needed to be kept to obtain a well-converged
ground state, see Fig. 7. This can be understood as follows:
higher U /� implies a smaller Kondo temperature, i.e., a
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FIG. 7. �Color online� Convergence of �0.9 vs the residual norm
per site �r /L for 
d=−U /2, extracted from ground-state calcula-
tions using the SU�2� symmetry. For each combination of U /� and
L, the number of states kept increases for data points from right to
left as m=200,400,600,800,1000,1200,1500,2000,2500,3000,
except for the case U /�=5.6, L=500, where no point with m
=3000 is shown.
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also included for comparison �solid diamonds�.
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larger screening length �0.9 and longer-ranged spin-spin cor-
relators �S�d ·S� i�. A well-converged ground state requires these
to be evaluated accurately over the entire range i��0.9, and
hence more states need to be kept during the DMRG sweeps.
For the scaling analysis presented in Sec. III �see Figs. 2 and
4�, we only used data points that are converged with respect
to the number of states kept.

In Fig. 8, we illustrate that the convergence with the num-
ber of states is greatly accelerated whenever the SU�2� sym-
metry can be exploited. We compare this preferable case to
the calculations with a magnetic field, where the SU�2� sym-
metry is reduced to a U�1� symmetry. In the figure, we use a
small magnetic field of B /TK=3·10−3, such that the results
for �a�B ,L=500� coincide with the results for B=0, previ-
ously obtained from the SU�2� calculation. For instance, at
L=500 by keeping m=1500 states, �r�3·10−3 is reached in

the U�1� case as compared to �r�2·10−4 for the SU�2� case.
For U=1, �=0.32, we show that this residual norm ensures
accurate data for �a up to a=0.9, while for larger a, our U�1�
results are well below the corresponding SU�2� ones com-
puted with the same m.

Pragmatically, in the case of broken SU�2� symmetry, one
may resort to using a smaller threshold a �instead of a=0.9�,
for which the convergence with m is faster. As we have
shown in Fig. 4, �K can be extracted from �a with 0.6�a
�0.95 up to a nonuniversal prefactor using the schemes dis-
cussed in Sec. III.

In contrast to the screening length, the calculation of the
magnetic moment �, a local quantity, is much better be-
haved. Thus � does not suffer much from the slower conver-
gence of the U�1� calculation and converges quickly to a
high precision �displayed as diamonds in Fig. 8�.
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Chapter 6

Stroboscopic observation of quantum
many-body dynamics

In the study presented in this chapter we apply tDMRG to a system of ultracold atoms.
Such gases of ultracold atoms can be loaded in optical lattices [117] and serve as an excel-
lent playground for low-dimensional quantum many-body physics [118, 119] since virtually
every parameter of these systems can be controlled experimentally. Interactions play a par-
ticularly important role in one dimensional systems and can be controlled experimentally
via Feshback resonances [120]. The experimental access to such strongly interacting one
dimensional systems provided the ideal field of application for tDMRG and added to the
big success of tDMRG. Here we discuss the effects of repeated (stroboscopic) observations
of a many-particle system. We find a variant of the quantum Zeno effect [121–124] leading
to inhibited or accelerated break-up of certain many-body configurations. The lifetime
of such clusters depends in a non-monotonous fashion of the time interval between the
observations.
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Recent experiments have demonstrated single-site resolved observation of cold atoms in optical
lattices. Thus, in the future it may be possible to take repeated snapshots of an interacting quantum
many-body system during the course of its evolution. Here we address the impact of the resulting
Quantum (anti-)Zeno physics on the many-body dynamics. We use time-dependent DMRG to
obtain the time evolution of the full many-body wave function that is then periodically projected
in order to simulate realizations of stroboscopic measurements. For the example of a 1-D lattice of
spin-polarized fermions with nearest-neighbor interactions, we find regimes for which many-particle
configurations are stabilized and destabilized depending on the interaction strength and the time
between observations.

Introduction.— In the last years ultracold atoms in op-
tical lattices have proven to be a versatile tool to study
various quantum many-body phenomena [1, 2]. Recently,
tremendous progress has been achieved by implement-
ing single-site resolved detection [3, 4] and addressing
[5] of atoms. This opens the path for investigating the
evolution of non-equilibrium quantum many-body states
by taking snapshots revealing the position of each single
atom. For simpler systems, the effect of frequent observa-
tions on the decay of an unstable state (or the dynamics
of a coherently driven transition) has already been dis-
cussed and observed, leading to the notion of the Quan-
tum (anti-)Zeno effect [6–9]. Zeno physics has also been
seen in cold-atom experiments with atomic loss channels
[10] and was theoretically addressed in [11–13]. Exper-
iments with single-site detection, however, would allow
to explore the effect of observations on the dynamics of
a truly interacting quantum many-body system. Here
we exploit a numerically efficient approach to simulate
the repeated observation of many-particle configurations
in interacting lattice models. This represents an ideal-
ized version of the dynamics that may be realized in fu-
ture experiments. We illustrate the main features of this
“stroboscopic” many-body dynamics in the case of a 1-D
lattice of spin-polarized fermions with nearest-neighbor
interactions. We find a variant of the Quantum Zeno Ef-
fect and discuss its tendency to inhibit or accelerate the
break-up of certain many-particle configurations. Inter-
estingly, the lifetime of such particle clusters depends in
a non-monotonous fashion on the time interval between
observations. These features may be seen, for example,
in the expansion dynamics of interacting atomic clouds
in a lattice.

Technique.— Ideally, each observation is a projective
measurement in the basis of many-particle configurations
(occupation number states in real space). However, due
to the exponentially large number of states, we need a
numerically efficient way to sample such outcomes. We

start by drawing the position of the first particle from
a random distribution given by the one-particle density.
Afterwards, we draw the position of the second particle,
conditioned on the location of the first one, and proceed
iteratively. In doing so, we build on the fact that the
n-particle density ρn factorizes into conditional proba-
bilities,

ρn(s1, . . . , sn) = ρ1(s1) ·
n∏

i=2

ρi(si|si−1, . . . , s1), (1)

where si denotes the position of the ith particle and
ρi(si|si−1, . . . , s1) is the conditional probability of find-
ing the ith particle at site si given that there are i − 1
particles at the sites s1, . . . , si−1. Using this approach,
only n · Ns values of joint probability densities have to
be calculated, in comparison to the full number

(
Ns

n

)
of

possible many-body configurations. This approach relies
on being able to calculate efficiently both the pure time
evolution between observations and the i-particle den-
sities (1 ≤ i ≤ n). For the present work, we use the
time-dependent DMRG [14–17], which is an extremely
powerful method for interacting 1-D systems. For the
fermionic model considered below, it is numerically even
more efficient to draw the position of the first particle
as before and then project the state onto those config-
urations where a particle is present at the selected site.
After rescaling the resulting state, the new one-particle
density is calculated. From this distribution we draw the
position of the second fermion, excluding all sites already
occupied by a fermion, and iterate the steps for the re-
maining fermions.

Model.— In this paper, we study spin-polarized
fermions in a 1-D lattice governed by the Hamiltonian

Ĥ = −J
∑

i

(
ĉ†i ĉi+1 + h.c.

)
+ V

∑

i

n̂in̂i+1 . (2)

Here, ĉi(ĉ
†
i ) denote fermionic destruction (creation) oper-

ators on lattice site i, and n̂i is the particle number. The
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2

first term describes hopping with amplitude J between
neighboring sites, the second encodes the interaction be-
tween fermions at neighboring sites. The Hamiltonian
displays a dynamical V 7→ −V symmetry which shows
up in expansion experiments [18]. Following analogous
steps as in [18], we can conclude: If both the initial state
and the experimentally measured quantity Ô are invari-
ant under both time reversal and π–boost, the observed
time evolution 〈Ô(t)〉 is identical for repulsive and attrac-
tive interaction of the same strength. Here, a π–boost
refers to a translation of all momenta by π. The ini-
tial occupation number states and the n-particle density
observables in our case fall within the scope of this the-
orem. Thus, the only relevant dimensionless parameters
in our scenario are |VJ | and the rescaled time between
observations, J∆t.
Single particle.—We first briefly turn to the single-

particle case, with V = 0 in Eq. (2). This leads to a
tight-binding band E(k) = −2J cos(k). A particle lo-
cated initially at a single site is in a superposition of all
plane wave momenta k = −π . . . π. After a time t, the
probability of detecting it at a distance l from the initial
site is ρ(l, t) = J 2

|l|(2Jt), where J is the Bessel function

of the first kind. This is shown in Fig. 1(a). The par-
ticle moves ballistically, with 〈l2〉 = 2(Jt)2. When the
particle is observed stroboscopically, at intervals ∆t, the
ballistic motion turns into diffusion. In this case, after m
time steps of duration ∆t = t/m, we have 〈l2〉 = 2J2t∆t.
Thus the motion slows down, and in the limit of an in-
finite observation rate (∆t → 0), the particle is frozen,
which is known as the Quantum Zeno effect.
Dynamics of non-interaction fermions.— After each

observation, the many-particle wave function is a Slater
determinant of single particle wave functions, and for
non-interacting fermions this remains true even during
the subsequent evolution. Using Wick’s theorem, the n-
particle density of these N fermions can be written as
(see also [19]):

ρn(s1, . . . , sn; t) =
(N − n)!

N !

∣∣∣∣∣∣

Ms1s1 . . . Ms1sn

. . . . . .
Msrsn . . . Msnsn

∣∣∣∣∣∣
. (3)

Here, Msksl =
∑N
j=1 Tskmj

(t)T ∗slmj
(t), where Tkl(t) =

i(k−l)Jk−l(2Jt) is the propagator for one fermion, and
the sum is taken over all sites mj that were occupied
at the initial time. The normalization is chosen such
that

∑
s1,...,sn

ρn(s1, . . . , sn; t) = 1. Note that the one-
particle density ρ1 is just the sum of the individual den-
sities (Fig. 1b). Motion in arbitrary potentials would be
captured by different propagators Tkl.
Numerical details.— For the interacting case to be dis-

cussed now, we use a tDMRG simulation, with time steps
of Jδt = 0.1, a lattice of typically 115 sites, and keeping
up to approximately 1000 states, at a truncation error
of 10−6. The n-particle densities are evaluated by calcu-

site number
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Fig. 1. Time evolution of the density profile of fermions ex-
panding in a lattice without observation. (a) Single fermion
for comparison. (b-d) Expansion of 13 fermions initially
located at adjacent lattice sites for increasing interaction
strength.

lating expectation values of the tDMRG wave functions.
For the non-interacting case we checked the tDMRG den-
sity against the exact formula (3) for times Jt ≤ 20. Note
that tDMRG has been employed for dissipative dynamics
of cold atoms recently [20].

Stroboscopic many-body dynamics.— We will focus on
an experimentally interesting scenario, namely the ex-
pansion of an interacting cloud from an initially confined
state. Such an expansion in 2D was observed in an ex-
periment with 2-species fermions in [18]. We will first
briefly address the evaporation itself and then discuss
qualitatively the resulting stroboscopic dynamics, with a
more refined analysis presented further below. Fig. 1(b-
d) shows the effect of the interaction on the free (unmea-
sured) time evolution of the density profile. For increas-
ing interaction the fermions tend to remain localized near
their initial positions. For large interaction strengths
|V/J | ? 3 and the times shown here, tJ < 16, a more
detailed analysis reveals that evaporation proceeds via
the rare event of a single fermion dissociating from the
cluster. This particle then moves away ballistically. The
evaporation of particles off the edge of the confined cloud
is hindered by the formation of bound states. This is a
crucial phenomenon we will also encounter in the con-
text of repeated measurements. For smaller interaction
strengths (|V/J | > 2), the fermions split gradually into
a larger and larger number of clusters as time increases.
The parameter regimes in which the model described by
Eq. (2) exhibits diffusive or ballistic transport was ad-
dressed using tDMRG in [21]. The effects of stroboscopic
observation are shown in Fig. 2, for typical realizations
of this stochastic process. For non-interacting fermions
we find the behavior expected from the single particle
case. The spread (and thus, the diffusion constant) in-
creases with larger observation time intervals ∆t. For
very small J∆t (strong Zeno effect), the motion is diffu-
sive with a small diffusion constant that becomes inde-
pendent of |V/J |. In general, it is useful to discuss the
“lifetime” of the initial inner cluster that evaporates via
expansion. For the interacting case, the lifetime is short-
est at some intermediate observation time interval ∆t,
while it is enhanced again for large ∆t. Apparently, at
very large |V/J |, the lifetime may have yet another local
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Fig. 2. Density plot of specific realizations for the expansion
of 13 fermions with site-resolved detection during the evo-
lution. We show the full evolution of density even between
observations, which collapse the many-body wavefunction at
regular time intervals J∆t (as indicated by the dashed lines in
panel h). Without interaction (a-d) the lifetime of the initial
configuration decreases for larger J∆t, while for large interac-
tion the lifetime is shortest for intermediate observation times
J∆t (h,l). For small J∆t the dynamics becomes independent
of |V/J |, see (a,e,i).

maximum for intermediate ∆t, see Fig. 2(j). We confirm
this striking non-monotonous behavior of the lifetime by
simulating 400 realizations for each panel shown in Fig.
2 and plot the average number of fermions at the central
15 lattice sites as a function of time, in Fig. 3. For suffi-
ciently large J∆t and |V/J |, this number decays roughly
linearly at a rate that sets the inverse lifetime.

We will now see that the features observed here can be
mainly attributed to two ingredients: a bound state and
the two-level dynamics between the initial state and the
state with a fermion detached from the others.

Doublets and the role of interactions.— The effect of
interactions can be discussed already for the stroboscopic
dynamics of two fermions. We focus on the decay of a
doublet, i.e. two fermions sitting at neighboring sites.

In the quantum Zeno limit, J∆t�1 (or J∆t� |2J/V |
for large |V |, see below) only single hopping events occur
during ∆t. The probability for a fermion hopping left or
right during ∆t is 2(J∆t)2. This leads to a rate equation
for the probabilities pl to find the two fermions l sites
away from each other:

d

dt
pl = 2J2∆t [pl+1 − pl + (1− δl,1)(pl−1 − pl)] . (4)

In this limit, the average decay time for a doublet is
〈Jt〉 = 1/2J∆t, independent of V , compare with Fig. 2
(a,e,i).
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Fig. 3. For the parameters of Fig. 2, each panel shows the av-
erage number of fermions remaining at the 15 central lattice
sites as a function of evolution time t for different values of
J∆t. The thin dotted line corresponds to an evolution with-
out observation. (a) Without interactions, the lifetime de-
creases monotonically with increasing J∆t. (b) At V/J = 3.8,
the lifetime increases again for large J∆t. (c) At large inter-
actions, V/J = 9, the lifetime is non-monotonous even for
intermediate J∆t; compare J∆t = 0.3, 0.7, 1.0. Note that the
lifetimes in (a-c) are almost identical for J∆t = 0.1.

For larger J∆t, the interaction will become important.
It gives rise to a bound state when the particles come
close to each other (this effect also exists for clusters of
more particles [22]). It is convenient to separate the dy-
namics of the 2-particle states into relative and center-
of-mass (c.o.m.) motion. Considering the basis |l,K〉 =
1√
N
∑
j exp{iK[j+ l/2]}c†jc†j+l|vac〉 of the 2-particle sec-

tor with relative coordinate l, center of mass coordinate
j+ l/2, and total wavenumber K = k1 +k2, the action of
the Hamiltonian (2) is H|l,K〉 = |K〉 ⊗ HK |l〉. The first
part describes a plane wave with c.o.m. wavenumber K,
the second the relative motion, which is described by an
effective Hamiltonian

HK |l〉 = −2JK
[
|l+ 1〉+ (1− δl,1)|l− 1〉

]
+ V δl,1|l〉, (5)

with a hopping amplitude JK = J cos(K/2) depend-
ing on K. We now discuss the decay of a doublet
(see Fig. 4(a)) with the help of the doublet survival
probability PD(t) =

∑
L′ |〈l = 1, L′|e−iHt|l = 1, L〉|2,

where L and L′ are c.o.m coordinates. A bound
state exists if |V | ≥ |2JK |. It is given by |ψK〉 ∝∑∞
l=1(−JK/V )l−1|l〉. In the absence of observations

the doublet survival probability is for t → ∞ given by
PD(∞) = 1

2π

´ π

−π dK |〈ψK |l = 1〉|4. Specifically, in the
more interesting case of large |V/2J | ≥ 1, we have

PD(∞) = 1− (2J/V )
2

+
3

8
(2J/V )

4
. (6)

While PD(∞) is determined by the bound state, the evo-
lution for times Jt < 1 is mostly determined by the two-
level dynamics connecting |l = 1〉 and |l = 2〉. In this
short-time limit, we find

PD(t) = 1− 1

π

ˆ π

0

dK
cos2(K/2)

ξ2K
sin2(2JξKt), (7)

with ξK =
√

( V4J )2 + cos2(K/2) (note the integral over

K). In the strongly interacting regime we find three
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Fig. 4. (a) Doublet decay level scheme. The doublet is sepa-
rated from the continuum of unbound states by an energy gap
V . (b) Probability PD of finding the doublet intact after an
evolution time Jt. Dashed black lines correspond to PD(∞)
found in Eq. 6. (c) Single trajectory of PD for a time evolu-
tion subject to observations, with J∆t = 0.6 and V/J = 6.
(d) Doublet survival probability PD as function of the obser-
vation time interval J∆t ≥ 0.02 for a fixed total evolution
time Jt = 18. Note the non-monotonous dependence on J∆t
for finite interactions.

regions for the doublet survival probability: for times
Jt� ξ−1K=0 the probability is independent of the interac-
tion strength, PD(t) = 1−2(Jt)2, for times ξ−1K=0 < Jt <
1 one expects an oscillating behavior of PD(t) given by
Eq. (7) with a period approximately 2π

V for |V/4J | � 1,
and for Jt� 1 the probability approaches PD(∞).

The full evolution of PD(t) using exact diagonalization
is shown in Fig. 4. Without observations (Fig. 4(b)),
PD(t) is interaction-independent at small times Jt > 0.2.
Temporal oscillations in PD develop for higher interac-
tion strengths (V/J ? 3.5). The non-monotonic behavior
at small times suggests that a change of the observation
time interval in the stroboscopic dynamics may have a
drastic effect on the survival probability. This effect is
confirmed in Fig. 4(d). In that figure, the observation
time interval J∆t is varied, while keeping the total evolu-
tion time constant, Jt = 18 (with a corresponding num-
ber of observations t/∆t). The stroboscopic evolution
is interaction-independent up to times J∆t = π

V/J . For

larger J∆t there is a drastic recovery of PD, which can
show oscillations as a function of ∆t. The qualitative
behavior matches well the expectations from Fig. 4(b)
and does not depend in detail on the total time t. Thus
we have explained the most prominent features of the
stroboscopic many-body dynamics, shown in Fig. 2 and
Fig. 3, through our the discussion of the doublet.

Other features that can be observed in the stroboscopic
dynamics are the motion of whole clusters of fermions
through the lattice and the exchange of fermions be-
tween clusters, as shown in Fig. 5. As expected, clus-
ters are very stable for high interaction strengths. The
hopping amplitude for a cluster of n fermions is of order
Jn/ |V |n−1, decreasing strongly for larger clusters, as can
be perceived in Fig. 5(c).
Experimental realization and outlook.— Our choice of

tim
e

0

5

10

0 20-20

0.0

1.0

site number
b ca

J
t

V/J=9V/J=3.8V/J=0

Fig. 5. Density plot for the time evolution of an initial state
with clusters of different numbers of fermions and observa-
tions with time steps J∆t = 2. (b,c) For large interaction
strength we find clusters moving as a whole (indicated by tri-
angles). Also processes with single fermions being exchanged
between clusters or attached to a new cluster are observed,
indicated by loops.

Hamiltonian was primarily dictated by simplicity, as a
one-species fermionic model in 1D. This Hamiltonian is
related to the Heisenberg XXZ model by Wigner-Jordan
transformation. The stroboscopic dynamics is identi-
cal for both models as the outcome of observations de-
pends only on spatial density-density correlations. These
Hamiltonians can be experimentally realized in optical
lattices with fermionic polar molecules [23] or 2-species
fermions in the insulating phase [24]. For both real-
izations single-site detection has not yet been imple-
mented, but ideas exists and experimental progress is
being made towards this goal. The generic features dis-
cussed in this paper should be found as well in other
model, e.g. the Bose-Hubbard model (where a double
occupancy would correspond to the doublet state). Ex-
perimentally, the most challenging step needed to ob-
serve the interplay of many-body dynamics and measure-
ments discussed here would be to make the observations
non-destructive, whereas currently atoms are heated into
higher site orbitals. Beyond the scenarios discussed here,
one may also be interested in the influence of external
driving or measurements that are either weak or target
only specific sites.
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Appendix A

Numerical details

A.1 Derivation of the orthonormality condition

The orthonormality condition Eq. (2.10) is easily derived by induction. The starting point
is condition Eq. (2.9) and we limit to the derivation for the left basis. The derivation for
the right basis is analogous.

The induction argument can be initialized with site k = 1 because its effective left basis
is already orthonormal as it consists only of the vacuum state. Now, consider the case that
site k has an orthonormal effective left basis and construct the condition for site k + 1 to
have an orthonormal effective left basis:

〈l′k+1 |lk+1〉 =


∑

l′kσ
′
k

〈l′k|〈σ′k|A
[σ′k]
l′kl
′
k+1

∗


(∑

lkσk

A
[σk]
lklk+1

|lk〉|σk〉
)

=
∑

l′klkσ
′
kσk

A
[σ′k]
l′kl
′
k+1

∗
A

[σk]
lklk+1

〈l′k |lk〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
δl′
k
lk

〈σ′k |σk〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
δσ′
k
σk

=
∑

lkσk

A
[σk]

lkl
′
k+1

∗
A

[σk]
lklk+1

=

(∑

σk

A[σk]†A[σk]

)

l′k+1lk+1

.

(A.1)

Condition Eq. (2.10) follows with 〈l′k+1 |lk+1〉 !
= δl′k+1lk+1

.

A.2 Singular value decomposition

The singular value decomposition can be seen as a generalization of the spectral theorem,
i.e. of the eigenvalue decomposition. It is valid for any real or complex m× n rectangular
matrix. Let M be such a matrix, then it can be written in a singular value decomposition

M = USV † , (A.2)
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where U is a m×m unitary matrix, S a m×n matrix with real, nonnegative entries on the
diagonal and zeros off the diagonal, and V a n × n unitary matrix. The numbers on the
diagonal of S are called singular values, and there are p = min (n,m) of them. The singular
values are unique, but U and V are not, in general. It is convenient to truncate and reorder
these matrices in such a fashion that their dimension are m × p for U , p × p for S (with
the singular values ordered in a non-increasing fashion) and n× p for V (i.e. p×n for V †).
A consequence of this truncation is that U or V is no longer quadratic and unitarity is
not defined for such matrices. This property is replaced by column unitarity (orthonormal
columns) of U and row unitarity (orthonormal rows) for V † - no matter which one is no
longer quadratic. In this article all singular value decompositions are understood to be
ordered in this fashion.

In cases where the actual singular values are of no interest, e. g. during the orthonor-
malization of an MPS without any truncation a thin QR decomposition [125] can be used
instead of a SVD.

A.3 Numerical costs of index contractions
The numerical costs of matrix multiplications and index contractions of multi-index objects
depend on the dimension of both the resulting object and of the contracted indices. In the
case of matrix multiplications this is quite simple. Consider a n×m matrix M1 multiplied
by a m× p matrix M2. The result is a n× p matrix M :

Mij =
m∑

k=1

(M1)ik (M2)kj . (A.3)

Evidently, each of the n ∗ p matrix elements Mij requires a sum over m products of the
form (M1)ik (M2)kj. Thus the process for calculating M1M2 is of order O (nmp).

The numerical costs of multi-index objects are obtained analogously. Consider two
multi-index objects, M1 with indices i1, . . . , in and dimensions p1 × · · · × pn and M2 with
indices j1, . . . , jm and dimensions q1 × · · · × qm. If we contract the indices i1 and i2 of
M1 with the indices j1 and j2 of M2 (assuming that p1 = q1 and p2 = q2), we obtain the
multi-index object M :

Mi3...inj3...jm =

p1∑

k=1

p2∑

l=1

(M1)kli3...in (M2)klj3...jm . (A.4)

Thus for every entry of M , p1 times p2 multiplications have to be done, so that the process
is of order O ((p3 . . . pn) (p1p2) (q3 . . . qm)).

A.4 tCheMPS details
While the principles of the tCheMPS method are outlined in Cha. 4, here, we provide ex-
plicit expressions for the evaluation of time-dependent expectation values and error mea-
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sures using a MPS-based implementation. Starting with the initial state |ψ0〉 the time
evolution of |ψ0〉 is given by

|ψ(t)〉 = UN(t)|ψ0〉 = π(t)
N−1∑

n=0

c̃n(t)|tn〉 (A.5)

with |tn〉 = Tn(H ′)|ψ0〉 and the convenience notations π(t) = e−i(E0+aW∗)t and c̃n(t) =
(2− δn0) cn(t), where with Un(t) and cn(t) are given by Eq. (4.1). The numerical focus lies
on the calculation of the expansion vectors |tn〉 while the coefficients c̃n(t) can be obtained
using standard libraries for mathematical functions. In the following we provide explicit
formulas in terms of |tn〉 and c̃n(t) that can be evaluated directly.

Expecation values

A time-dependent expectation value is then given by

〈O(t)〉 = 〈ψ(t)|O|ψ(t)〉 =
N−1∑

n=0

N−1∑

m=0

c̃∗n(t)c̃m(t)〈tn|O|tm〉 . (A.6)

This requires the calculation of O(N2) expectation values of the type 〈tn|O|tm〉, of which
a single evaluation is typically very cheap numerically, however, even for moderate N the
numerical effort for total calculation can easily match the effort for calculating the vectors
|tn〉. Fortunately, the expression 〈tn|O|tm〉 does not depend on the time t and needs to be
calculated only once for all times.

Norm

Theoretically, the norm of |ψ(t)〉 should stay constant, however, in the reality it does not
and its deviation gives a estimate for the error during the time evolution.

‖|ψ(t)〉‖2 =
N−1∑

n=0

|c̃n(t)|2 ‖|tn〉‖2 + 2
∑

n<m

< (c̃∗nc̃m〈tn |tm〉) . (A.7)

The computational complexity is again O(N2).

Scalar product

The scalar product of |ψ(t)〉 with an arbitrary state |ϕ〉 is straight-forward to calculate
using the following O(N) expression

〈ϕ|ψ(t)〉 = π(t)
N−1∑

n=0

cn(t)〈ϕ|tn〉 . (A.8)
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Difference

The norm of the difference of the two states |ψ(t)〉 and |ϕ〉 as in Eq. (4.10) is given by a
O(N2) expression, making use of Eqs. (A.7) and (A.8),

‖|ψ(t)〉 − |ϕ〉‖ =

√
‖|ϕ〉‖2 + ‖|ψ(t)〉‖2 − 2<〈ψ(t)|ϕ〉 . (A.9)

For a comparison between tCheMPS and tDMRG the difference between |ψ(t)〉 and, say,
M states |ϕ(t)〉 given by tDMRG only O(MN +N2) MPS operations are necessary as the
quadratic contribution in N stems only from the squared norm ‖|ψ(t)〉‖2.
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